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International human rights came into existence bottom-up, from the efforts of ordinary people to ally with each other in solidarity and demand their rights through civil resistance campaigns in support of democracy, an end to slavery and child labor, women’s rights, labor rights, and tenant rights, among other rights. Yet international law recognizes only states as the ultimate source of law. This monograph develops a novel, people-powered or “demos-centric” approach to international human rights law that acknowledges the role in lawmaking of average human beings, seeing them as both the source of rights and the most effective means of overcoming the central weakness of international law—namely, its inability to ensure that states and governments comply with the human rights obligations they supposedly undertake. Taking account of nonviolent movements and their impact on the formation and implementation of international human rights law recognizes the human agency of the supposed beneficiaries of human rights law: common people.

The monograph develops this approach using the controversial third source of law identified in Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, namely, “general principles.”

As a source of law, “general principles” are controversial because of their theological, natural law overtones. This monograph uses nonviolent civil resistance as a means of objectifying natural law and making it usable for a secular, inclusive and multicultural international legal system. Instead of an absolute term—something that exists eternally, independent of the mind of human beings—we can see natural law as a relative term that reflects a human, creative envisioning of an alternative legal order that is not yet reflected in positive legal codes but is being created intersubjectively through the collective work of human beings engaged in nonviolent civil resistance.

The analytical framework developed in this monograph identifies four general principles that structure the human rights project: nonexploitation, nondiscrimination, nonrepression and nonviolence. These “general principles” crosscut four dimensions of law (international and domestic law, positive and natural law) and comprise a human rights ethos. Using a typology derived from these four principles, nonviolent civil resistance movements may be critically examined for how fully they manifest these human rights ethos.

The monograph thus creates an interdisciplinary research agenda for future
collaboration between legal scholars and social scientists while also making a contribution to the practice of civil resistance. Scholars of civil resistance studies can be attentive to evidence that the nonviolent movements they study are manifesting a human rights ethos. Legal scholars can evaluate this evidence and incorporate it as they develop and strengthen general principles of human rights law, in order to ensure conceptual consistency across the aforementioned four dimensions of law. Doing so will enable them to recognize the potential of nonviolent civil resistance movements to aid in the “internalization” of international law into domestic legal systems. Finally, practitioners of civil resistance, although primarily using extra-legal means, can become more strategic in their reliance on human rights instruments and treaties as well as general principles in waging more effective nonviolent struggles with better chances to uphold and broaden human rights norms and successfully redress injustices, including in repressive regimes.
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The masses of people are rising up. And wherever they are assembled today, whether they are in Johannesburg, South Africa; Nairobi, Kenya; Accra, Ghana; New York City; Atlanta, Georgia; Jackson, Mississippi; or Memphis, Tennessee, the cry is always the same—“We want to be free.”

“What do you want to tell Assad?” “I am a human being.” “I am free.” “I want justice.”

This monograph undertakes to build a bridge between two academic disciplines—human rights law and civil resistance studies—that currently stand as worlds apart, with little cross-over or cross-fertilization—by creating a framework to situate nonviolent civil resistance or “people power” movements in the context of international human rights law. Often confused with “passive resistance” or “pacifism,” nonviolent civil resistance is “a civilian-based method used to wage conflict through social, psychological, economic, and political means without the threat or use of violence. It includes acts of omission, acts of commission, or a combination of both.” As it currently stands, international law takes little account of civil resistance movements, which are without formal legal status, though certain human rights norms apply to them as well as to individuals.

The international legal community is, however, beginning to take notice of civil resistance, at least to the extent of defining the scope of a right to peaceful protest. This monograph will focus on international human rights law as the part of international law most relevant to nonviolent movements, but more general aspects of international law are implicated as well.

International human rights jurists and scholars have reason to give nonviolent civil resistance increased attention. Civil resistance movements are occurring with increasing frequency all over the world. A study by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace finds that “major citizen protests are multiplying,” many of them part of coordinated
civil resistance campaigns. After an earlier phase of increased activity in the late 1980s and early 1990s ended, the pace of such protests picked up again in 2005 and "have reached a new peak in the past five years." Since 2010, more than 60 countries have experienced major protests. "Just in 2015, significant protests took place in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia, Brazil, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Guatemala, Iraq, Japan, Lebanon, Macedonia, Malaysia, Moldova, and Venezuela. The list of countries hit by major protests since 2010 is remarkably long and diverse." An idea of the explosive growth of civil resistance movements is illustrated by the following chart:

![Bar chart showing violent vs. nonviolent protests from 1900 to 2015](https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/01/18/how-the-world-is-proving-mlk-right-about-nonviolence/)

In fact, this graph provides at best a partial picture because it only shows large-scale civil resistance movements, where the goals are revolutionary or "maximalist": "to remove the incumbent national leadership from power or to create territorial independence through secession or expulsion of a foreign military occupation or colonial power." The wave of global protest seen since 2005 has been compared to a similar wave occurring in the 1980s and 1990s, except that in contrast to earlier waves, today’s protests are occurring in every region of the world and in countries with every type of governmental regime. It has been said that "nonviolent resistance campaigns have become the modal category of contentious action worldwide." Not only are nonviolent movements becoming more frequent, they have over time

demonstrated their ability to have potent effects on international relations worldwide, altering the geopolitical order in ways long considered the prerogative of states. In Central and Eastern Europe, nonviolent movements helped to bring about the fall of the Soviet Union. Nonviolent civil resistance helped many nations win independence or end colonialism (United States, Egypt, India, Ghana, Malawi, and East Timor, to name a few). The Cedar Revolution drove Syrian forces out of Lebanon in 2005.

Civil resistance movements have also changed the nature of the international community and, by extension, international law through their ability to affect major political changes in the internal governance of member states. Throughout history, people power movements have successfully and tangibly affected the specific nature and type of a state’s government, either forcing political reforms, reshaping political institutions or transforming entire political systems. In many other countries besides the ones mentioned above, military juntas and other dictatorships have been overthrown, altering the balance between democratic and non-democratic states in the international order.

Technically, under international law, the nature of a state’s government is a purely domestic matter, and a state can only make international law through the actions (or omissions) of its government. Thus, as a practical matter, it makes a difference whether a state is democratic or undemocratic, welfarist or not, isolationist or interventionist, as its actions affects the formation of future conventional and customary international law.

Research into nonviolent civil resistance challenges the conventional wisdom that only violence “works.” Quantitative analysis by Erica Chenoweth and Maria J. Stephan compared the effectiveness of 323 violent and nonviolent campaigns occurring between 1900 and 2006 and reached the startling conclusion that nonviolent campaigns achieved their objectives at over twice the rate of violent campaigns (53% of the time for nonviolent campaigns versus 26% for violent campaigns). Chenoweth and Stephan conclude that this greater rate of success is owing to the greater ability of nonviolent movements to attract broad participation. Because the “barriers to participation” are lower, nonviolent movements are typically much more inclusive than violent movements, including more women, elderly people, and youths. While it is often believed that nonviolent resistance only works against “civilized” opponents like the British in India, in fact “[t]he vast majority of nonviolent campaigns have emerged in authoritarian regimes . . . where even peaceful opposition against the government may have fatal consequences.”
Given the increasing frequency and potency of nonviolent civil resistance worldwide, it is important to clarify its place in international law. As nonviolent campaigns have grown more frequent, so too has repressive government response. The United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) has expressed concern in various resolutions about the increasing use of violent attacks against peaceful protesters around the world, as well as the increasing tendency of states to criminalize protest activity and prosecute protesters, and it is taking steps to clarify the relevant law. We now appear to have entered a phase of retrenchment where democratic gains that once seemed unstoppable are now being turned back. Support for nonviolent resistance may be crucial to pushing back against this turning tide.

While the international law that applies to civil resistance movements is being clarified, larger questions of how such movements relate to international human rights law have not been deeply addressed. This monograph creates a space for civil resistance movements in international law by identifying grassroots and bottom-up mechanisms for shaping and making international norms. In its essence, this monograph proposes a theory of nonviolent civil resistance in international law, showing how it can be developed and empirically understood as both a subject and a maker of international law.

The analysis undertaken in this monograph requires a rethinking of fundamental aspects of international human rights law, and international law more generally. Traditionally, international law does not accord lawmaking powers to individuals or other non-state actors. Individuals have rights and some duties under international law, but they can only indirectly affect lawmaking (e.g., by influencing the diplomatic negotiation over international multilateral treaties) rather than be the originators of law themselves. Similarly, as Balakrishnan Rajagopal notes, “Modern international law does not ordinarily concede mass movements and local struggles as makers of legal change.” To the extent that international law takes account of social movements, it is only in the context of self-determination and state formation, through the doctrine of “effective control.” This doctrine holds that whichever government has “effective control” of a state’s territory is recognized as a legitimate authority in the international system. Thus, even in this context, as Rajagopal further notes, “international law leaves the terrain as long as the situation is murky, and ‘returns’ only to welcome the victor to the club of states.” In short, international law takes no account of the actions of individuals or groups as lawmakers, except indirectly, through pressuring states to take action or proposing
norms that states subsequently adopt.

The reason for this disregard of individuals and other non-state actors is owing to the state-centric nature of the international system, which remains largely reflective of the sovereign nation-state system created by the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. In this system, political authority is centralized and territorial, not dispersed and personal as it was during the Middle Ages. The classic description of the concept of sovereignty created by the Peace of Westphalia was given by US Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall, who said, “The jurisdiction of the nation within its own territory is necessarily exclusive and absolute. It is susceptible of no limitation not imposed by itself.” The state-based system has been called anarchical because it lacks the central features of domestic law, namely, a central legislator or global police power. Stability in this anarchical international system has been long thought to rest on mutual respect for state sovereignty, as guaranteed by the corollary norms of equality among the states and nonintervention.

Because the international system lacks central features of domestic law, its underlying legal premise is voluntarism: the idea that states consent to participate in international law. As a consequence, state-centric international law is mainly “positivist,” meaning that law is created through the practice of states. States either make explicit compacts with one another through treaties, or they evolve patterns of interaction (customs) that create predictable and stable international relations. Though no state functions as the supreme sovereign, states taken together are lawmakers, though occasionally they may delegate lawmaking power to international organizations. With a qualification discussed below, states, in the current international order, are the only entity with lawmaking power. As set out in Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), state-centric international law recognizes three “sources” of law, of which the first two are overwhelmingly more important:

1) international agreements or treaties (conventional law);
2) state practice undertaken with a sense of legal obligation (customary law);
3) “general principles of law recognized by civilized nations.”

A fourth source of law, “judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations” may also be consulted “as subsidiary means” for determining rules of law.” Also considered by some scholars only a “subsidiary
means,” the third source of law, general principles is the only “source” of law that does not emanate exclusively from states, but until now, general principles have not been theorized as encompassing the practice of individuals.

While most approaches to international human rights law look at it only through the state-centric framework of traditional international law, this monograph takes a more deep-seated approach and examines how people power movements may be considered makers of international law. Traditional international law discounts the people as a source of law, vesting sovereignty (and thus lawmaking power) in the state alone. But as Mahatma Gandhi declared long ago, “[E]ven the most powerful cannot rule without the co-operation of the ruled.” The theory underlying nonviolent civil resistance as a political strategy rejects the conventional view that political power is monolithic and centralized in the head of state. Even in the most authoritarian political regimes, power is multidimensional and depends on myriad “pillars of support,” the human capital without which power cannot exert its control. The police and the military are the most obvious pillars of support, but power also depends on more intangible or indirect supports like the media and the business community. In every civil resistance campaign, the challenge for organizers is to analyze the pillars of support most relevant to the targeted regime and devise tactics to weaken their loyalty. As Srdja Popovic explains, “the nonviolent struggle is about pulling people from pillars. It is not about pushing and pressing and bringing down and bombing and destroying. It is about, can you persuade the people to step out?” As the pillars of support fall away, the regime weakens and eventually collapses. The premise of this monograph—drawn from civil resistance studies—is that people power undergirds the state that is the lawmaker in international law.

Whatever the justification for refusing to recognize individuals as lawmakers in the context of other areas of international law, it is peculiarly wrongheaded when it comes to international human rights law. If human rights are rights that people have by virtue of their humanness, which is the most basic and accepted (if mysterious) definition, then human rights are not created by either international or domestic law. At the same time, although not created by international or domestic law, human rights may be protected and realized by either or both. The rights in question are human rights, not states rights. They are for the benefit of individuals, not for the benefit of states.

International human rights law did not come into existence top-down, out of the
benevolent intentions of states, even though states eventually began to recognize that large-scale human rights abuses could pose a threat to the international order. Rather, it came into existence from the bottom-up efforts of ordinary people in civil society to ally with each other in solidarity and demand their rights, often through organized nonviolent campaigns and movements that pressured elites and powerholders to recognize or grant individual rights (freedom for slaves, women’s rights, labor rights, and children’s rights, to name a few). Unlike international law generally, the real source of international human rights law has been the coordinated, organized and nonviolently forceful efforts of individuals—in other words, what one can refer to as people power.

But how to take account of this power when international law takes no account of the activities of “non-state actors,” as human beings are antiseptically referred to in international law? Indeed, when it comes to sources of law, traditional international law generally does not even take account of domestic legal systems, except in so far as to consider domestic judicial decisions interpreting international law as secondary sources. But how to take account of this power when international law takes no account of the activities of “non-state actors,” as human beings are antiseptically referred to in international law? Indeed, when it comes to sources of law, traditional international law generally does not even take account of domestic legal systems, except in so far as to consider domestic judicial decisions interpreting international law as secondary sources. This monograph attempts to solve this central theoretical dilemma, and thus to start to forge what might be called a “people-centered” or demos-centric approach to international human rights law, by developing the third source of law called “general principles” and identifying four specific general principles that arguably define the modern human rights project. When respected by a nonviolent resistance movement, these four principles create a human rights “ethos” – a spirit or attitude animating and reflected in a practice – that can be said to characterize the movement. This people-centered approach will, in turn, allow us to recognize a more prominent role of organized human agency (e.g., in a form of civil resistance movements) in the shaping and making of international law.

This monograph is structured like a traditional legal analysis and divided into two halves. The first half determines the applicable law by setting out the relevant legal frameworks and then progressively develops them to take account of people power as expressed in organized nonviolent movements or campaigns. Titled “Theorizing People Power in International Law: General Principles of Human Rights,” the first half of the monograph creates a new, multidimensional analytical framework for international human rights and explains its theoretical basis in law. The second half of the monograph, titled “Applying General Principles of Human Rights to Specific People Power Movements,” takes that new analytical framework and concretely applies it in particular situations, unfolding it from one dimension of law—international, domestic,
positive and natural—to the next. Though this is first and foremost a legal analysis, written by a lawyer from the perspective of legal practice and scholarship, this monograph will develop criteria for identifying when specific civil resistance movements may be said to manifest a human rights ethos and thus will identify a research agenda that social scientists can pursue going forward, perhaps in collaboration with legal scholars, in their work on civil resistance movements.

**Analytical Framework Derived:**

**Four Dimensions and Four Principles**

Of the three traditional sources of law, the most undeveloped—“general principles”—is the most amenable to incorporating the practice of non-state actors, including civil resistance movements as a source of law. Unlike treaties and custom, general principles do not depend on state practice for their validity, though they need to be objectifiable in some fashion. They have been called “the most controversial of the various sources of international law enumerated in Article 38 of the Statute and thus of international law in general.” For the purposes of this monograph, what is significant about general principles as a source of law is that they are a hybrid form of law, potentially operating in four dimensions across both international and domestic law, and both positive and natural law.

While the particular language of Art. 38 (“general principles of law recognized by all civilized nations”) was a compromise negotiated during the drafting process between those advocating for a natural law approach and those insisting that general principles derive only from domestic law *(in foro domestico)*, over time the latter aspect of general principles has come to dominate. Used to fill gaps in international law through reference to domestic legal systems, general principles are mainly seen in the legal literature as a conduit through which doctrines from national legal systems travel up into international law. This aspect makes them a natural source for human rights law, which operates at the interface of domestic and international law. In addition to being a conduit for domestic law, general principles can potentially encompass natural law as well, though this aspect is far more controversial than their domestic law aspect and is almost wholly undeveloped doctrinally. The natural law provenance of general principles has been most evident in the jurisprudence of international tribunals. However, when general
principles are described as having a “natural law flavor” or “overtone,” this is generally not meant to be a compliment. Perhaps the most positive appraisal is Henkin’s remark that general principles represent “the triumph of good sense and practical needs” over the constraints and limitations imposed as a result of a purely positive-law, state-centric approach to international law.

It is not hard to understand why the natural law provenance of general principles has not been celebrated or developed doctrinally. Today’s international law grew out of an earlier view of international order called the law of nations. When the law of nations was first theorized by the great jurists like Hugo Grotius and Emmerich de Vattel in the 17th and 18th centuries, states were also thought to be subject to natural law, which was believed to originate in the mind of God or in human nature, and was binding on states as moral “persons.” Over time, natural law, and its close cousin natural rights, fell into disfavor, as legal positivism, with its emphasis on “positive law” or “man-made” law, emerged and was embraced by most Western legal traditions starting from the mid- to late-19th century. Natural law was rejected, either because it was seen to be subjective or resting on a theological framework. But during the years when natural law was seen as a source of law, the law of nations was considered to rest not just on the consent of states but on the consent of all mankind. For instance, Blackstone noted that “[t]he law of nations is a system of rules . . . established by the universal consent among civilized inhabitants of the world” and “all the people.” In 1796, US Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase pronounced that the customary law of nations is “established by the general consent of mankind.”

This monograph uses people power to recuperate the natural law aspect of general principles and takes the additional step of arguing that a vague term like the “conscience of mankind” can be objectified by looking at people power as its enactment when people harness their power. Ever since Antigone defied the edicts of Creon, King of Thebes, in order to secure her brother a proper burial, disobedience of positive law in the name of a higher justice has been recognized as a justifiable transgression. The justice Antigone pursued was not the “law of the land,” but its content was clear and so were the actions that she took based upon it—covering her brother’s body with earth and reciting burial rites—actions for which she was condemned to death.

To develop an approach to people power as natural law, it will be helpful to turn to the work of the legal scholar Robert Cover, who theorized law as not just created by courts but socially created by people. Cover used the term jurisgenesis to refer
to “the creation of legal meaning” by the nomos, or normative universe, of different social groups within a society. As Cover remarks, “No set of legal institutions or prescriptions exists apart from the narratives that locate it and give it meaning.”

People power can thus help us conceptualize natural law in a new way that makes it more concrete and independent of a theological, or any eternal, foundation, and thus more usable as a source of law. Instead of an absolute term—something that exists eternally, independent of the mind of human beings—we can see natural law as a relative term that reflects a new world being imagined through the creative efforts of individuals engaged in the collective social activity of nonviolent resistance. Where there is no law, or only bad law, human rights defenders will have recourse to the tools of natural rights—civil disobedience, noncooperation, boycotts, stay-a-ways and so on. Before human rights were positive law, they were imagined natural rights—moral or political ideals that motivated social movements: for example, abolition, the fight for women’s suffrage and equal rights, labor organizing, the movement to end child labor, and indigenous people’s rights. Moral ideals became positive rights through the different phases of jurisgenesis and were propelled by activism of regular people demanding these rights. “Abolitionism was a social movement that had as its goal a change in society,” legal scholar Jenny Martinez observes, “But the change abolitionists sought was also fundamentally a change in law: slavery and slave-trading were legal, and the abolitionists wanted them to be illegal.”

But whereas Cover’s idea of jurisgenesis was unbounded, available to all social groups, this monograph undertakes to delineate the contours of jurisgenesis directed specifically to the realization of human rights. To do this, it is necessary to discover the narrative driving the genesis of legal meaning in relation to international human rights law. This monograph will define the human rights project as a legal-moral cultural process aimed at creating and realizing a social imaginary or nomos that is characterized by a particular human rights ethos. This ethos consists of different iterations of a basic narrative, in which the social teloi, or “ends,” of freedom, justice, and peace are imagined to be achievable through specific “means.” These means encompass the realization of human dignity through individual and collective activity organized around four general principles of nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence.
The Analytical Framework Applied

The second half of the monograph applies this analytical framework to four broad types of real-world scenarios involving civil resistance movements and shows how the general principles outlined above operate across the four dimensions of international and domestic, positive and natural law. The first scenario looks at how human rights law may be used to protect participants in nonviolent movements. The second scenario illustrates how people power movements may invoke, appeal to, or organize themselves in relation to positive human rights law, even to the extent of being an adjunct to legal implementation. The third scenario creates a matrix for assessing when movements that assert rights outside of the framework of positive human rights law can be considered as manifesting a human rights ethos. The fourth scenario returns the analysis to positive law and proposes three ways, in relation to three substantive areas of law, that civil resistance movements can be looked at as contributing to the development of general principles as a source of international human rights law and can thus be seen as making international law.

Addressing a Potential Criticism

A line of critique, mainly coming from scholars from the “Third World,” particularly scholars associated with the TWAIL network, or “Third World Alternatives to International Law,” claims that the human rights project is fatally biased by its Western origins and priorities. Rather than seeing the attempt that this monograph makes to extend the framework of human rights law to grassroots and popular movements as a good thing, this line of critique might observe that such analysis embraces the hegemonic approach of Western legal language and practice and thereby edges out more indigenous “languages of emancipation” that have different “epistemological foundations,” in the words of Rajogopal. As such, this approach leads “to the construction of new global orthodoxies through programs to export US legal institutions and expertise.” There are two possible responses to this criticism.

The first response is that this critique is founded heavily on the claim that the human rights project privileges Western civil and political rights and marginalizes social and economic rights, the latter of which are often of greater concern to Third
World constituencies. While this claim is not without grounds, especially as a historical matter, the fact is that social and economic rights were incorporated into the UDHR, the central legal document at the foundation of international human rights law. In addition, they are increasingly being incorporated on an equal footing in binding human rights legal frameworks. To the extent that human rights obligations have been tied to neoliberal structural adjustment policies having deleterious domestic effects on developing nations, the problem lies not with the human rights norms per se but with those economic policies.

The second response is to realize, as Rajagopal a few years later conceded, that human rights is a language “of both power and resistance...of hegemony and counter-hegemony” and thus “a terrain of contestation.” If local movements do not wish to avail themselves of coordinating with international human rights legal frameworks, they are free not to. But human rights have a high degree of legitimacy, both among elites and general populations. Sensing the importance of that legitimacy, grassroots movements across different geographies, cultures, and political systems often implicitly or explicitly avail themselves of human rights practice and discourse in their organizing and resistance practices. Therefore, the aim of the monograph is to set out the means and possible advantages of creating greater synergies between civil resistance movements and formal legal frameworks.

Readers who are not legal specialists will benefit from first reviewing the main terms and concepts that this monograph employs and are encouraged to refer back to them while going through the monograph. A glossary of terms and definitions, the end of the monograph, aims to help navigate through the narrative and arguments of this study. An introduction to international law generally and international human rights law specifically is included as a separate appendix. It is also recommended that non-legal-specialists read this before reading the body of the monograph.
Part One

THEORIZING PEOPLE POWER IN INTERNATIONAL LAW: GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Part 1 lays out the foundation for the analytical framework developed in this monograph, drawing on three relatively distinct lines of scholarship: 1) efforts to modernize customary law to take account of human rights; 2) preliminary attempts to incorporate non-state actors in the formation of international law, particularly customary law; and 3) efforts to explain the nature of general principles as a source of international human rights law. After giving an overview, the text explores the limitations of the particular line of scholarship and the positive insights that may be gleaned from it for the analytical framework developed here.

First, however, this part begins by examining the central difficulty in developing an international law of human rights—namely, state compliance—and relates this back to the natural law origins of the idea of human rights.

**The Problem of a Generally Applicable Positive Law of International Human Rights**

The subject area of international human rights has been bedeviled by the problem of state compliance, or lack thereof. The anxiety that international law is not really law and that states comply with it only when it is in their interest to do so is amplified almost to neurosis when it comes to human rights.

To briefly summarize the problem, the international law of human rights is dominated by conventional law in the form of multilateral treaties, but this framework has obvious limitations. Since they are only binding on signatory states, treaties do not bind states that have not signed onto them. Moreover, as with all treaties, states may enter reservations that exempt them from respecting particular treaty provisions, so long
as these reservations do not defeat the “object and purpose” of the treaty. Many states have entered important, and quite broad, reservations to human rights treaties, creating a patchwork of coverage. Most treaties have weak enforcement mechanisms, mostly limited to compliance oversight by an independent committee, the decisions of which do not have binding legal authority.

In view of the weaknesses of the conventional international law of human rights, many scholars have by default turned to customary law, the traditional source of generally applicable international law. In addition to filling the gaps left by the patchwork coverage of human rights treaties, a customary law of human rights would facilitate the process of internalizing international law in domestic law, because a significant number of state constitutions incorporate customary international law into domestic legal frameworks and give it a superior status, whereas most constitutions place treaties and statutes on an equal plane.51

Notwithstanding the desirability of a customary law of human rights, it has long been recognized that traditional customary law does not translate well to the subject matter area of human rights. Traditional customary law is created through a widespread and consistent pattern of state practice, undertaken with a sense of legal obligation (opinio juris) (see Glossary and Appendix). The existence of a norm is derived through an inductive analysis that begins by observing state practice and then generating a rule. Thus, technically, we could only say a customary norm of human rights had emerged when human rights were already being consistently respected by the majority of the states. The problem that a customary rule of human rights was intended to solve—of states not respecting their human rights obligations—would already have to be largely solved in order for a customary rule to form.

Some scholars and jurists have attempted to overcome this conundrum by arguing for a distinction between “modern” (or “instant”) and “traditional” customary law, with the former placing less importance on practice and more importance on opinio juris. This monograph will discuss these efforts to modernize custom, but first it is useful to reflect on the underlying reason that human rights present such difficulties in terms of sources.
Human Rights, Natural Law, and the Law of Nations

Most scholars, jurists, and activists in the human rights tradition understand human rights to be derived from natural rights, and in turn, they understand that natural rights were initially derived from natural law. In a contrarian account, Moyn disagreed with this more standard view, but his disagreement is predicated on a narrow definition of human rights as the legal doctrine recognized in the framework system of international human rights positive law. Over and over, in various instruments, human rights are declared to be “equal and inalienable.” Human dignity is called “inherent,” and human beings are said to be “born free and equal in dignity and rights.” In his famous dissenting opinion in the South-West Africa Cases, Judge Tanaka of the US Supreme Court spelled out the ramifications in terms of law as follows:

The existence of a human right does not depend on the will of a State; neither internally on its law or on any other legislative measure, nor internationally on treaty or custom, in which the express or tacit will of a State constitutes the essential element. A State or States are not capable of creating human rights by law or by convention; they can only confirm their existence and give them protection. The role of the State is no more than declaratory.

If human rights are rights that inhere in, or in some way flow from, humanness, by definition they cannot derive from positive law. However, this view of human rights is difficult, if not impossible, to ground outside of the theological context of natural law.

Historically, the notion of “natural law” is associated most closely with the Catholic intellectual tradition, but it has roots that reach back to ancient Rome. In a classic definition, the Roman orator Cicero said that “[t]rue law is right reason in agreement with nature; it is of universal application, unchanging and everlasting…. there will not be different laws at Rome and at Athens, or different laws now and in the future, but one eternal and unchangeable law will be valid for all nations and all times…” This law is superior to every positive law, because “[w]e cannot be freed from its obligations by Senate or people.” The “author” of this law, “its promulgator, and its enforcing judge” is God. To apprehend it, “we need not look outside ourselves for an expounder or interpreter,” we find it in our minds and hearts, through the use of reason.

During the Enlightenment, belief in natural law gave rise to belief in natural rights,
and the concept of "rights" crystalized into political and legal reality, culminating in the two great Enlightenment rights proclamations, the US Declaration of Independence and the French Declaration on the Rights of Man and the Citizen. These rights declarations accompanied revolutionary movements for more politically representative governments and limits on sovereign power.

Although the early "law of nations" applied principles from natural law to the study of international relations, the maturing field of international law gradually distanced itself from natural law and ultimately repudiated it almost completely. As laws of nature came to be interpreted in scientific, rather than theological terms, natural law fell out of favor as a source of international law. Without the grounding of natural law in a theological cosmos, most jurists came to suspect that believers in natural law "were in fact spinning the web of a system out of their own brains as if they were legislators of the world." Gradually, natural law became a subject of interest mainly to moral philosophers and Catholics, not international lawyers generally.

In the area of international law, the positivist turn in the late-19th century resulted in the view that the law could be brought into existence only through state practice, in the form of custom or convention. Thus, positivist Hans Kelsen saw the natural law allusions in the UDHR as defects, complaining that the declaration in Article 1 that "all human beings are born free and equal" is a "specific natural law doctrine" that is "far from being generally accepted." He found it "not very fortunate" that the opening of the UDHR "thus places the whole document under the sway of a highly disputed doctrine." Human rights could be seen as a residual holdover from the now-abandoned natural law roots of international law, haunting the field like a wandering, unhappy ghost from the past.

"Modernizing" Customary International Law

Turning now to the first line of relevant scholarship, valiant efforts have been made to identify a source in positive law for human rights, notwithstanding their relation to natural law, primarily through efforts to "modernize" customary international law. As noted, traditionally, a customary norm emerges when there is consistent state practice undertaken with a sense of legal obligation. It has been described as being "evolutionary" and "identified through an inductive process" that begins by identifying "specific instances of state practice," together with their underlying justifications, until
a pattern is discerned from which it can be said that states are acting in accordance with a perceived rule of law. In contrast, “modern custom” is said to be “derived by a deductive process that begins with general statements of rules rather than particular instances of practice.” In a somewhat overlapping argument, Schachter has argued that the evidence used in determining customary international human rights law must be different from the evidence for customary international law in general, and he suggested including statements by state officials condemning human rights violations as breaches of international law; United Nations (UN) resolutions and declarations stating duties arising out of the UDHR; dicta from the ICJ in the Barcelona Traction case, as well as national constitutions and domestic laws implementing human rights treaties and domestic court judgments referring to the UDHR as a source of binding law.

The search for an alternative to traditional custom has also led scholars and jurists to argue for the emergence of a new type of non-derogable norm of international law, called *jus cogens*, or “peremptory norms.” Small in number, these are said to be norms that are so fundamental that their violation admits no justification, such as the prohibition on the aggressive use of force. *Jus cogens* norms made their first formal appearance in international law in Article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969), under which it is stated that a treaty is void “if, at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts with a peremptory norm of general international law.” *Jus cogens* norms have been criticized for lacking foundation and for their *sui generis* quality: they are like custom in that they are generally applicable, but they are unlike custom in that they are not based on state consent. It has been questioned whether they exist outside of the treaty context.

A variation on *jus cogens* was presented by Henkin in 1994. He argued that, with the emergence of an international human rights regime, an entirely new source of international law had come into being, which he alternatively called “constitutional” or “non-conventional” (in the sense that it does not emerge from conventional law). Taking the legal innovation of *jus cogens* and extending it to all of human rights, not just fundamental rights, he declared that human rights law “is not the result of practice but the product of common consensus from which few dare dissent.”
The Trouble with Modern Custom

Efforts to “retrofit” such a foundational component of international law as customary law by changing its criteria and taking away, or diminishing, its most important component (state practice) have made other scholars and jurists distinctly uncomfortable, even if they are in sympathy with the overall aims of the human rights project.\(^70\) In a still current analysis done 25 years ago, Simma and Alston mounted a scathing criticism of such innovations, arguing that they stretch the boundaries of custom beyond recognition and give up the advantages of rules derived by induction, namely, that “[t]hey are hard and solid; they have been carefully hammered out on the anvil of actual, tangible interaction among states, and they allow reliable predictions as to future state behavior.”\(^71\)

Fueling the discomfort with theories of “modern” custom is the worry that international law is swinging too far in the direction of “utopia,” in the sense of the continuum set out by Kostkenniemi in his book *From Apology to Utopia: The Structure of International Legal Argument* (2006). It is feared that, in moving to a view of custom that places more emphasis on what states say than on what they do, international jurists and scholars are pronouncing as “law” rules that states widely violate in practice. Arthur A. Weisburd expresses the worry as follows: “It makes [no] sense to label as international law rules that many states will not obey and that very few states are willing to enforce against violators. If one were to accept this view, the world would soon witness repeated violations of rules that scholars insisted were legally binding. Thus, the discipline of international law would in effect be describing itself as ineffectual...”\(^72\)

The Trouble with Traditional Custom

Another concern that gives rise to misgivings about “modernizing” custom is the sense that altering the balance of the required elements will only compound the numerous theoretical problems already nagging traditional customary law itself.\(^73\) While Simma and Alston had faith in the solidity of traditional custom, others contend that it is in crisis. Some scholars find customary international law problematic in theory because it is imprecise and arguably circular.\(^74\) Disagreements exist concerning what state practice should be taken into account as evidence of the formation of customary law.
Statements by state officials are particularly controversial. There is also disagreement about how much practice is necessary. How many states have to be involved? How consistent does the practice need to be over time? Then there is the practical problem of collecting and assessing all of this evidence for all the countries in the world.

Problems of settling on what state practice is relevant for determining customary international law are likely part of the reason why scholars have not seriously begun to consider individuals as makers of international law. If defining state practice has controversial aspects, it is considered even more controversial to expand the relevant evidence beyond state practice to include the practice of non-state actors. Fidler observes that while it might follow from a liberal approach to international theory that the practice of private persons (natural or legal) should count toward the development of international law, “[s]uch a notion is even more radical than the idea that the State practice of democracies should count more than that of dictatorships or other types of non-liberal States.”

**Takeaway**

From the point of view of theorizing people power, what is most significant about all these efforts to adapt customary law to the subject matter of human rights is that, except for the *sui generis* doctrine of *jus cogens*, they are all state-centric, in that they see only state behavior as capable of generating international legal norms. None of them provides a space in theory for the input of non-state actors. They are all positivist, in that they see only written or otherwise codified law as relevant for determining international norms. Most importantly, though recognizing a certain difficulty related to sources, these efforts to modernize custom all assume that international human rights law is isomorphic with international law generally, rather than recognizing that it has a different structure, in that it is oriented more toward the state-to-individual relationship than the state-to-state relationship.

Study of this line of scholarship provides certain insights nonetheless. Not all attempts to modernize custom are equally vulnerable to the criticism that they are putting the cart of *opinio juris* before the horse of state practice. The compelling arguments of Schachter and Henkin that domestic constitutions and laws may be a source for international human rights law will be useful in making the case that international human rights law is a hybrid between international and domestic law, with
a bidirectional potential for interaction. Domestic constitutions and laws implementing international human rights, as well as domestic court decisions referencing international human rights law, are not purely verbal or “ineffectual” affirmations but represent hard evidence that international human rights law is being internalized into domestic legal systems, provided they are actually enforced.

However, rather than following Henkin, the analytical framework developed in this monograph resists embracing *jus cogens* as currently theorized, out of respect for positivists’ concern that it may amount to little more than an airy invention of a creative legal mind. At the same time, pace Schachter, it also questions whether customary law, however modernized, is best suited as a framework for taking account of human rights law as resulting from the *jurisgenesis* of people power movements. Traditional custom probably should be abandoned, not modernized, with respect to international human rights law. This is because it is primarily aimed at stabilizing interstate relations through developing predictable rules to organize and predict interactions among states. Hybridity is inherent in the logic of international human rights law, which is not primarily about regulating interstate relations but about regulating intrastate relations between the state and individuals, and which emerged historically from the rights guaranteed in national constitutions.

Drawing on these efforts to modernize customary international law but taking them in a different direction, the monograph takes an approach that attempts to be both principled and pragmatic. Principled, because it affirms a natural law view of human rights as existing prior to, or apart from, positive law. Pragmatic, because it takes the view that natural law needs to be grounded in some kind of practice, even if not the practice of states. If human rights inhere in humanness, human beings and their practices are their proper source.

**Theories of Non-State-Centric Customary Law**

The next line of scholarship to examine is the effort to theorize individuals as a source of law. In contrast to the wealth of literature generated by the project of “modernizing” custom, scholarship here is sparse. With a few notable exceptions, it is difficult to find scholars or jurists thinking outside of a state-centric perspective on international law. Only a small, dissenting group of scholars has attempted to theorize a more direct role for individuals in international law. Relevant literature is further limited
because the monograph’s focus on international human rights results in exclusion of efforts to theorize other types of non-state actors, such as corporations or terrorist groups, on the grounds that corporations are not properly the bearers of human rights because they are not human (notwithstanding some judicial and international tribunal decisions to the contrary), and terrorist groups do not acknowledge or respect core human rights principles.

Individuals in civil society have been understood to impact international law in two, mainly indirect ways, first, when organized into civil society organizations (CSOs) they can play a variety of roles with respect to international treaties, including information gathering, advocating, monitoring, and appraising. If states permit, human rights-related CSOs provide their input into the making of international human rights treaties. Typically, this occurs through a consultation process, whereby states confer with CSOs to learn their views on pending legal developments. Rarely, CSOs participate directly in the drafting process, as occurred in the drafting of the International Labor Organization (ILO) conventions. As an international organization, the ILO is unique in that states are required to send representatives from the business and labor communities as delegates, as well as state representatives, although the state itself decides on who the delegates for business and labor will be. Whether direct or indirect, participation of CSOs in conventional international lawmaking occurs at the discretion of states. Rarely, CSOs can propose international standards that are incorporated into domestic law. The role of nonviolent movements in shaping international law in this indirect way has not been studied or theorized.

Second, individuals can indirectly influence international law by bringing individual complaints in international human rights forums and raising issues of international law in lawsuits in domestic courts. Through these processes, individuals and their representatives can contribute to the development of international law in particular regional and subject matter areas. As this second way of influencing international law does not bear directly on lawmaking, it is not the subject of further discussion here.

New Haven School

Scholars in the so-called New Haven School have broken ground in the direction of a non-state-centric international law. They were ahead of their time in acknowledging the role of individuals in the formation of international law and in identifying human
dignity as the normative objective of all international law. They have been criticized, not altogether unfairly, for identifying human dignity with US national interests. As well, their conception of dignity includes the pursuit of wealth and power, making it something of an outlier among theories of dignity in human rights.

Scholars in the New Haven School argued for the recognition of the role of individuals based on the rationale that individuals are already participating in the formation of international law, for example, in review of elite decisions. As expressed by Paust, "From our perspective, the question is not whether individuals participate, but who is participating in the shaping of attitudes and behavior, where, when, how, with what resources, and with what short-term effects and long-term consequences." Paust has amassed overwhelming evidence of past practice showing that it is “irrefutable” “that traditional international law, even through the early 20th century, recognized roles, rights, and duties of nations, tribes, peoples, belligerents, and other entities and communities in addition to the state.” He cautions against the misrecognition that results from a focus on the state:

- By focusing on the “state,” one is less likely to appreciate the roles that are actually played by individuals and groups in the formation and continuation of a process involving the denomination “state” and the creation of law both within and outside the state. In a real sense, the state has existed and will exist, as will other forms of human association, because of patterns of human expectation and behavior.

Wilson has elaborated this point in arguing that people power plays a role in state formation, both at the “front end” (when the state is forming) and at the “back end” (when the state or its government is facing large-scale civil resistance). Using the insight from civil resistance studies that people power sustains the state through its life-cycle, she developed the notion of a “dormant social contract” that may be activated during large-scale civil resistance movements as the people systematically withdraw consent from governmental authorities. This withdrawal of consent rebuts the presumption that the state or government has the “acquiescence” of the population that is the predicate for recognition in the international system.
Civil Society

The impact of individuals on international law has been most studied with respect to formal CSOs, though this area of scholarship is still not large. Keck and Sikkink have identified transnational advocacy networks of civil society advocates who were collaborating to influence international relations and law. Glasius has documented the role of CSOs in conceiving the idea of an international criminal court and in influencing negotiations at every stage of the process. From a legal perspective, the most comprehensive analysis has been from Charnovitz, who has documented “two centuries of participation” of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in international lawmaking. In this literature, the focus is mainly on indirect effects.

Some scholars have attempted to argue that CSOs should be given a formal role in lawmaking. Gunning proposed a certification process for CSOs similar to that used by the United Nations Economic and Social Council (UNESC) in granting consultative status to CSOs; they argued that CSOs meeting the criteria should be seen as participants “on a par with states” in determining the content of customary international law. Their suggestion has been criticized on the grounds that CSOs are by nature unrepresentative and that the UN consultative status process contains biases that result in marginalization of CSOs from the Global South. The unaccountability of non-state actors is also a concern. Mueller has proposed replacing customary international law (which is limited to the “customs of the community of states”) with “customary transnational law,” which draws on “the customs of the international community at large,” defined as including both global governance and inputs from civil society. Scholarship on transnational law is promising but so far has focused on how transnational law undermines state sovereignty, rather than on the question of how it generates sovereign power, which is alternative to that of states.

Beliefs and Expectations

Ochoa is almost alone in attempting to go beyond the actions of CSOs and to lay the theoretical groundwork for recognizing individuals as makers of international law, particularly international human rights law. Working within the framework of customary law, she finds social and philosophical foundations in globalization;
cosmopolitanism and cosmopolitan citizenship; transnationalism, the subaltern and "globalization from below"; and "participatory democracy" to support what she downplays as the "relatively modest assertion of liberal democratic theory" that "people ought to participate in making the law that governs and protects them." As a kind of counterpart to the requirement of opinio juris in traditional state-centric customary law, she argues that the "beliefs and expectations" of individuals should be taken into account in determining customary international law and critically examines four suggestions that have been made as to how to glean "world public opinion"—General Assembly Resolution, NGOs as proxies for individuals, human rights litigation, and public opinion polls. She leaves aside the question of practice for future debates.

**Takeaway**

This visionary line of scholars provides several additional insights useful for theorizing people power. Through his excavation of the past, Paust has shown that up until the early 20th century, states recognized individuals and groups in international law in a variety of ways; e.g., they negotiated treaties with subnational groups and assumed that the law of nations rested on the consent of all mankind. Though he does not make the point himself, it is implicit in his analysis that the triumph of positivism is mainly responsible for occluding the role of non-state actors in international law that existed in early centuries. With the repudiation of natural law, international law closed off a source of law that was an avenue of input for non-state actors, if only abstractly in the sense of "humanity" in general, or "public conscience." It was after all the natural rights tradition that animated civil resistance movements for popular sovereignty, freedom from slavery, women's suffrage, limitation of working hours and betterment of working conditions. In purging international law of the natural rights tradition, the positivists erased the pathway through which nonviolent movements could potentially have been seen as a source of law.

As for the New Haven School approach, the main problem is that the potential seen for the participation of individuals is not deep or profound. Indeed, acquiescence is the main mode of participation New Haven scholars identify. These scholars find it useful to break down the decision-making process, including at the international level, into seven components: intelligence, promotion or recommendation, prescription, invocation, application, termination, and appraisal. Of these seven, the two that most
involve making and enforcing laws are “prescription” and “application.” McDougal et al. admit only a “very small, though hopefully representative group” of individuals can directly participate in these functions. For example, in the famous justification of US nuclear testing off the Pacific Islands, McDougal invoked “community expectations” but gave them no more content than a few arguments from international law about the expectations of states, the relevant community appearing to be limited to that anarchical society.

The New Haven School is also vulnerable to the criticism of subjectivism made of natural law for its “speedy descent from the high ground of general principles to the valley of ‘self-evident’ results” and perhaps most seriously that of policy expediency. In the words of one early critic voicing a harsh interpretation, “Law is policy. Policy is human dignity. Human dignity is fostered in the long run by the success of American foreign policy. Therefore, law is the handmaiden of the national interest of the United States.” A policy perspective in favor of human dignity but decentered from the state system would obviate this criticism.

Ochoa lays a more concrete foundation for theorizing people power, in setting forth normative grounds for taking individuals into account. The main limitation of her work is that she confines her analysis to an analogue of the opinio juris prong of customary international law and leaves the question of practice for future development by other scholars. But in leaving practice aside, she weakens her argument, since even with respect to traditional state-centric customary law, state practice is considered to be the most essential and determinative prong of customary international law. She also does not address the concern about “ineffectuality” identified above that has been expressed about attempts to modernize custom.

However, building on her work will enable us to demonstrate discursive, theoretical and practical openings for incorporating the practice of individuals and groups into the analysis and practice of international lawmaking. If one were to extend her argument, nonviolent movements that are representative of a broader society and its grievances and aspirations could constitute another important source for domestic and global public opinion. More importantly, nonviolent movements are an objectifiable practice. Ochoa’s apparent reason for leaving practice aside is that it may be more difficult and controversial to determine what individual practice “counts.” Establishing what counts as a relevant practice will engender debates that “will be important and surely will be prolonged.” But Chenoweth and Stephan have shown that it is possible
to operationalize civil resistance movements and see them as *sui generis* and distinct from other collective phenomena such as armed or violent movements or movements and campaigns that rely on institutional or traditional means of instituting political change through elections, party politics or courts. Though not without assessment problems of their own, civil resistance movements are more visible, tangible, and objective than "thoughts" and "beliefs," thus easier to count and take account of. They also point toward a greater level of commitment and engagement on the part of individuals, thus giving movements and their activities greater weight as evidence of norm shaping or making.

**General Principles**

Theoretical difficulties with modern custom as an alternative source for general human rights law have led some scholars, including this author, to turn to general principles, the third source of law identified in Art. 38 of the ICJ Statute. But general principles present no easy solution, as almost everything about general principles as a source of law remains controversial. One recent study concludes that there exists "no consensus on its exact nature and scope, as well as what distinguishes it from other sources of law." Another finds a "doctrinal consensus," yet states at the same time that the doctrine is "highly controversial and largely neglected." Recently, it has been argued that general principles as a source of law are evolving contextually, so that different methodologies are being used in different areas of law. In jurisprudence, general principles as a source of law are considered methodologically muddy—in its majority opinions, the ICJ inconsistently refers to "principles," "fundamental principles," "generally recognized principles," "basic principles," and "time-hallowed principles," or even "concepts." Perhaps owing to this methodological uncertainty, some scholars demote general principles to "subsidiary means" like judicial decisions, despite their being on an equal plane with treaty and custom according to Article 38.

This methodological muddiness seems deeply built in. As noted above, the language of Art. 38 ("general principles of law recognized by all civilized nations") was a compromise negotiated during the drafting process between those advocating for a natural law approach and those insisting that general principles derive only from domestic law. Review of the relevant literature reveals at least six distinct approaches:
1) A purely domestic law approach: identifying features that are common to
the main legal systems of the world;\textsuperscript{111} probably the least controversial use of
general principles. This comparative approach to general principles is often,
though not always, used to fill technical and procedural gaps in international law
with doctrines like estoppel, unjust enrichment, necessity, and proximate cause;\textsuperscript{112}

2) A mixed domestic–international positive law approach: this is similar to 1),
except that the borrowed features are modified slightly to adapt to the peculiarities
of the international legal system;

3) A purely international positive law approach: through an inductive process
looking at state practice and the practice of international organizations, identifying
features that emerge purely at the international level, like sustainable
development;\textsuperscript{113} this approach is difficult to distinguish from some “modern”
variants of customary international law;\textsuperscript{114}

4) A purely natural law approach: declaring certain features as law without
reference to positive law, either because such features are intuitively grasped, or
reflect a “common conscience”;\textsuperscript{115}

5) A mixed natural law–domestic positive law approach: reflecting the view that
“principles common to legal systems often reflect natural law principles that
underlie international law”;\textsuperscript{116}

6) A logical or inherent legal approach: identifying features logically necessary
to, or inherent in, any legal system, legal instrument, or law itself; this includes an
approach focused specifically on identifying features inherent or logically
necessary to the functioning of international law, such as the principle of
diplomatic protection;\textsuperscript{117}

With respect to human rights law specifically, there exists in the scholarly literature
a perception that “general principles of human rights” exist, but little systemic exposition
exists of what these “general principles of human rights” might be. They are often merely
invoked as if they were self-evident.\textsuperscript{118} To the extent they are given content, it is often
through reference to the UDHR. Because the UDHR is the “mother” instrument of international human rights law, this makes a certain amount of sense. However, except for the principle of nondiscrimination, the UDHR does not articulate principles; it merely enumerates a basic set of rights, at least 30, and arguably many more. In the specific context of criminal justice, Bassiouni describes a methodology of comparing the congruence of rights found in national constitutions with rights found in international human rights instruments in order to determine general principles of human rights: “The rights found in the instruments evidence their international recognition, while their counterparts in the national constitutions evidence national legal recognition. The congruence of both indicate the existence of a ‘general principle.’” This corresponds to the second approach described above.

Simma and Alston made a case for general principles as a source of international human rights law in the same article where they rejected “modern” custom. After arguing persuasively for the human rights practice of the UN bodies and specialized agencies as an authoritative interpretation of the human rights provisions of the UN Charter, they questioned whether it can be presumed that all of the rights enumerated in the UDHR, as well as new rights like the right to development, can be “said to fall within the ambit of the original Charter provision.” They then turned to general principles as an ultimate solution to the problem of a generally applicable human rights law, reinterpreting UN practice as evidence of “general principles,” rather than customary law. According to their view, general principles do not need to detour through domestic legal systems; they only need to have objective recognition, which can emerge directly in international law.

Simma and Alston’s solution has not been widely accepted because, in practice, reliance on UN practice turns out to be almost indistinguishable from the new forms of custom that they rejected. As they themselves note, “Of course, if we perceive customary international law to be derived not only from a generalization of State practice but from the express articulation of rules in, for example, declarations of the General Assembly, the concept of [modern] custom will be difficult to distinguish from that of general principles recognized internationally in the first instance.” Still, they argue for the benefit of keeping customary law and general principles distinct, “on the ground...that the concept of a ‘recognized’ general principle seems to conform more closely than the concept of custom to the situation where a norm invested with strong inherent authority is widely accepted even though widely violated.” This monograph agrees
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with Simma and Alston’s suggestion that general principles is the most theoretically coherent source of human rights law. However, their theorization of general principles falls short, because it collapses into “modern custom.”

**Takeaway**

Using general principles as a matrix for incorporating individuals into international law is preferable to customary law because it sidesteps the methodological debates about the elements of customary law. It could be reasonably objected that customary law has so many unsettled elements that it should not be expanded further and that the inductive process for deriving customary law is already so difficult and so controversial that it would face insuperable theoretical challenges to expand it in order to include people power movements. Working within the logic of general principles as a source of law means that development of a *demos*-centric international human rights law can proceed without impacting the debates regarding customary international law.123

Adopting the general principles matrix entails that we use general principles in a general and a specific sense. The general sense refers to how general principles are used in Article 38 of the ICJ Statute (as category or type of source for law), while general principles in a specific sense defines the content of the category in a particular subject matter area of law—in this case, human rights law. In the specific sense, this monograph identifies four such general principles—nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence—relevant to the human rights law and analyzes them in greater detail below.

General principles as a source of law remain unsettled doctrinally; this leaves scope for innovation. As they are not defined purely in terms of state action, nothing precludes them from incorporating the actions of non-state actors as makers of law. While general principles are often used to fill in gaps in international law, nothing limits them to procedural doctrines. They are also useful because, at least in principle, they have a hybrid structure, potentially cross-cutting international and domestic law, as well as natural law and positive law. As Biddulph and Newman note, general principles “are inherently flexible, able to transpose legal ideas from one system to another....”124

But though general principles potentially encompass natural law, there is little in the scholarly literature developing this point, because natural law in general has fallen away as a living tradition for international lawyers. As noted at the beginning of this
part, what also sets human rights apart from other subject matter areas in international law is that they are a natural law idea, not deriving their authority from the positive law. But while natural law is recognizable to international lawyers in a historical sense, there is at present no body of natural law that is used independently of the positive law to adjudicate claims related to human rights violations, except perhaps for the controversial notion of *jus cogens*.

This monograph puts forward the original proposition that civil resistance movements function as a proxy for the content of natural law and explains how in more detail in Part II. In the pre-positivist history of international law, natural law was a way for jurisprudents to acknowledge “mankind,” “humanity,” and “the dictates of conscience” in pronouncing international law. In other words, in referring to natural law, early international scholars were invoking the “beliefs” and “opinions” of individuals that Ochoa is trying to recognize. Individuals and movements striving to realize human rights often operate outside of, or prior to, established legal or institutional frameworks, using the extra-legal means of civil disobedience, noncooperation, stay-aways, and demonstrations. Such individuals are engaged in *jurisgenesis*, the cultural process of imagining and creating a normatively alternative sociopolitical and legal order reflecting their ideals of justice, including equality, dignity, and freedom. A main thrust of this monograph therefore is to develop a workable framework that will ultimately facilitate the operationalizing of the natural law reflected in civil resistance movements. This can then be objectified, conceptually extrapolated and eventually made usable for an inclusive and multicultural international legal system that would accommodate people not only as an agency of law shaping but lawmakers.

While complicated, devising an inductive process for determining the input of people power movements to general principles of human rights does not present insuperable methodological problems. However, it will require close collaboration between legal scholars and social scientists studying civil resistance and movements. Empirical research is of course already being done on human rights in general, particularly focusing on the impact of treaty ratification on the human rights behavior of states. Arguably, civil resistance movements lend themselves more readily to empirical research than human rights violations, because such movements have many “visible” markers, whereas many human rights violations are carried out in secret. Large protests, or strikes, or even consistently recurring smaller protests, street theatre, “flash mobs,” are observable, especially in today’s world of cell phone and social media access, whereas
torture for example usually occurs in secret and is shrouded in official denials. Empty buses during the US civil rights struggle illustrated a powerful tactic in action—boycott of segregated public transportation—though of course some nonviolent tactics, like work or production slow-down, may be relatively less visible.

Quantitative study has shown that people power can be operationalized. In their study *Why Civil Resistance Works*, Chenoweth and Stephan created the Nonviolent and Violent Campaigns and Outcomes (NAVCO) dataset. Using specific criteria to identify civil resistance campaigns (see monograph’s Glossary of Terms), they focused on campaigns having “maximalist” aims, meaning that the campaign aimed to change a governmental regime, expel a foreign military occupation force, or create a new state through secession. Compiling the first-ever database (NAVCO 1.0) on such movements covering the timeframe from 1900 to 2006, they began with an extensive review of the literature on nonviolent civil resistance and put together an initial list, which they corroborated against encyclopedias, case studies, and a comprehensive bibliography compiled by experts on nonviolent civil resistance. For the violent campaigns, they referred to existing databases on violent conflicts. They cross-checked their conclusions with experts in the field. Finally, they refined their list to include only “maximalist” campaigns.

Chenoweth has been continually updating and refining the NAVCO database, which has been used with a growing frequency by social scientists. One of the first uses of NAVCO 3.0 has been in a study expanding understanding of the factors that lead movements to succeed or fail in the crucial activity of maintaining nonviolent discipline. Chenoweth is now working on a new dataset that will include “reformist” campaigns, like those discussed in Part IV of the monograph, which stay within the existing legal framework of the state and seek its reform.

Methodologically, a general principles approach to international human rights would have some similarities to regular customary international law, except that it would give significant weight to the activities of people power movements reflecting a human rights ethos. Inclusion of people power as a source of general principles of international human rights law does not dispense with the effort to create a consensus among states around binding human rights norms, but it supplements that effort with recognition that human rights norms have emerged—and are continuing to develop and evolve—through a bottom-up process whereby ordinary people, often using organized extra-legal means of nonviolent action, are advancing specific norms into political and legal domestic and international realms and creating a new consensus around them. Through more detailed
study of how rights function in civil resistance movements, we can begin to codify an international law of human rights based on the relevant practice of states, international and supranational organizations, plus the beliefs and expectations of individuals as well as the people-powered practice through which the agency of individuals is organized toward the realization of the rights they are asserting and claiming.
Part II of this monograph takes the insights developed in Part I and uses them to develop an analytical framework to begin creating a demos-centric international human rights law and thus lay down the foundations for a theory of nonviolent civil resistance in international law.

In developing this analytical framework, it will be useful to separate out two distinct premises: first, international human rights law is a hybrid of international and domestic law; and second, it is a hybrid of positive law and natural law, where natural law is redefined as the jurisgenesis of civil resistance movements consistent with the general principles or ethos of human rights. As process, natural law encompasses people power. As substance, natural law encompasses rights asserted by people power movements beyond those protected by positive law.

First Premise: Human Rights Law is a Hybrid of International and Domestic Positive Law

In his 1994 Sibley lecture, Henkin said that while international human rights law is an innovation in terms of international law, it draws its substance from the “once-excluded sources” of national domestic laws, and thus “derive[s] from national constitutional rights.”

This is true, historically and practically. The drafters of the UDHR studied existing national constitutions and other municipal laws from around the world as the starting point for the creation of an international law of human rights. Their usual mode of working was to look to rights guarantees in national constitutions, find patterns and consensus, and draft language for the international declaration that either reflected the best existing language or improved on it.

Furthermore, the relationship to national constitutions was imagined to be reciprocal, and it did in fact become reciprocal, to a significant extent. Despite not including the requirement that it should be implemented in a member state’s constitution, “[t]he Universal
Declaration has served as a model or inspiration for numerous constitutional and legislative provisions.” Jayawickrama finds that “no fewer than 90 national constitutions drawn up since 1948 contain statements of fundamental rights which, where they do not faithfully reproduce the provisions of the Universal Declaration, are at least inspired by it.”

The constitutionalization of international human rights law transposes international law into domestic law, where it becomes susceptible to pressure from individuals, including movements—pressure that is legally meaningful since in a majority of the world’s constitutions the people are the holders of sovereignty. As has long been recognized by practicing human rights lawyers, the most effective means for enforcing international human rights law is to ensure that it is “incorporated into the domestic legal system through executive action, judicial interpretation, legislative action, or some combination of the three.” Through internalization, international human rights law becomes binding domestic law that state officials are obliged to “obey as part of the domestic legal fabric.”

Although legal scholars today usually focus on a process of internalization that moves from international law to domestic law, the drafting history of the UDHR indicates that the process of interaction is bidirectional and actually began at the domestic level.

Furthermore, this bidirectionality continues today. Although the basic human rights instruments guarantee freedom of information as part of freedom of expression, no human rights treaty was originally interpreted to mean that states were obligated to enact freedom of information acts (FOIAs) or their equivalents. However, from 1993 to 2005, the number of states having FOIAs in their domestic legislation more than doubled, from 30 to over 60. From 2005 to 2009, another 30 states enacted such legislation bringing the global total to 90. By 2012, the total was more than 112.1 The international human right to expression is now understood to require states to adopt FOIAs, or their equivalent.

The relationship between domestic and international law can be visualized as organized around the horizontal axis of a grid (see Box 1), with the top two quadrants representing international law and the bottom two quadrants domestic law. The double-sided arrows bisecting the axis indicate the permeability between international and domestic law—international law is internalized into domestic law, while domestic law shapes the content of international law.
The second way that international human rights law is hybrid in nature is that it results from both positive and natural law. The historical evidence as to how the UDHR was drafted provides an opening for the effects of non-state actors to be registered in international law. To the extent the rights provisions in national constitutions resulted, directly or indirectly, from civil resistance movements engaged in human rights jurisgenesis, those movements can be considered as having provided indirectly the raw material for the content of the UDHR provisions. Movements whose actions led to the inclusion of the specific rights-based provisions into domestic constitutions, which UDHR drafters adopted, can be said to have impacted international human rights law.

Prima facie, then, women’s movements that struggled against this type of discrimination in numerous countries and left visible imprints on their domestic constitutions are also relevant for the emergence of international human rights norms in this field. The actions of US suffragettes were, for example, lawless at times; they demonstrated; they refused to pay taxes; and they picketed the White House. When they were imprisoned for picketing the White House, they were tortured in a “Night of Terror”; they engaged in hunger strikes; and they were force-fed. Susan B. Anthony was criminally charged for voting in the 1872
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Prima facie, then, women’s movements that struggled against this type of discrimination in numerous countries and left visible imprints on their domestic constitutions are also relevant for the emergence of international human rights norms in this field. The actions of US suffragettes were, for example, lawless at times; they demonstrated; they refused to pay taxes; and they picketed the White House. When they were imprisoned for picketing the White House, they were tortured in a “Night of Terror”; they engaged in hunger strikes; and they were force-fed. Susan B. Anthony was criminally charged for voting in the 1872
presidential election when women had not yet won the right to vote. In the speaking tour she undertook in her defense, she rejected the idea that government had the power to give or take away her rights: “The Declaration of Independence, the United States Constitution, the constitutions of the several states and the organic laws of the territories,” she argued, “all alike propose to protect the people in the exercise of their God-given rights.”

Like the earlier movements that gave rise to the UDHR, today’s civil resistance movements are engaged in *jurisgenesis*—collectively imagining an alternative to the current positive legal order and working to bring it into being. Such movements embed specific moral ideas that in turn have incipient legal content. This *jurisgenesis* of civil resistance can be viewed as a “natural law” that enacts and embeds moral ideas of right and wrong, of justice and fairness, of rights and no-rights, that are either not yet reflected in current laws “on the books” or not yet being enforced and realized. For example, during the phase of the demonstrations in Maidan Square in December 2013 when Ukrainians protested against a decision by their government not to sign a Euro-integration agreement, a protester read a poem, in which he said, “Let evil tyrants tell their tales/And say that we are breaking laws/They’ll never make us mute or scared/The sacred truth is our law.”

By this appeal to a law that is “a sacred truth,” Ukrainian protesters, it can be argued, used a natural law frame to legitimize their actions against the president whose own positive law-based legitimacy came from democratic elections held three years earlier but who, in majority of people’s views, had betrayed their trust, reneged on their social contract and thus lost formal legitimacy to govern.

In terms of the grid we began constructing earlier, the relationship between natural and positive law can be visualized (see Box 2) as organized around the vertical axis of the grid, with the left two quadrants representing natural law and the right two quadrants positive law. The horizontal arrows bisecting the vertical lines indicate that the *jurisgenesis* can go both ways—people power movements can give rise to positive law, while positive law can engender people power movements.
To go back to the example of right to information laws originating in domestic law, we will not have the complete picture if we focus only on enacted legislation. Non-state actors took a lead role in the rapid spread of freedom of information or right to information acts throughout domestic legal systems in recent years. The case of India is notable in the role played by nonviolent civil resistance. The genesis of India’s Right to Information Act (RITA) was a village sit-in in the northwest state of Rajasthan.\textsuperscript{139} Local workers had unresolved questions regarding minimum wages, misappropriated benefits, and corruption.\textsuperscript{140} From this event, the Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan (MKSS), or Organization for the Power of Laborers and Farmers, was formed, with its principal goal of “demanding information as a right.”\textsuperscript{141} The MKSS utilized a method conducting village-based public hearings, or Jan Sunwais.\textsuperscript{142} These hearings gave the power of assigning accountability to the people, rather than relying on a court. Still, the informal hearings had a legitimate structure:

Every Jan Sunwai has a panel of judges with independent credentials, who can ensure that the proceedings are fair, allowing everyone a hearing. The people are a large jury, before whom hiding the truth is, for obvious reasons, more difficult than before the judge in court . . . Most important of all, this forum breaks the heavy dependence on the Government for redressal. The face to face dialogue brings home very powerfully the need for accountability, and the urgency and importance of citizens participation in matters of governance.\textsuperscript{143}
After MKSS gained momentum, its members joined the India Press Council in 1996 and founded the National Campaign for People’s Right to Information (NCPRI). That year, the NCPRI sent the government a model FOI bill. When the government stalled and ultimately passed a weak law, the opposition Congress party used the law as a campaign issue and won the election. However, the new government tried to pass the same weak legislation once more. This was met with strong criticism by the media and outcry from members of the public and government. As a result, the new government passed the Right to Information Act in October 2005, one of the most effective in the world.

A similar movement for the right to information played out in neighboring Bangladesh. In other countries, like Indonesia, Guatemala, Yemen, and Jordan, CSOs led the campaign to pass a FOIA, while in still other countries, governments were the main drivers behind enactment of FOIAs in domestic law. The Associated Press recently did a global study of the effectiveness of FOIA laws, and the lead researcher and reporter Mendoza recognized the importance of people power even after FOIAs were enacted by summing up the result of the study: “When the citizens rise up and say, we want to have accountability in our government, we want to have transparency, those laws really work. In countries where the law is adopted as a financial incentive, those are the countries we found more often are ignoring them.”

Reference to natural law is additionally necessary in theorizing people power because the positive law of human rights described in Part I does not encompass all rights that could be, and have been, claimed by civil resistance movements, and thus, it is insufficient as a theoretical framework. Consider the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders (1999), which provides the following:

Human rights defenders address any human rights concerns, which can be as varied as, for example, summary executions, torture, arbitrary arrest and detention, female genital mutilation, discrimination, employment issues, forced evictions, access to health care, and toxic waste and its impact on the environment. Defenders are active in support of human rights as diverse as the rights to life, to food and water, to the highest attainable standard of health, to adequate housing, to a name and a nationality, to education, to freedom of movement and to non-discrimination. They sometimes address the rights of categories of persons, for example women’s rights, children’s rights, the rights of indigenous persons,
the rights of refugees and internally displaced persons, and the rights of national, linguistic or sexual minorities.

Though the list of exemplary human rights mentioned here is not exhaustive, it is striking that there is no mention of self-determination, or national or political liberation, no mention of democracy or of a right to an accountable government; yet these are often precisely the objectives pursued by civil resistance movements. The following are some of the natural rights that are not reflected in state-centric human rights treaties but that are often claimed by movements.

- Right to resist tyranny or oppression
- Right to self-determination (outside of the narrowly defined practice of internal autonomy)
- Right to democracy
- Right to an accountable government

This non-exhaustive list of rights derives from the French and US Declarations and the philosophical writings giving rise to, or justifying, them, such as works by John Locke, the French philosopher, and German philosopher Emmanuel Kant, and from the people’s movements they inspired in the 19th century. However, their origins are for present purposes less important than the fact that they are rights being claimed by nonviolent movements around the world today, even though they are not rights protected by positive law in human rights instruments.

**General Principles of Human Rights**

One more step is required in creating a framework for theorizing people power: defining the specific content of the general principles that apply to human rights law and function as limiting criteria for human rights jurisgenesis. Positive law can be just or unjust. Movements can be radically democratic or hierarchically fascist. In order to create criteria by which positive law and particularly natural law can be understood as furthering the human rights project, we need to define the content of the general principles that organize the collective praxis of that project. It will be useful to keep in mind Fitzmaurice’s definition of a principle as “something which is not itself a rule,
but which underlies a rule, and explains or provides the reason for it." To describe it most parsimoniously, four general principles lie at the heart of the human rights project, namely, nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence. Most of the important human rights protected in positive law and aspired to as natural law by civil resistance movements can arguably be understood as emanating from these core principles.

These four general principles are useful in creating criteria to determine which nonviolent movements to include in the human rights project and which to exclude. Rather than representing a fixed state—particular substantive rights—they are more like vectors that define a direction along which jurisgenerative activity can be organized.

These principles embrace both rights and duties. The duty of nondiscrimination implies the right to be free from discrimination; the duty of nonrepression implies the right to be free from repression, and so on. They combine to create a certain basic narrative or ethos that is central to the human rights project, in which human dignity is realized through the “means” of individual and collective activity organized around the principles of nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence, and that organized activity in turn brings about greater freedom, justice, and peace.

The nature of human rights as rights that flow from humanness does not have to be accepted as an article of religious faith. Rather, it can be seen as part of a socially created hypothesis that treating human beings as if they are sacred beings, with certain inviolable rights, will bring about earthly societies less plagued by violence and suffering. If the natural law of human rights can be reformulated as people power, it will create a way to objectify natural law as a sociological phenomenon.

**The Ethos of Human Rights**

This human rights narrative is textually grounded in the basic human rights instruments. By their terms, the core human rights instruments reflect the ends of “freedom, justice, and peace” and set out respect for human dignity as the means, for example, in the “whereas” clauses in the Preamble to the UDHR:

*Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,*
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind...

The preambles to the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and International Covenant of Social, Economic, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) express the same basic idea in slightly different words:

Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world...

It has been said that, in international human rights law, dignity "provide[s] a unifying creed unto which most nations can agree, even though the exact contours of that creed might not be specifically described." Dignity itself is a kind of secular-religious object of faith at the heart of the human rights idea, denoting the spark of divinity in the human, the priceless worth of every human life. Another way to express the concept of human dignity is the quality of being a "human being" (not an animal or a thing) or the quality of belonging to "humanity." References to dignity or its equivalents pervade the major international human rights instruments. They are found in the UN Charter; in the UDHR; in the ICCPR and ICESCR, and in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), among other treaties and soft law.

Given the centrality of dignity in the human rights legal regime, philosophers are expending efforts to unpack its meaning. Its provenance is generally traced to Kant, who provides language from which perhaps the simplest definition of dignity can be taken. To have dignity means to be treated as an end in oneself, and not as a means to some other end. It is a demand for respect, "and its corollary, the right to defy being treated with disrespect—of which a state’s denial of rights and justice is the ultimate manifestation."

In fact, dignity is a term deeply resonant with nonviolent civil resisters around the world. The demand for respect "symbolizes an empowered individual who rejects living a lie (i.e., the fiction that living under censorship, repression, fear is normal), construed from the behavior of an oppressive regime that strips away a person’s humanity while insulting his intellect." In Poland, Solidarity held a Congress in 1981, in which it
pronounced that “the ultimate goal of Solidarity is to create dignified conditions of life in an economically and politically sovereign Poland. By this we mean a life free from poverty, exploitation, fear and lies, in a democratically and legally organized society.” In Arabic, the Tunisian revolution bore the name of “the revolution of freedom and dignity.” Crowds in both Tunisia and Egypt shouted “Karamah, Karamah, dignity, dignity!” One protester in the Egyptian revolution said, “This isn’t ‘the January 25th revolution’”—referring to the date when the revolution began—“This is a revolution for dignity.” The Euromaidan revolution is called by Ukrainians and known in Ukraine as “Revolution of Dignity.” The nonviolent phase of the Syrian revolution had the grassroots name of the “Dignity Revolution.” The September 2015 anticorruption protests that broke out in Moldova were coordinated by a civic movement calling itself “Dignity and Truth.” A protester calling for a change of government and end to corruption in Morocco said, “this [was] the people speaking to get its dignity back.” A young mother who participated in Lebanon’s “You Stink” protests (named after the failure of the government to provide necessary monies for trash pick-up) named her demands as “[e]lectricity, water and dignity…. And get these sectarian thieves out. We look at each other as enemies while they are filling their pockets. It’s not enough to sit home and complain.” “We are tired of the theft from our education, our health care, and the theft of our dignity,” said a demonstrator named Vivian, who came to the protest governmental corruption in Guatemala with her two children. “We don’t want any more corruption, we want Guatemala to flourish.” When a representative from Abahlali base Mjondolo, a grassroots movement of shack dwellers in South Africa, addressed the South African Human Rights Commission, he complained that even when the government talked to the group, “they refuse to talk about dignity or land” and tried instead to “channel the discussion in other directions.” Another member of the group complained when a local political official used to come with pots of food to the side of the road: “We said no, we are not dogs, we are not animals, that you have to dish food to and then forget about them, until you remember, oh, we have to go and give food to the shack dwellers again … No, we are not pets, we are human beings. We have to be treated like human beings.”
The Catholic Priest Jozef Tischner, an important intellectual leader of the Polish Independent Self-Governing Trade Union, Solidarity, made the connection between “dignity” and “human rights” explicit in 1980:

The concept of human dignity defies simple definition. Human dignity is a value that can be seen and felt, the one about which it is difficult to speak. One can, however, turn attention toward this value by pointing out its context. The context of the concept of human dignity is human rights. Human dignity expresses itself through the rights afforded to human beings.  

Drawing on Tischner’s remarks, human rights jurisgenesis can be described as the realization of human dignity through the means of asserting rights and fulfilling duties in accordance with the general principles of nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence. If civil resistance movements manifest these principles, or some of them without negating the others, then arguably it is appropriate to characterize them as human rights movements. These four principles may be further elaborated.
Nondiscrimination

“Nondiscrimination,” phrased negatively as a duty, goes centrally to the idea of equality and expresses an imperative to undo invidious social hierarchies and refute justifications for them. Phrased positively as a right, it corresponds to a right to “equal treatment,” without regard to contingent, state-dependent facts like nationality or citizenship. “Nondiscrimination” also captures discrimination that affects the enjoyment of other rights, including social and economic rights—for example, when health care is unequally distributed between the rich and the poor. Both the right and the duty of nondiscrimination propel outputs along vectors leading to “justice.”

Nondiscrimination is threaded, almost redundantly, through the Articles of the ICCPR and is a general principle reflecting a commitment to equality and universality. The ICCPR prohibits discrimination based on “race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status” (Art. 2 (1)). The ICCPR separately guarantees the equal rights of men and women to enjoy the rights enumerated in the ICCPR (Art. 3), as well as equality before the courts and tribunals (Art. 14); the equal right to recognition before the law (Art. 16); and the right to equality before the law and to equal protection of the laws (Art. 26). The ICCPR prohibits “advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred” constituting incitement to “discrimination, hostility or violence” (Art. 20). It guarantees the right of political participation without discrimination on the prohibited grounds listed in Article 2 (Art. 25). It provides that children have a right to protection without discrimination on any of the prohibited grounds (Art. 24). Also guaranteed are the rights of “ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities” to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice the religion, or to use their own language” (Art. 27).

Examples of how the principle of nondiscrimination might be expressed in nonviolent movements include demands for equality or equal protection of the law (anti-Apartheid), equal access to political rights (women’s suffrage), advocacy for groups particularly discriminated against to be treated as equals (Black Lives Matter).
Nonrepression

“Nonrepression” phrased negatively refers to the duties of states and individuals not to repress the political and autonomy rights of others. Phrased positively as rights, nonrepression entails liberty rights, primarily against the state, including rights to privacy and security of one’s person, family, home, and correspondence (Art. 17); and freedom of thought, religion and expression (Art. 18). It also encompasses physical integrity rights (the rights to freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment (Art. 7) and physical liberty rights, like freedom from slavery and forced labor (Art. 8); freedom from debtor’s prison (Art. 10); and freedom of movement (Art. 12). The principle of nonrepression requires that due process like the right to a fair trial be fulfilled. It also includes the rights to political participation (Art. 25), as well as the natural rights of resistance to oppression, for democracy, self-determination, and accountable government.

In civil resistance movements, the right to be free from repression could express itself, e.g., through protests against state security apparatuses and policing; against surveillance and monitoring; or through building alternative media and bottom-up means of communication to circumvent censorship and off- and online control. It can also be expressed through demands for democracy or for perpetrators of human rights violations to be held accountable for their acts.

Nonexploitation

Dignity cannot be achieved unless a person has access to “all that is needed for a dignified life.” The third principle—nonexploitation—derives from Marx’s critique of the natural rights tradition as reinforcing the egoistic man at the center of capitalism. Marx analyzed capitalism as having an inherent tendency to produce instabilities in the form of booms and busts and to result in the progressive immiserization of workers. Though his solution to these problems—the revolution of the proletariat—has been discredited, his critique still has intellectual force. At the time of the drafting of the UDHR, the central question was whether the Western liberal tradition and the Marxist tradition could find common ground. The Marxist political program has been left behind but the values advanced by the tradition—social and economic welfare, the communal good—have
been integrated into the human rights movement with the adoption of the ICESCR, especially after an Optional Protocol came into force in 2013. Without the principle of nonexploitation, the human rights project maps too neatly onto political liberalism and corporate capitalism, exposing the project to the criticism of neoimperialism or neocolonialism. However, the most radical vision of the human rights project, the UDHR, conceived of human rights as an indivisible and interdependent unity of civil and political rights and social and economic rights.

The general principle of nonexploitation encompasses most of the social and economic rights outlined in the ICESCR, including the right to work (Art. 6); the right to “just and favorable conditions of work” (Art. 7), including fair wages, safe and healthy working conditions, rest and leisure; the right to form and join trade unions (Art. 8); the right to social security and social insurance (Art. 9); special protections for childbirth (Art. 10); “the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions” (Art. 11); the right to the “enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health” (Art. 12); the right to education (Art. 13); the right to share in cultural life and scientific progress, including to benefit from any intellectual property (Art. 15). Nonexploitation includes structural exploitation (e.g., an unfair tax code) and exploitation by businesses or other private actors. Social and economic rights are here expressed through the idea of not exploiting in order to highlight human responsibility for human suffering.

Although it has been said that “tough questions” remain about the ability of nonviolent campaigns to bring about changes to the structural foundations of the economy, the same is true, perhaps even more true, of the human rights project in general. In the end, it may be that social, economic, and cultural rights may be most effectively realized through nonviolent civil resistance, rather than through formal human rights mechanisms. There is a precedent in the past. For example, at the end of the 19th century, when the government first began to track working hours, the average employee in the manufacturing industries worked 100 hours per week. The standard 8-hour work day of today was achieved through civil resistance campaigns led by workers and their families.
Nonviolence

While the principles of nondiscrimination, nonrepression, and nonexploitation are drawn from the human rights instruments, especially the International Bill of Rights, the fourth and final principle—nonviolence—has thus far not been theorized by human rights scholars and activists. Nevertheless, nonviolence—understood as acting without threat or use of violence—has an important and even special place in human rights practice. Consider the landmark Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups, and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (DHRD). Article 5 provides that, for the purpose of promoting and protecting such rights and freedoms, "everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, at the national and international levels: (a) To meet or assemble peacefully." The definition used by the special rapporteur on human rights defenders makes the use of nonviolent means part of the “minimum standards” necessary for determining who is a human rights defender. In other words, one cannot use violent means and be considered a human rights defender.

Amnesty International, justly credited with a pivotal role in bringing human rights to the attention of the world, defines its powerfully symbolic category of “prisoners of conscience” as “people who have been jailed because of their political, religious or other conscientiously-held beliefs, ethnic origin, sex, color, language, national or social origin, economic status, birth, sexual orientation or other status, provided that they have neither used nor advocated violence.”

Nonviolence is also a core principle because the use of force in the name of human rights does not respect the right to life. Not all nonviolent resistance practice is a human rights practice but there is compelling argument that all human rights practice must be nonviolent. It is important that the means used to realize rights be consistent with the overall spirit and end goals of the human rights project. Although not all violence is categorically rejected in international law—the UN Charter justifies armed defense in case of armed aggression while the “just war” doctrine sees attaining peace as a proper end goal of war—from a human rights perspective. However, from a human rights perspective, resistance characterized by a high degree of nonviolent discipline is the appropriate modality for realizing human rights because it is less likely to set off a costly cycle of violence in the short and long term and less likely than its violent counterpart to increase the level of repression, discrimination and exploitation. According to scholarly...
findings, "nonviolent campaigns were far more—almost 10 times more—likely to usher in more peaceful and democratic order than violent insurgencies." A 2005 report from Freedom House found that the nonviolent nature of transition was the "key factor in building durable democracies." At the same time, external armed interventions tend to extend the duration of civil wars and even worse, increase the number of civilians killed. A country has a more than 40 percent chance of relapsing into civil war within 10 years if the conflict is resolved through violent means. Even a military strategist, such as Col. Robert Helvey, who sees nonviolent conflict as "a form of warfare," advances arguments in support of it "in part, because of the reasonable likelihood that it will result in fewer lives lost and less destruction of property."

Even if nonviolent actions provoke a violent response in the short term, a disciplined nonviolent movement can work to absorb the violence and reduce its negative impact. In fact, in a number of instances, as observed by civil resistance scholars, violence against nonviolent movements backfires, increasing domestic and international sympathy for the activists and triggering even larger civil resistance mobilization. A nonviolent stance is objectively preferable to violence because it is less costly in economic and emotional terms, both for those engaged in nonviolent resistance as well as those who are its targets and bystanders. For the purposes of the four principles, it is not necessary that the individuals or groups that embrace a nonviolent stance be committed to it in a principled way, as a moral system or philosophy. Some scholars and practitioners of nonviolent civil resistance are apprehensive that such nonviolence will be mistaken for "pacifism" and instead stress that it is an alternative means of waging conflict. While it is true that nonviolent practice can be undertaken for pragmatic or strategic purposes—e.g., because it is more likely to succeed than violence, or because the adversary is more powerful in conventional terms—it has been argued that the distinction between principled and pragmatic nonviolence is less pronounced than is sometimes thought. Practitioners of principled nonviolence like Gandhi still need to be pragmatic to achieve their ends. At the same time, pragmatic nonviolent resistance (advocated by Col. Robert Helvey) often has a moral aspect like a desire to avoid the bloodshed or unnecessary casualties that would come from violence. Arguably, either principle-based or pragmatic nonviolent resistance meets the criteria for the general principle of nonviolence, because both respect the right to life. But there is a caveat. A nonviolent movement (like the 1979 Iranian revolution; see Part V on "Trojan horses") that employs violence after securing victory without violence would negate the principle of nonviolence.
Synthesis

To pull this framework together now, let’s imagine that the two half-grids above (Box 1 and Box 2) are superimposed on one another as follows, with the nature of the rights and implementing mechanisms appropriate to each dimension briefly outlined in the text of the four quadrants (see Box 3). In addition to representing the permeability between the hybrid dimensions of international and domestic law, natural and positive law, the double-sided arrows between the quadrants represent the vectors of activity by means of which the four principles are realized.

Box 3. Analytical interplay between positive human rights law (AB) and natural law rights-advancing movements (DC)
Quadrant A in the upper-right hand of the diagram represents the positive law of international human rights that protects all human beings, which includes customary law, conventional law, and the institutional human rights mechanisms that enforce them (the UNHRC, treaty bodies, regional human rights courts).

Quadrant B on the lower right represents the domestic legal counterparts to international human rights law, including constitutional and bills of rights provisions that were incorporated into the UDHR, and constitutions and laws implementing international human rights norms after the UDHR and other international human rights law developed. Quadrant B includes also any relevant domestic legal enforcement mechanisms, such as courts, national human rights commissions, executive orders, and administrative processes.

Quadrant C on the lower-left represents natural law, defined as including civil resistance movements that are organized primarily domestically and aimed at realizing human rights in a domestic legal system. Natural law here includes movements aimed both at realizing positive laws that are not being actually enforced and various natural law rights that aspire beyond existing positive law, such as the natural law rights to resist oppression and to accountable government.

Quadrant D designates those civil resistance movements having goals that directly impact the shape of international order, like secession movements or revolutions to end foreign occupation. It also encompasses that inchoate or incipient customary international law that is being developed by those movements.

Civil resistance movements that result in democratic revolutions or transitions overlap Quadrants C and D. They are technically considered "internal" under current international law, but their effects can be so dramatic on the international order that in certain respects they may arguably be considered self-determination movements as well (see Part VI).

The bidirectional arrows between the quadrants indicate the vectors of the four principles and some of the potential pathways through which the four dimensions can reciprocally interact with and shape one another.

*          *         *

The second half of this monograph applies the analytical framework (presented in Box 3) to four broad types of real-world scenarios involving civil resistance. Part III
examines the first scenario, which concerns how the positive law of human rights may be utilized to protect the rights of individuals engaged in nonviolent civil resistance. Positive human rights law generally protects the rights of individuals, acting both alone and in association. By extension, positive human rights law protects the human rights of those participating in civil resistance movements—e.g., their rights to seek and impart information; to assemble peacefully; to express opinions and engage in free speech; their rights to life and freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, among various other rights. The international community is now working to clarify the extent of human rights protections of those who are engaged in what is coming to be called “the right to peaceful protest” in international law.

Part IV looks at the second scenario involving civil resistance movements that are aimed at realizing rights recognized in the positive law of international human rights, such as bringing about an end to the use of the death penalty; eliminating discrimination based on race, religion, ethnicity, or gender; or improving women’s educational opportunities; ending human trafficking or child soldiering. Civil resistance movements that mainly work within existing state systems may be called “reformist.” Using civil resistance, reformist movements may pressure states to implement laws protecting human rights or to better enforce laws they have already implemented. To the extent that they are organized in relation to positive human rights law, civil resistance movements may be regarded as adjunct means to implement or enforce, or cause the state to implement or enforce, that positive law, through forms of direct actions rather than through standard legal means.

Part V focuses on the third scenario of nonviolent civil resistance campaigns that are not directly organized in relation to positive human rights legal frameworks, but that either have objectives that are abstract (“dignity” or “freedom”) or are broad self-determination struggles seeking political “regime change” or national or group liberation. These “revolutionary” campaigns would not be included immediately as part of today’s human rights project, because such objectives are not explicitly protected in the positive law of human rights. However, the rights often asserted by nonviolent movements—the right to revolution, the right to resist oppression or tyranny—often reflect a sense of natural justice on the part of participants. This monograph argues that such revolutionary movements can nonetheless be seen as human rights movements, if both the ends and the means sought by the activists cohere, broadly speaking, with the general principles of the human rights.
In a hypothetical fourth scenario that this monograph argues can be a realistic and progressive development of international law, Part VI returns to positive law and suggests three ways that people power can be theorized as a source of international human rights law.
Part Two

APPLYING GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RIGHTS TO PEOPLE POWER MOVEMENTS
The first scenario examined here is the “normal” way that international human rights law works: to protect the rights of individuals. Individual and group participants in civil resistance movements are rights-holders and beneficiaries of human rights legal frameworks. They are protected by obligations created by treaties that the state has signed onto and by any human rights norms that have become customary law. In terms of the framework outlined in the first half of this monograph, we are looking here (Box 4) mainly at interactions from positive law (Quadrants A and B) to people power movements operating as natural law (Quadrants C and D).

Box 4. International and domestic positive law (AB) protecting natural law movements (CD)
Individual Rights Relevant to Nonviolent Civil Resistance

People power movements can assert a broad array of rights, but this part focuses on the rights that protect individuals engaged in public demonstrations, marches, occupations, sit-ins, or related actions that have the purpose of expressing views, opinions, dissatisfactions, and dissent. Although nonviolent civil resistance can take myriad forms, these are the most visible, and most risky for participants as they can easily be exposed to state repression. The human rights that participants in a movement can invoke and exercise while waging their nonviolent struggle are mostly found in the ICCPR and include the following:

**Collective rights**
- Article 1 (self-determination).

**Expressive and associational rights**
- Article 18 (freedom of thought, conscience and religion);
- Article 19 (freedom of opinion and expression);
- Article 21 (freedom of peaceful assembly);
- Article 22 (freedom of association);
- Article 25 (right to political participation).

**Bodily integrity rights**
- Article 6 (right to life)
- Article 7 (freedom from torture; cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment);
- Article 9 (liberty and security; freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention);
- Article 10 (dignity).

Until recently, the scope of many of the expressive and associational rights involved in peaceful protest were not very clear. First, the provisions in the ICCPR providing for the rights of peaceful assembly, association, and expression contain “clawback” clauses permitting states to limit those rights under certain (vague) circumstances, such as to ensure *ordre public* or protect “morals” or “the rights of others.” To what extent exactly can the relevant rights be limited, and for how long, exactly? Despite need for clarification, the Human Rights Committee—the treaty body entrusted with enforcing
the ICCPR and overseeing state party compliance with the treaty—has thus far not issued General Comments on either Article 21 (peaceful assembly) or Article 22 (freedom of association), leaving clarification of these rights and the circumstances under which they can be legitimately curtailed to the UN Human Rights Council and its special procedures.\textsuperscript{181}

Second, except for freedom of thought, conscience, and religion in Article 18, all of the rights relevant to the right of peaceful protest may be derogated from under circumstances of public emergency. This means that when a state is confronted with a public emergency (such as a terrorist attack), it may lawfully violate certain expressive and associational human rights for a delimited period of time, so long as the state informs the Secretary-General of the United Nations of its actions.\textsuperscript{182}

As noted in the introduction, in view of the increasing use of peaceful protest (that coincides, as observed by scholars, with an extraordinary growth of nonviolent movements) around the world, the Human Rights Council has expressed concern at the violence that states are using to respond to public demonstrations. In early 2014, the Council invited the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to organize a seminar on “effective measures and best practices to ensure the promotion and protection of human rights in the context of peaceful protests.”\textsuperscript{183} A few months later, the Council called on member states, \textit{inter alia}, “to promote a safe and enabling environment for individuals and groups to exercise their rights to freedom of peaceful assembly, of expression and of association;” and to ensure that these rights are protected in domestic legislation and effectively implemented.\textsuperscript{184} The results of these efforts have been the recognition and clarification of the right to peaceful protest and of the corresponding duty of the state to properly “manage” public demonstrations.

\textbf{The Right of Peaceful Protest}

The “right to protest” is the term increasingly being used by the international community in response to the upwelling of nonviolent protest. Recognized in the Commentary to the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, the term designates the group of rights, enumerated above, that may be implicated during assemblies or protests. The right to peaceful protest is understood as an “amalgamated” right encompassing most of these rights, with the exception of self-determination. In legal terms, the amalgamated nature of the right to peaceful protest means that, in the
contest of adjudicating disputes regarding peaceful protests, discrete rights—like the right to peaceful assembly—must be interpreted in light of the other relevant rights such as freedom of expression.

An example of this is found in a case Stankov v. Bulgaria, decided by the European Court of Human Rights in 2001. Stankov involved an organization called the United Macedonian Organization Ilinden, a Macedonian independence and cultural identity organization, and their former chairman Boris Stankov (Ilinden). A dispute arose with the state of Bulgaria over repeated denials of Ilinden’s requests to hold counter-demonstrations concurrent with official ceremonies marking historical events, particularly around the gravesite. Officially, Sandanski was recognized as a Bulgarian hero, but Ilinden wished to express an alternative view that he was in reality “a Macedonian fighter for the national independence of Macedonia from Turkish rule and against the Bulgarian oppressors.”

Ilinden complained that even though their requests to hold a rally were not denied, members were only allowed to approach Sandanski’s grave if they left behind their signs and placards and made no speeches graveside. The Bulgarian government argued that imposing these terms on the demonstration struck “a fair balance” between rights and their limitation (para. 108). The European Court of Human Rights rejected Bulgaria’s argument and held that, though permitted physically to assemble, Ilinden members were denied the right to express their dissenting opinions. The court further held that it should have been possible for the official celebration and Ilinden’s counter-celebration to have been held concurrently or in short succession (para. 109). Accordingly, the court ruled in favor of Ilinden. When it comes to public demonstrations, the right to peaceful assembly and the right to expression have to be interpreted in light of one another.

**The Joint Report Recommendations on Peaceful Assemblies**

Recently, the Human Rights Council has undertaken to clarify how the state should behave when confronted with peaceful protest. In the same resolution in which it called on states to provide a safe and enabling environment, the Human Rights Council tasked the special rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association and the special rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions to produce a report compiling “practical recommendations” for the proper management of assemblies. The Joint Report was presented to the Council in March
2016. The mandate-holders were not limited to peaceful assemblies but told to address all assemblies, whether peaceful or not. The Joint Report provides valuable guidance to those organizing public demonstrations as part of civil resistance movements. In drawing up the guidelines, the special rapporteurs relied heavily on the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights, which has developed significant case law involving association, peaceful assembly, and related rights.

The Joint Report is merely soft law at this point, meaning that it is not directly binding on states. Soft law can also evolve into more enforceable rights or obligations as it influences state practice and gives rise to new customary norms. The most immediate way the Joint Report could be translated into hard law is through being integrated into the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) process at the UN.

The Report usefully clarifies the scope of the limitations that may be imposed on peaceful assembly and association in accordance with the clawback provisions of the ICCPR. The specificity of its recommendations mean that its guidance will be easy for states to apply. It is particularly helpful because it clarifies the permissible restrictions that may be imposed on assemblies in the name of governmental interests such as national security or public safety. The following are some of the important highlights of the document.

The Report states that a presumption exists in favor of peaceful assembly, and “peaceful” should be interpreted broadly (para. 18). There exists an “inalienable right” to peaceful assembly (para. 18). The Report defines “assemblies” in a broad and comprehensive sense that encompasses “long-term demonstrations,” “extended sit-ins,” and “occupy-style manifestations” (para. 10).

States have the obligation to facilitate the right to peaceful assembly, and prior authorization requirements should be reasonable. Assemblies should only be subject to prior authorization by governmental authorities where the objective is to better enable the government to “facilitate exercise of the right, to take measures to protect public safety and/or public order and to protect the rights and freedoms of others” (para. 21). Any laws restricting assemblies must be unambiguously drafted and meet standards related to legality, necessity, and proportionality. For example, blanket bans are “intrinsically disproportionate” (para. 30), and thus impermissible. In invoking national security or public order, a state cannot refer generally to the security situation; it must demonstrate the specific nature of the threat and the risk posed (para. 31). The content of an assembly’s message can only be restricted if it “advocates national, racial or
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence” (para. 33). Spontaneous assemblies should be exempt from prior authorization requirements altogether (para. 23).

The obligation upon the state to facilitate the right of peaceful assemblies requires that states must develop a framework that complies with international standards to respect and protect the rights of participants, monitors, and bystanders (para. 50). “Laws governing State conduct in relation to assemblies should be drafted unambiguously” and should also meet legality, necessity and proportionality tests (para. 36(a)). The principle of legality requires that the state develop a legal framework that “restrict[s] the use of weapons and tactics during assemblies, including protests, and include[s] a formal approval and deployment process for weaponry and equipment” (para. 51). There must be a “clear command structure” among police or security officers to minimize risk of violence as well as a record of all decisions made (para. 65). “States should prohibit by law any interference with the recording of an assembly” (para. 72(d)).

The Joint Report sets out detailed guidelines for the use of force, establishing objective criteria for determining when the state is justified in using violence against protesters. In accordance with principles of legality, precaution, necessity, proportionality and accountability (para. 50), the state should develop a domestic legal framework guiding law enforcement and security forces on the use of force. If the call for violence is coming from one or a small group of individuals, the state should try to isolate such individuals and allow the rest of the assembly to occur (para. 61). Full dispersal is only warranted in rare circumstances. The Joint Report sets out two exceptions that allow for dispersal when other, less-intrusive means have failed: 1) where participants are inciting “discrimination, hostility or violence,” in contravention of Art. 20 of the ICCPR (para. 62);189 and 2) “where an assembly prevents access to essential services, such as blocking the emergency entrance to a hospital, or where interference with traffic or the economy is serious and sustained, for example, where a major highway is blocked for days ...” (para. 62). But firing indiscriminately into a crowd is not permissible (para. 60), and automatic weapons are not to be used under any circumstances (para. 67(e)).

While the right to peaceful assembly may be “forfeit[ed]” by an individual who elects to use violence (para. 9), even violent individuals who have forfeited their right to peaceful assembly are still protected by all other human rights (para. 9), including the rights to life and freedom from torture and mistreatment.
From Peaceful Assembly to People Power

The Joint Report lays an important foundation in validating nonviolent civil resistance and creating a space for it in international law, underscoring that individuals and groups of individuals have an “inalienable right” to participate in peaceful assemblies. The recommendations in the Report incentivize nonviolent resistance and maintenance of nonviolent discipline by emphasizing that this right is inalienable so long as protesters remain peaceful. Only individuals who become violent “forfeit their right to peaceful assembly” (para. 9). The Joint Report also establishes that states have an affirmative duty, not just to permit peaceful assemblies to take place, but to facilitate the right of peaceful assembly by implementing the report’s recommendations (II, D). The broad definition of assembly in the Joint Report in principle ensures that the right to public protest may be exercised to a wide extent. If followed, the recommendations in the Report would obligate states to adopt a nonviolent policy stance and respond to disciplined nonviolent campaigns with reciprocal nonviolent discipline on the part of state agents (e.g., security forces), taking only necessary and proportional actions in response to any violence that might occur. While it remains to be seen to what extent these recommendations are incorporated into the UPR process at the UN and solidified as customary norms, the Joint Report is a useful document for civil resisters to become familiar with.

Despite important steps in clarifying the law on peaceful assembly, the Joint Report falls short of providing a comprehensive analytical framework for situating nonviolent civil resistance in international human rights law. Nonviolent civil resistance may involve a wide variety of extra-legal or extra-institutional actions, not all of which are large-scale assemblies in public places, and different legal norms may apply to different tactics. The premise of the Report is that “the ability to assemble and act collectively is vital to democratic, economic, social and personal development, to the expression of ideas and to fostering engaged citizenry” (para. 5), even though not all states in the international community are committed to fostering citizen engagement and democratic development. The Report draws no distinction between assemblies that have the purpose of expressing dissenting views on specific policies in a democratic marketplace of ideas and those that bring together individuals who are demanding more radical and system-wide change, up to and including the fall of the government. It thus provides no guidance as to the obligations of the state or international community at crucial moments of an escalating nonviolent struggle.
Using Human Rights Mechanisms

To what extent are the reporting and individual complaint procedures available through the international human rights legal mechanism useful to participants in civil resistance movements in realizing their right to peaceful protest and other human rights relevant to nonviolent civil resistance? As yet, the Human Rights Committee (HRC), the treaty body overseeing the ICCPR, has not been significantly utilized to support the right of peaceful assembly. Moreover, the full complaint process before treaty bodies is slow and it may take years for a decision to be rendered. Treaty bodies would not be of much use in responding immediately, for example, when state security forces use disproportionate force against nonviolent activists engaged in nonviolent protest. During mobilization of a mass movement, events on the ground may change rapidly, making the drawn-out legal processes involving international treaty bodies impractical. In a single night, the police may use undue force to clear a site where demonstrators have congregated, but it may take days or weeks for lawyers to file a complaint and months—or even years—before the treaty body renders a final judgment. Consideration should be given to the likely value-added of appeal to such mechanisms above the “naming and shaming” that human rights organizations may provide.

Precautionary Measures

In some regions of the world, swifter legal results may be obtained through the use of “precautionary measures,” such as are available in the Inter-American and European human rights regional frameworks and from some treaty bodies. For example, an individual or group confronted with grave and immediate harm can ask the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights (IACHR) to direct an urgent request to a member state to take “injunctive measures.” Precautionary measures may protect groups as well as persons, and they are indicated when an action or omission may have a “grave impact” on a protected right or pending decision: when the “risk or threat... is imminent” and would cause “irreparable harm,” defined as “injury to rights which, due to their nature, would not be susceptible to reparation, restoration or adequate compensation.” Precautionary measures can be granted in a matter of weeks, soon enough, for example, to order that a woman carrying an unviable fetus be granted the
medical procedures necessary to save her life in a country where abortion is illegal or, theoretically, quick enough to push against or put a country on notice that the international law is being violated by the expected ban on peaceful protests or other draconian measures designed to punish activists. Apart from the Inter-American regional human rights system, most human rights mechanisms issuing precautionary measures do not make them public, so it is difficult to know how widely used or effective they are. Nevertheless, depending on whether the particular state has ratified a relevant human rights treaty, treaty body and regional human rights mechanisms may be available and can carry weight for regimes that care about their international reputation. Treaty bodies that issue precautionary measures include the HRC, the Committee Against Torture, the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, among others. Nonviolent activists may want to familiarize themselves with the precautionary measures that may be available to them.

If movements continue to use available international human rights mechanisms over time, it is possible that this may help to create a more propitious legal climate inside the country for peaceful protest, but this is not guaranteed. Appeal to regional human rights courts or domestic constitutional courts, as some of the examples below will show, may be most efficacious.

**Human Rights Committee: Belarus**

One exception to the non-use of the treaty body mechanisms is the case of Belarus. Of 31 Views adopted by the Human Rights Committee involving Article 21, 25 of them involved Belarus. The great majority of those occurred between 2006 and 2010, when elections widely perceived to be fraudulent brought large numbers of Belarussians out into the streets. The beneficiary of the elections, President Aleksander Lukashenko, vowed that his country would not fall victim to another of the “color revolutions” and cracked down harshly on political demonstrations, more often with fines and jail terms than physical violence, though violence did occur. In view of this repression, it cannot be said that utilization of the human rights mechanisms by Belarussian activists led to any long-term success in creating a more open climate for protest. However, use of these mechanisms indicates the sophistication of Belarussian activists in their strategic planning and repression management. Activists changed tactics, organizing smaller and
swifter political demonstrations (flash mobs) or silent demonstrations and turned more often to small-scale “social protests” aimed at contesting housing projects or getting companies to pay arrears or resisting trade regulations. Such social protests have often been successful and faced few if no reprisals from the government.\textsuperscript{197}

\textbf{Amparo Actions: Guatemala}

Available in most Latin American countries is a constitutional action called Amparo that can be used to enforce constitutional rights. This was used effectively to support mass-based nonviolent demonstrations in Guatemala in 2015. After revelations about serious corruption by a high-level Guatemalan official were made public in mid-April 2015, several ordinary people in Guatemala created a Facebook page calling for a protest to take place on April 25. When 10,000 people indicated they would show up, organizers began to think seriously about how to provide safety and maintain a nonviolent atmosphere around their protest. In addition to deciding to congregate in one place rather than march and not to have leaders or speakers that would seem affiliated with a political party, the organizers worked with a lawyer who initiated an Amparo action on their behalf at the Corte de Constitucionalidad, or Constitutional Court. This is a court that is designed to review laws or lower court rulings to make sure that the constitution is correctly interpreted and applied. Article 33 of Guatemala’s Constitution protects the right of assembly and demonstration or protest (\textit{manifestacion}). In addition to asking the court to enforce that right, the organizers also asked the court to enforce Article 2 of the Constitution, which provides that the State of Guatemala has the duty “to guarantee to the inhabitants of the Republic the life, the freedom, the justice, the security, the peace, and the integral development of the person.” The Constitutional Court granted their petition, ordering the president to direct the Ministro de Gobernación to provide security through the police force and made the president personally responsible for the security of all protesters present. The court also ordered municipal firefighters to have ambulances present to provide medical assistance, and it advised the Human Rights Ombudsman office to provide assistance and ensure that human rights would be guarded. A series of successful nonviolent protests against what was perceived as a highly corrupt ruling class led first to the resignation of the vice-president and government ministers and then eventually brought about the resignation of President Otto Perez Molina in September 2015.\textsuperscript{198}
Hong Kong

In the heat of the moment, creative methods may be found to assert human rights protected by relevant treaties. After protesters in Hong Kong learned that police were planning to evacuate their encampments, they warned the police to respect human rights with the following announcement:

![Citizens Warning](source)

Source: Independent Thinking Blog, via Creative Commons.

Risk of Backlash

Those who are part of a nonviolent campaign must also consider risk of using international human rights mechanisms since there are few if any protections to prevent the state from retaliating against activists who appeal to outside institutions.

With recalcitrant governments, use of human rights mechanisms may provoke backlash in the form of denunciation of human rights treaties. Venezuelan citizen Raul
Dias Pena won a case against Venezuela in 2012 before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in relation to illegal treatment he received after being arrested in connection with bombings that occurred in diplomatic properties of Colombia and Spain.\textsuperscript{199} Though Pena was not a human rights defender and the case does not seem to be related to any organized protests,\textsuperscript{200} the decision of the IACHR and its order to pay reparations to Pena prompted Venezuela to denounce the American Convention for Human Rights, the treaty giving the Inter-American Court of Human Rights jurisdiction over Venezuela,\textsuperscript{201} and to accuse the court of being an imperialist tool of the US government.

As a result of Venezuela’s denunciation of the regional human rights treaty, human rights defenders in Venezuela turned their sights to the treaty bodies and UPR process at the UN.\textsuperscript{202}

While use of human rights legal mechanisms by activists may carry a risk of a negative backlash, it may at the same time underscore that the movement is respecting the principle of nonviolence and seeking to exercise the human rights of expression and peaceful assembly. This in turn may encourage wider participation and enhance popular support, thus building strength and momentum for the movement in the long term. The reputational costs for a government might be especially severe if movement’s campaigns are ongoing and unlikely to dissipate quickly, presenting the governmental authorities with a particularly difficult dilemma.

To conclude discussion of the first scenario, Box 4 designates the “normal” way international human rights law is supposed to work. Protections flow from the positive law to individuals and groups via the appropriate mechanisms and, in principle, the law protects the right to engage in nonviolent demonstrations and assemblies. International human rights law is still evolving a legal framework that would protect the full range of nonviolent civil resistance activities. Because of the weakness of international human rights mechanisms, except in the Latin America and European regions, activists in non-authoritarian countries may find that domestic law provides a higher degree of protection. Nevertheless, seeking the protection of the human rights mechanisms enumerated and described above may help legitimate nonviolent protest, domestically and internationally.
The second scenario in which we can apply the framework of general principles is when civil resistance movements utilize or refer to international or domestic human rights legal frameworks. This happens because movements, often for strategic and utilitarian reasons, recognize and want to publicly acknowledge the affinity between their demands and the rights they are accorded in positive human rights law.

Box 5. Effects of civil resistance movements utilizing or referring to human rights frameworks

When this occurs, a wide variety of effects can ensue (see Box 5). After a state has engaged with international human rights positive law to the extent of signing or ratifying a treaty or passing implementing legislation (line A to B), civil resisters may be aware of
such developments (dotted line A to C) and may organize people power movements to press for more effective implementation of the law, or for the government to institute a related specific policy or institutional change (line C to B). Here natural law refers to people power movements organized to enhance the workings of positive law. Movements organized in such ways have been termed “rightful resistance,” because they work with, rather than against, positive law.\textsuperscript{203}

In such cases, civil resistance may function as a kind of adjunct to legal enforcement mechanisms, helping to give them effect. In more democratic contexts, civil resistance may work with positive law but ultimately aim beyond it.\textsuperscript{204} With recalcitrant states like China or Saudi Arabia, the main engagement that a domestic campaign or a movement might have with human rights legal frameworks is to organize domestic protests around the UPR process at the UN. Finally, in some cases, broad appeal to a foundational treaty like the ICCPR can initially begin with incremental reformist steps but culminate years later in revolutionary outcomes (line C to D) that seek to realize natural law rights like democracy or self-determination. Perhaps the most important and most well-known use by movements of treaty law resulted in the anti-communist revolutions in Central and Eastern Europe, as explained below.

\textbf{Appeal to Treaties and Treaty Bodies}

The simplest and most straightforward way for civil resistance movements to appeal to human rights legal frameworks is basically to remind states of their treaty obligations. Where a nonviolent movement is overtly focused on a right clearly defined in an applicable human rights treaty, it can be regarded as a human rights movement, even though the target of the campaign may reject the claim.

\textbf{The Umbrella Movement}

The Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong that began in September 2014 is an example of a relatively focused campaign that appealed to a specific right (political participation) protected in an applicable treaty (the ICCPR). Opposing the Chinese government’s desire to retain the power to nominate candidates for Hong Kong’s highest leadership position (the chief executive), protesters demanded that Hong Kong
residents should have the right to stand for election as well as the right to choose their own candidates. During those demonstrations, Occupy Central invoked the ICCPR repeatedly, e.g., tweeting on June 30, "Universal suffrage is a basic political right (ICCPR Art.25) that must be realized IMMEDIATELY. BasicLaw Art39: #HongKong is subject to ICCPR."

China has signed but never ratified the ICCPR. The reason the ICCPR applies to Hong Kong even though Hong Kong is not a state and therefore not a state party to the ICCPR, is that the ICCPR had applied to Hong Kong during its time as a British Commonwealth country. In the legally binding international treaty China signed with Great Britain effecting the transfer of Hong Kong’s sovereignty, it was stipulated that the ICCPR would continue to apply to Hong Kong. This was also written into the Hong Kong Basic Law.

Not only have demonstrators appealed to the ICCPR, but the Human Rights Committee has issued views on the substance of their demands regarding political participation rights. Since 1999, the periodic reports required by the ICCPR have been submitted by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (HKSAR), giving the committee the opportunity to render its legal opinion about the extent of the ICCPR’s application in Hong Kong. Despite the slowness of their official processes, human rights treaty bodies or other legal mechanisms can sometimes
make quasi-legal expressions of support in a timely fashion. During the course of the Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong, the HRC has backed up protesters’ demands, and it pronounced in October 2014, at the height of the demonstrations, that the Hong Kong authorities had no right to limit political participation rights.\textsuperscript{208}

China rejected the idea that the treaty was “a measure for Hong Kong’s political reform;”\textsuperscript{209} however, in responding to the HRC, it implicitly acknowledged that the treaty did in fact apply to Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{210}

\textbf{Actions Organized around Human Rights Legal Frameworks}

Another way that nonviolent actors can interact with human rights positive law is by organizing activities around important events transpiring in human rights-related legal mechanisms. For example, because of the new structure of the UNHRC, even countries that have not signed the ICCPR, like China, will have their human rights record reviewed every four years under the UPR process. States under review submit an official report, and if permitted, civil society groups from the countries under review submit
shadow reports. The Council then prepares a summary document that is used as the basis for the review session. This review session is a public forum where the state under review appears and receives recommendations from the other UN member states. Approximately four months later, the state under review appears again in a public forum for what is known as an adoption session, in which the state formally indicates whether it will accept or reject the recommendations. For a few days every four years, the UPR review shines a spotlight on a state’s human rights laws and policies. Human rights defenders and civil society groups have organized nonviolent actions coinciding with the UPR process.

**China**

China’s UPR review and its uncontested accession to a seat on the UNHRC gave Chinese activists a chance to rally around the UN process in 2013. Unlike most countries in the world, China does not let NGOs participate in the UPR, though the shadow reports filed by such organizations are an important source of information about the actual human rights record in the country under review. Even so, Chinese activists mobilized around the UPR process and organized numerous actions around the country, culminating in a sit-in at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in June. Chinese officials had declined numerous “freedom of information” requests and ultimately declared that the UPR process was a matter of state security. During the UPR review itself, human rights organizations in China made relevant announcements, and international Chinese human rights activists staged demonstrations in Geneva, where the UPR takes place.\(^{211}\)

**Egypt**

When the Egyptian government was undergoing its UPR review in 2010, 16 human rights CSOs formed a coalition in order to present the UNHRC with an alternative to the official report submitted by the government. Much of the work that the coalition engaged in involved legal activities such as writing and submitting the report, and then lobbying state parties sitting on the Council to get them to adopt particular recommendations, which it did successfully. But the coalition also utilized the Egyptian media to create greater public interest in the proceedings.\(^{212}\) As a result of coalition efforts, independent
newspapers in Egypt ran front-page coverage of the UPR process and publicized the coalition’s alternative report. Because of the perceived importance of the UPR in determining a state’s international legitimacy, the Egyptian government took the process seriously. A representative for the coalition noted, “The [Egyptian] news, Al Ahram—even government papers gave us space. There is an increasing awareness in society.” The coalition also organized a “100-day campaign” in Egypt between February 19, the last day of the Council session during which Egypt had been reviewed, and June 6, 2010, a few days before the adoption session on June 11, 2010. During this campaign, the civic coalition closely monitored the government’s actions and compared them to the promises made during the review session. At the adoption session in Geneva, the Egyptian government had arranged for “friendly” nations such as Algeria and Saudi Arabia to vouch for Egypt’s human rights commitment. By happenstance, on the day of the adoption session, Egyptian police tortured and killed a young man named Khaled Saeed in Alexandria, even while a delegation from the Egyptian government was in Geneva to adopt recommendations from its UPR review. This irony prompted the independent newspaper Al Shorouk to pen a sarcastic headline: “After hours from the Alexandria incident, Arab states praise Egypt’s human rights report!” Another independent newspaper then organized a seminar with members from the coalition to learn more about the UPR process.

Pressuring States to Enforce Domestic Law Reflecting, or Implemented to Fulfill, International Human Rights Obligations

Civil resistance movements can also be fairly characterized as human rights movements and their campaigns as human rights campaigns if they aim at pressuring a national government to pass legislation implementing international human rights obligations, or to better enforce domestic laws adopted to fulfill such obligations. This is a presumption that can be rebutted if, in their activities, the movements violate the general principles identified earlier.

In such cases, civil resistance may be part of a multipronged strategy, since implementation of international law is an inherently legal process that requires technical legal expertise. For example, Costa Rica ratified the International CEDAW in 1984. Because it had taken four years of intense advocacy to achieve ratification after Costa
Rica signed CEDAW in 1980, domestic supporters of the treaty were eager to pass implementing legislation as soon as the ratification occurred and hold the newly elected President Oscar Arias to his campaign promise that his government would have “the soul of a woman.” A coalition of civil society actors developed a multipronged strategy that included town hall meetings, “cultural fairs,” interviews with press and media, and a 5,000 woman march to the legislative assembly. At the end of the campaign, the coalition commissioned a public opinion survey showing that a majority approved of the implementing legislation. It eventually became law in 1990.

Another appeal to human rights treaties occurred in Jordan in the 1990s, with a grassroots, largely women-led, campaign to end impunity for honor killings. The specific targets of the campaign were two provisions in the Jordanian penal code that made it nearly impossible to prosecute perpetrators of honor killings. Art. 98 stated, “Any person who commits a crime in a fit of fury caused by an unlawful and dangerous act on the part of the victim benefits from a reduction in penalty.” Art. 340 contained two objectionable provisions: “He who discovers his wife or one of his female relatives committing adultery (with a man) and kills, wounds, or injures one or both of them, is exempted from any penalty”; and “He who discovers his wife, or one of his female relatives with another in an adulterous situation, and kills, wounds or injures one or both of them, benefits from a reduction in penalty.”

The campaign was launched with a press conference where organizers read a petition asserting “the right of each Jordanian to live in peace and harmony based on respect for human dignity, individual rights, justice, security, fair trial and defence.” They also stated that honor killings “contradict Islamic law (Sharia), the Constitution and CEDAW.” The appeal to CEDAW in the petition was meaningful since Jordan had ratified it on July 1, 1992. Consisting of petitions, rallies and marches, the campaign against the honor killing laws succeeded in raising consciousness and garnering support for repeal of the laws, although the short-term political result was only a disingenuous amendment of Art. 340 to allow it to apply to women perpetrators—meaning women could kill and be exempted from penalty, thus making the law “non-discriminatory.”

**From Positive Law to Natural Law**

In some cases, activism by civil society groups that initially aims at inducing states to fulfill their obligations under the positive law of international human rights may sow
the seeds for later, large-scale civil resistance campaigns pursuing goals that exceed the positive law and assert natural law rights, such as the right to peaceful resistance or the right to self-determination. Instead of seeking reform of a legal or political system, the movement is seeking its wholesale overhaul. The most well-known example of how appeals to positive law culminated in natural law demands occurred in the former Soviet Union after the “Final Act” of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, signed by the Western countries and the Soviet Union, together with its Eastern and Central European communist allies in 1975.

**The Helsinki Effect**

Part of the “Final Act” was the so-called “Third Basket,” which came to be known as the “Helsinki Accords.” In the Accords, countries of the Western Bloc recognized the inviolability of the Soviet Union’s borders in exchange for countries of the eastern bloc committing themselves to respect “human rights and fundamental freedoms, including freedom of thought, conscience, religion, or belief, for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.” Though technically non-binding, the Accords contained references to the International Covenants that eventually gave them teeth. In what appears in retrospect to have been a political miscalculation, the Soviet and East European negotiators of the Final Act thought that the human rights provisions in the ICCPR and ICESCR were paper tigers because of the deep “escape clauses” in the form of the clawback provisions in certain of the Articles. So confident of this were they that they even accelerated the ratification process. The Soviet Union ratified both treaties on October 16, 1973, near the beginning of the drafting process for the Helsinki Final Act. Then-Czechoslovakia acceded to the ICCPR in 1976, bringing the treaty into force. Despite this misperception, in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s, civic campaigns challenging the communist authorities in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Union coalesced around the human rights provisions included in the Accords. Soon after their adoption in 1975, physicist Yuri Orlov and a group of other dissidents in Moscow founded a civil society monitoring organization—the Moscow Helsinki Watch. Similar Helsinki monitoring groups and organizations were soon formed in Soviet bloc states; in Czechoslovakia, Charter 77 was created in 1977, in Poland, the Movement for the Defense of Human and Civic Rights was created in 1977 and the Helsinki Committee in 1982. Informal Helsinki human rights groups were also formed in Soviet Union
The creation of human rights CSOs after the Helsinki Accords over time played a pivotal role in broadening civic space and thus enabling larger mobilization and nonviolent resistance in communist countries. Soviet and East European dissidents were able to appeal to the broad civil and political rights provisions in the ICCPR and Helsinki Accords and to ramp up international pressure, further delegitimizing the actions of the communist regimes. The ICCPR and ICESCR were especially helpful to dissidents in countries lacking a liberal constitution, unlike Poland.

The work inspired by the Helsinki Accords and ICCPR human rights provisions catalyzed revolutionary movements in many Soviet bloc countries that eventually threw off Soviet domination and institute democratic reforms. Thomas, for example, credits the mobilization of human rights organizations, along with a change in the diplomatic agenda, as being an impetus for the revolutions in 1989 that brought an end to the Soviet Union.

Although in a much shorter timeframe, something similar happened in Egypt. Partly because of the media coverage generated by the 100-day campaign that covered the human rights-related actions of the Egyptian government during crucial period of the UPR, the horrific death of Khaled Saeed “sparked unprecedented popular outrage” and was an important prelude to the Tahrir Square uprising in January 2011. A Facebook page dedicated to his memory—“We are all Khaled Saeed”—garnered 180,000 followers in just one month. Although challenging to quantify how much it ultimately contributed to the uprising, the attention that the UPR-centered civic campaign brought to the Egyptian government’s appalling human rights record undeniably played a role in raising anti-regime feeling. It also helped activists hone their mobilization skills, and created relationships among various civic groups.
When civil resistance movements appeal to international human rights treaties or mechanisms to realize their objectives or to pressure a state to meet its obligations under international law, it seems self-evident that they are engaged in a collective praxis aimed at realizing human rights. However, not all nonviolent movements want, or are able, to make use of these mechanisms. Participants may be citizens whose states have not ratified relevant human rights treaties. They may not have access to lawyers or other persons knowledgeable about human rights mechanisms. Events on the ground may be moving too rapidly for recourse to such mechanisms to make sense.

Furthermore, as the example of the Helsinki Accords indicates, appeal to human rights treaties may culminate in revolutionary civil resistance movements. Such movements have as their stated objectives either a change in government, an end to foreign occupation, or the creation of a new state. None of these are protected rights in positive human rights law, even though such objectives seem to loosely correspond with the human rights “ends” of freedom, peace, and justice. Some scholars consider such revolutionary movements as something quite different from human rights movements—as citizenship efforts to (re)constitute a state or replace its government, not necessarily to advance human rights per se. To Moyn, a human rights movement by definition does not work through domestic law, because international human rights presupposes a legal system that is global in nature. But since human rights activists have never sought or predicted the withering away of states but rather their betterment, it is more accurate to say that the aim of the human rights project is to realize rights in the national context, with regional and international mechanisms acting as a backdrop.

This monograph does not see a necessary antithesis between human rights movements and revolutionary movements. Solidarity was an independence movement in a sense that its long-term goal was to free the Polish state from Soviet subjugation.
But Solidarity activists knew that Poland could never be truly independent if Poles themselves did not win and enjoy their civic, political and economic rights through a liberated state structure. Political scientist and former member of Solidarity, Jan Kubik has remarked, “There is an idea that Solidarity was a ‘nationalist movement’—it was in reality about something much more profound. It was about dignity, it was about freedom...” However, because such revolutionary ends as independence or democracy exceed the formal parameters of positive human rights law, it is necessary to turn back here to natural law, in order to theorize precisely how revolutionary movements may be seen as human rights movements. It will be recalled that natural law is being redefined in this monograph to mean the *jurisgenesis* of civil resistance movements acting in accordance with the general principles of human rights.

In the fourth scenario (see Box 6), this monograph considers people power movements that are engaged in realizing the natural law of human rights.

**Box 6. Visualization of civil resistance movements realizing the natural law of human rights**
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The scenario of civil resistance movements realizing the natural law of human rights can be visualized by an arrow moving from Quadrant C to Quadrant D, and then perhaps another arrow returning to Quadrant B. The starting location of Quadrant C signifies
that a "maximalist" or revolutionary people power movement is almost always organized within the political and physical confines context of an existing nation-state. The aim is not to amend or implement the existing law of the state (such an aim would have been represented by a horizontal line from Quadrant C to B). Instead, it is first to exercise a natural law right – such as self-determination or the right to resist oppression -- and then (if successful) to more radically revise or revitalize the domestic law of the state; thus the arrow first moves from Quadrant C to Quadrant D and only then perhaps to Quadrant B.

Because we are now largely in the realm of natural law (Quadrants C and D), it is useful to return to the general principles set out in the first half of this monograph—nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence—and ask, how can we say that a movement in question is manifesting a human rights "ethos" in its means and ends if it is not operating in relation to the positive law of human rights?

Maintenance of nonviolent discipline is an important indicator of commitment to human rights principles, but standing alone, it is not conclusive. Although most advocates of nonviolent resistance "suggest that it is a strategy particularly suited to advancing human rights and democracy" because of the complementarity of nonviolent means with the ends of peace, justice, freedom, and democracy, the "causes pursued through nonviolent action are not always virtuous." They also might lead to unintended negative consequences like the aftermath of the Arab Spring. Due to the size and complexity of large-scale civil resistance movements, it is inevitable that many overlapping and perhaps even inconsistent aims may motivate participants. Indeed, motives may even shift and evolve over the course of a large-scale campaign. The efficacy of nonviolent resistance may also attract practitioners who want to "win" in the short term but who are not necessarily committed to democratic outcomes in the long-term. Finally, the negative goal of removing a repressive adversary that helped to mobilize and unify a large swath of the society against a regime may no longer be an effective glue to hold the movement together once the main target is gone. Disagreements may emerge about the movement’s purposes and goals.

Despite the apparent difficulties in assessing whether a nonviolent movement is genuinely committed to human rights, this monograph takes important strides in defining criteria to do just that by identifying and analyzing specific types of evidence that civil resistance movements may generate and leave behind. The resulting typology, though preliminary, may allow an outside observer to begin to assess a movement’s commitment to human rights standards before, during and after a campaign.
Evidence of Human Rights General Principles: Toward a Typology

A wide variety of evidence may be relevant to determining whether a civil resistance movement respects the general principles of human rights, including publicly articulated motives for coming together and resisting oppression; philosophical reflections and statements by movement leaders; movement signs (placards, banners), slogans, songs and poetry; movement education; and opinion polling that asks participants about their perception of the movement. All these different types of evidence may shed light on whether a particular movement is evincing a human rights *ethos*. What follows sets out some preliminary categories that may make up an eventual typology of evidence to be used in assessing whether and to what extent a civil resistance movement is manifesting such an *ethos*. Determining whether a civil resistance movement manifests such an *ethos* is important in determining whether such a movement should be taken into account as we develop an analytical framework incorporating people power into international human rights law.

**Statements by Movement Participants and Leaders**

Movements can manifest human rights principles through formal or written statements by participants or leaders, such as manifestoes or declarations. In some cases, especially the civil resistance struggles in the former Soviet bloc, there was an extensive and sophisticated philosophical reflection that preceded and to an extent accompanied the mass movements. Popular support for such statements and reflections is evidenced in the leadership role the figures authorizing these reflections played in mass civil resistance movements and in the popular elections afterwards. Some like Vaclav Havel were propelled to political power.

Havel wrote deep meditations like *The Power of the Powerless* that were circulated, along with his plays, in the underground *samizdat* literature that passed, unofficially and hand-to-hand, throughout the states of the former Soviet Union. These meditations clearly marked the centrality of human rights to his thought and cause. Havel analyzed the political conditions of the post-totalitarian system as one dominated by lies and various forms of official hypocrisy, a system where:
government by bureaucracy is called popular government; the working class is enslaved in the name of the working class; the complete degradation of the individual is presented as his ultimate liberation; depriving people of information is called making it available; the use of power to manipulate is called the public control of power, and the arbitrary abuse of power is called observing the legal code; the repression of culture is called its development; the expansion of imperial influence is presented as support for the oppressed; the lack of free expression becomes the highest form of freedom; farcical elections become the highest form of democracy; banning independent thought becomes the most scientific of world views; military occupation becomes fraternal assistance. Because the regime is captive to its own lies, it must falsify everything. It falsifies the past. It falsifies the present, and it falsifies the future. It falsifies statistics. It pretends not to possess an omnipotent and unprincipled police apparatus. It pretends to respect human rights. It pretends to persecute no one. It pretends to fear nothing. It pretends to pretend nothing.\textsuperscript{235}

As a progenitor and signatory of Charter 77, a document produced by the Czechoslovak Helsinki watch group, Havel was committed to a strategy of invoking human rights against the government. However, he recognized that the first place where confrontation against the totalitarian system would play out, would not be “on the level of real, institutionalized, quantifiable power” but rather on the level of “human consciousness and conscience, the existential level,” where a fundamental longing for human rights quietly burns.\textsuperscript{236} Nevertheless, this existential power, he said, represents a “fifth column of social consciousness,” it resides “in the hidden aims of life, in human beings repressed longing for dignity and fundamental rights, for the realization of their real social and political interests.”\textsuperscript{237} Aware that his status as “dissident” was at risk of setting him apart from “normal” Czechs and Slovaks, Havel reminded his readers that the “dissident” movement grows out of the principle of equality, founded on the notion that human rights and freedoms are indivisible,” and pointed out that “dissidents” had united to defend “unknown workers” and “unknown musicians.”\textsuperscript{238}

At the time Havel published \textit{The Power of the Powerless}, revolution seemed a far-off dream. The “static and stable” conditions of the post-totalitarian state, Havel believed, were the precise opposite of the conditions necessary to incite revolt (either armed
or unarmed). In view of this, the dissident strategy was a “legalistic” one, a “persistent and never-ending appeal to the laws,” including international human rights. This might have seemed a futile and illusory form of resistance, given how Havel described the role of law in the post-totalitarian state: “If the exercise of power circulates through the whole power structure as blood flows through veins, then the legal code can be understood as something that reinforces the walls of those veins.”

But Havel argued that the system “desperately” depended on the law—on a “noble” version of the law that support[ed] the system’s lies—and was “hopelessly tied down by the necessity of pretending the laws are observed.” Thus, it could not ignore legalistic appeals. The initial strategy of the Czechoslovak dissident movement involved invoking positive law—defending the human and civil rights “entrenched in various official documents such as the UDHR, the International Covenants on Human Rights, the Concluding Act of the Helsinki Agreement, and the constitutions of individual states.”

Chartists committed themselves to defending anyone prosecuted for “acting in the spirit of those rights” and to acting “in the same spirit in their work,” by pressuring the regime to defend those rights and calling attention to their lack. “Demanding that the laws be upheld is thus an act of living within the truth that threatens the whole mendacious structure at its point of maximum mendacity.”

Though Havel was pessimistic about the realistic chances for revolt, it was only a decade later that a large-scale nonviolent movement broke out in Czechoslovakia, with Havel quickly emerging as its leader. During the Velvet Revolution, there were popular calls for him to assume political leadership of the country. Signs and even graffiti with the slogan “Havel na Hrad” appeared throughout the crowds gathered in Wenceslas Square.
This slogan can be translated as “Havel to the Castle,” the castle (Pražský hrad) being the building that houses the government of then-Czechoslovakia, equivalent to the capitol or the White House. Havel was eventually elected president in the first free elections that took place in former Czechoslovakia in June 1990. Support for Havel was, at least to some extent, support for his human rights platform.

Movement Education

Consciousness-raising or consciousness-changing frequently accompanies nonviolent movements, often as part of creating institutions parallel to the “official” institutions that are being rejected by a nonviolent movement. Though Gandhi is most known for the successes of his civil disobedience campaigns—Gandhi on the beach at Dandi, gathering salt in the open defiance of British laws and “shaking the foundations of the British empire,”243 is an indelible image of the power of the people to resist oppression—he himself considered more important his “constructive program” to reform Indian village
life and prepare all strata of Indian society for independence. His constructive program included social reforms such as “khadi” (the making and wearing of domestic cloth) to lift India out of its trade dependence on Great Britain, the promotion of Hindu-Muslim unity, removal of untouchability, education in sanitation and hygiene, uplift of women, and basic and adult education, among other things.

The samizdat publications referred to above, the underground press and the culture of reading forbidden literature in Central and Eastern Europe under communism, all these were specific activities that were part of a constructive resistance program aiming to educate, raise awareness and awaken the mind of the people in spite of censorship, propaganda, and state repression. In The Power of the Powerless, Havel reflects on a hypothetical green grocer who places a sign in his window, amidst the onions and peppers—“Workers of the world, unite!”—a Marxist slogan, delivered from the state headquarters of his business along with the day’s shipments of vegetables. What is the sign really saying, Havel asks? Is the green grocer really expressing his honest opinion that workers of the world should unite? Is he so enthusiastic about the idea that he cannot restrain himself from communicating it to the world? Or does his decision to put the sign in the window embody a different, subliminal message, one that says, “I, the greengrocer XY, live here and I know what I must do. I behave in the manner expected of me. I can be depended upon and am beyond reproach. I am obedient and therefore I have the right to be left in peace.”

Havel thus shows that this small gesture is part of the fabric of “living a lie” that is required to survive in a political system build on lies. In such a “through the looking glass” world, electing to “live in truth” is to unleash a political power that is “singular, explosive, incalculable.” Should the green grocer one day decide not to display the sign, to stop voting in fake elections, to say what he really thinks at political meetings, he will be punished, but “[b]y breaking the rules of the game, he has disrupted the game as such....He has shattered the world of appearances, the fundamental pillar of the system.” Havel’s meditation brings the reader to the self-conscious insight that lies behind nonviolent resistance—namely, that all power is ultimately dependent on the cooperation of those who are subject to it and that when this cooperation is withdrawn,
power in the long-run cannot survive.

Movement education may reflect human rights general principles by trying to foster awareness of the dignity of being human. One such effort was the “Black Consciousness Movement” (BCM) initiated by Steve Biko, during the anti-Apartheid struggle in South Africa. Although some have linked the BCM to the Soweto uprising and its violent aftermath, Biko himself embraced nonviolent resistance, perhaps for strategic more than moral reasons. In contrast to the underground and banned violent movement led in the mid-1970s by the African National Congress or ANC, which only in the 1980s moved away from armed insurrection, the BCM was committed to “overground” operation within the law, which strategically gave it more visibility to other South Africans, and with that, it massively increased the participation rate in nonviolent actions, such as boycotts, strikes or public demonstrations.

The premise of Black Consciousness was that colonialism has both objective and subjective aspects, and that before blacks could achieve outward liberation, they needed to free themselves inwardly. SASO, The Black Students manifesto, declared the following:

4. a. SASO upholds the concept of black consciousness and the drive towards black awareness as the most logical and significant means of ridding ourselves of the shackles that bind us to perpetual servitude.

b. SASO defines black consciousness as follows: Black consciousness is an attitude of mind, a way of life.

i. The basic tenet of black consciousness is that the black man must reject all value systems that seek to make him a foreigner in the country of his birth and reduce his basic human dignity (italics added).247

Black Consciousness stressed that both sides in the Apartheid system needed to recognize their basic humanity, albeit in different ways:

“The most potent weapon of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed. So as a prelude whites must be made to realise that they are only human, not superior. Same with Blacks. They must be made to realise that they are also human, not inferior.”

Biko’s insight was that “inhumanity” can work in two directions; the oppressed can feel less than human, while the oppressors can feel more than human: recognizing common “humanness” is a precondition for liberation on both sides. While the BCM counseled that blacks needed to exclude whites, in order to have space to develop a new consciousness, and so was exclusionary in the short term, the movement ultimately
envisioned an integrated South Africa and felt that when consciousness was changed, this integration would happen naturally, driven by the force of equality, justice and fairness for all. Since the exclusionary aspect of BCM was a temporary strategy and was paired with principled nonviolent action, BCM arguably reflected a human rights ethos.

Another nonviolent resistance movement emerging from the black African population of South Africa also exemplifies some of the self-reliance advocated by SASO. Organized around the assertion of social and economic rights and rejecting dismissive treatment by the post-Apartheid government, the Abahlali baseMjondolo ("Residents of the Shacks" in Zulu) movement arose in the early 21st century when a community in the Durban slums spontaneously organized to block construction of a factory near their residences. Since then, the slum residents have organized to improve their conditions through constructive programs while resisting government efforts to clear the slums and eradicate their places of dwelling. Abahlali women have sowed community gardens and created cooperatives in order to improve quality of life. Abahlali members engage shack dwellers in direct democracy and make leaders accountable to local committees. Dialogue is fostered through community meetings where people share stories of suffering and propose and debate solutions. These activities reject exploitation, manifest nonviolent discipline to a large extent, and foster social and political nondiscrimination within the community.

**Public Opinion Survey Research**

Evidence that a movement manifests a human rights ethos may be found through the more direct means of public opinion survey research or polling. Participants in a nonviolent movement may simply be asked about their motives, beliefs, feelings, objectives, or other relevant subjective states. While it may be impractical to conduct such polling in the middle of an active movement, it is not impossible, and researchers are beginning to do it.

Such a survey was done during the predominantly nonviolent Euromaidan revolution in 2013–2014. Researchers stationed themselves near various entrances to protest sites and randomly stopped protesters to ask them to respond to survey questions and to answer short interview questions. Although the study was not focused on human rights per se but rather on the more limited question of the effect of social media on participation, the survey included a number of questions asking participants
to describe the reasons why they were participating. Part of the research was designed to test a hypothesis put forward by the mobilization frames theorists Snow and Benford that “[p]eople are more likely to protest if the protest grievance is framed in a unifying rights discourse.”

The survey results from the Euromaidan revolution indicated that 33 percent of those polled were protesting because the government had infringed their rights. Although this was not as high a percentage as those who said they were protesting to secure a better future for Ukraine, researchers noted that protesters seemed to use the phrases, “I want a better future,” “I have a right to a better future,” and “My civil rights were violated” almost interchangeably. Activists stated that the protests grew in size because they were successful in framing demands as rights, with one more radical activist stating that they tried to avoid “potentially divisive topics of state language” or other ethnolinguistic claims, explaining that these “would not win over the masses in Kyiv, not in 2014.”

Online messages and posts evinced “dominance of citizenship, political rights, and anti-state discourse...as opposed to anti-Russophone, anti-Donbas discourse, which was more present in 2004 during the nonviolent Orange Revolution.” This research at Euromaidan uncovered that demands shifted in the direction of rights in response to the government’s use of violence. At the outset of demonstrations, the central demands of protesters, as reflected in posters, slogans, and speeches, were “focused on socioeconomic and political development and the desire for the Europeanization of Ukraine.” Just as it seemed that the protests would not amount to a large mobilization, a group of students and journalists were brutally beaten by police on November 30, 2013. After that display of violence by the state, “demands shifted to a focus on the protection of universal human and civil rights.” Shortly thereafter, turnout increased three- or fourfold to include an estimated 800,000 ordinary Ukrainians who joined the protest in later weeks, more evidence that rights rhetoric—and the trampling of rights by the state and ensuing outrage—promoted participation.

The Euromaidan survey is fairly unusual, especially for its timely “on the ground” methodology and analytical sophistication. Although not designed to glean whether the movement reflected a human rights ethos generally, the study showed a sophisticated grasp of human rights in constructing survey questions and analyzing in the answers given by movement participants.

Another survey carried out shortly after the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions in 2011 does not show as sophisticated an understanding of human rights discourse as
the Euromaidan analysis. The “Arab Barometer” survey provides some insight into the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions, but it also shows that unless survey questions about human rights are drawn up with care, the survey results will be less than illuminating.  

Survey respondents were given nine choices (and “other”) for why they participated in the demonstrations, none of which was framed in terms of rights. The closest to a human rights option was “1. Civil and political freedoms, and emancipation from oppression.” Three other choices were difficult to distinguish: “2. Betterment of the economic situation; 6. Increased social justice; and 9. Social and economic justice.” The results of the survey led researchers to conclude that “participants in both revolutions believed overwhelmingly that they were about economic concerns, and only minorities of participants believed that they were primarily about civil and political liberties.” This analysis reflects a narrow view of rights as being only about civil and political freedoms, not social and economic rights, and it does not unpack the notion of “justice” as implicating rights. The sentiment in a slogan like, “jobs are a basic human right, you corruption mafia,” popular during the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia, would not be easily captured by the set of questions used in the Arab Barometer survey. Unless questions are framed with an awareness of human rights principles in mind, research results might be misleading.

Still, if designed with a sophisticated understanding of human rights as including the general principle of nonexploitation (focused on socioeconomic rights), such surveys can be an authoritative source to help determine how participants in nonviolent movements understand their demands. It is not necessary that participants subjectively understand their actions to be aimed at realizing “human rights” as such in order to determine whether a movement reflects a human rights ethos, because it is possible for a movement to manifest human rights principles without utilizing the vocabulary of “human rights.” Grassroots protesters may more likely refer to “rights,” rather than “human rights,” or even simply “demands,” and these references would then have to be contextualized into the other evidence described below from the movement to determine the presence of a human rights ethos. To the extent that subjective understandings reflect one of the principles of nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation and nonviolence without negating any of the others, they suggest that participants are embracing a human rights ethos.
Signs, Slogans, Songs and Poetry

To the extent collected and preserved, signs, slogans, poetry, songs and other ephemera that people power movements produce specifically invoking human rights, principles or associated ends—freedom, justice, peace—may provide *prima facie* evidence that participants were motivated to realize human rights through their struggle.\(^{258}\) Such evidence may be transitory, intended to influence the day-to-day evolution and development of a movement, without thought of posterity. But precisely for that reason, it may provide valuable insight into the inner workings of a movement. The widespread use of cell phones and video and dissemination through social media make it more possible than ever before to preserve the ephemera of civil resistance movements. Perhaps requiring interpretation, these expressive signs, symbols, and signifiers may be indirect and imperfect indicators of the motives for people participating in civil resistance movements, but until systematic empirical studies (either qualitative or quantitative) are able to be carried out, they can provide a rough proxy for the opinions and beliefs motivating civil resisters, especially if they are widely circulated and repeated. At the same time, broad appeal of such expressive signifiers might even have advantages over interviews, since not all individuals motivated to participate in a civil resistance movement may be equally able to articulate their motivations in language. The creative outputs of individuals who are expressively gifted may give voice to others. Expressive signs and signifiers may give voice to unconscious or unacknowledged motives. Assessing such evidence will be more of an art than a science.\(^ {259}\)

In revolutionary movements, slogans may not generally speak to specific human rights but to more abstract and general expressions of popular sovereignty. According to Larbi Sidiki, referencing the Arab Spring, “No other phrase spread as fast and as wide as ‘al’sha’b yureed’ (‘the people’s will’)—it was contagious across countries, being heard also in Cairo, Sanaa, and Damascus.”\(^ {260}\) Though not expressing a specific right protected in any treaty, “the people’s will” speaks to a demand that government be based on the will of the people and be responsive to the people’s demands—a clearly
understandable demand for popular sovereignty and freedom from repression.261 Other ways of expressing a similar sentiment are slogans reflecting imperatives to “leave,” “resign,” or “dégagé,” which could be seen as efforts to reclaim sovereignty from the “official” government. In Tunisia, statements of national liberation were often paired with “thawrat al-hurriyyah wa al” (freedom and rights, no president forever), indicating a desire to be free of indefinite autocratic rule and thus reflecting the nonrepression principle.262

Songs and music may have more or less immediate impacts on nonviolent movements, or alternatively may be aimed at longer term transformations of consciousness. The South African musician and musicologist Johnny Clegg violated Apartheid laws by collaborating with Zulu musician Sipho Mchunu and forming the interracial band Juluka, enacting in his life and music the principle of nondiscrimination. At the time, in the early 1970s, media in South Africa was tightly controlled by the government—television was not even permitted in the country until 1976—and Juluka could not be played on government-controlled radio. But in 1979, an independent radio station, Capital Radio 604, was started in the “independent” Bantustan Transkei that gave considerable airplay to Juluka and generally supported the anti-Apartheid movement by broadcasting “unofficial” real news to South Africa and the world.

As in the BCM, consciousness raising and consciousness changing was Clegg’s ultimate objective, though not necessarily tied to one or another specific protest. In the “Scatterlings [nomads, wanderers] of Africa,” the narrator first sees the “scatterlings” as separate from himself, referring to them as “they” and singing of his love for “each uprooted one.” But the humanity of the scatterlings is evident, amid the “broken wall / bicycle wheel” where the “magic machine cannot match / human being human being.” And by the end of the song the narrator discovers that “[m]y very first beginnings…Lie deeply buried/In the dust of Olduvai”—a gorge in Africa where the bones of Lucy, our first ancestor, were discovered—and realizes that he too is a scatterling of Africa.

And we are scatterlings of Africa
Both you and I
We are on the road to Phelamanga
Beneath a copper sky

“Phelamanga” is said to be a mythical, invented place, usually translated as “the place where lies end,” presumably the lies of Apartheid.
Writing songs in both Zulu and English and performing with traditional Zulu dancers, Clegg deeply immersed himself in Zulu culture, earning the epithet of “the White Zulu,” or “Le Zulu Blanc.” In an age where race-crossings are reflexively viewed as politically incorrect, what Clegg did might be condemned today as “culturally appropriating” the Zulu experience, but clearly that is not how his Zulu brothers saw it. He committed to suffer with those oppressed by Apartheid and to use music to break barriers. Juluka disbanded in 1986, under considerable pressure and threats from the South African government, but not before crafting stunning fusions of Western and Zulu music, and Clegg later went on to form another interracial band, Savuka. In a political context forbidding the mixing of races, the artistic decision to fuse musical traditions was transgressive and radical while furthering human rights, those of equality and nondiscrimination.

**Legal and Institutional Outcomes**

Recognition of human rights in the institutional outcomes resulting from nonviolent uprisings is the best and most probative indicator of whether a movement can be characterized as having a human rights ethos. Perhaps the clearest outcome is the adoption of a new constitution protecting human rights. Depending on the array of rights protected, human rights provisions can reflect some or all of the general principles of human rights, as well as democratic goals and aspiration for peaceful change.

A human rights-respecting constitution was adopted in South Africa after the victory of the nonviolent resistance led by the United Democratic Front (UDF), supported by the ANC. Legal scholar Mutua has described the construction of the post-Apartheid state in South Africa as “the first deliberate and calculated effort in history to craft a human rights state—a policy that is primarily based on human rights norms.” Relevant to the monograph’s argument that constitutional rights provisions may reflect, or sediment, the work of civil resistance movements, the South African constitution has been said to “represent[] the vindication of decades of human rights activism.” The first article of the South African constitution declares the following:

*The Republic of South Africa is one, sovereign, democratic state founded on the following values:*

(a) *Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human*
The South African constitution protects various other human rights. The recognition of social and economic rights in the South African constitution is particularly significant, in light of criticism that the South African transition focused narrowly on civil and political rights and did little to affect the underlying economic disparities created by the Apartheid system. The presence in the constitution of guarantees of social and economic rights gives a constitutional foothold for legal challenges aimed at vindicating such rights.

Post-revolutionary constitutions respecting human rights were also adopted in Tunisia and Poland.\textsuperscript{265} Czechoslovakia adopted a Constitution Act in 1991 incorporating the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, although the constitutional status of the Charter is ambiguous in the aftermath of the split-up of the federation into the Czech Republic and Slovakia.\textsuperscript{266} (The status of the Charter is not ambiguous in Slovakia, where it has been incorporated into the constitution.) The former East Germany acceded to the West German constitution, with its human rights protections, after “die Wende” in 1989. Two countries—Serbia and Georgia—that saw peaceful revolutions against authoritarian regimes in 2000 and 2003, respectively, adopted constitutions that protect human rights directly.

**Mixed Motives and Trojan Horses:**

**Ambiguous or Countervailing Evidence**

Large-scale mass mobilizations may be driven by a mix of motives, and the particular balance of motives may vary from movement to movement. In assessing civil resistance movements and the presence or absence of a human rights ethos, researchers may encounter ambiguous or countervailing evidence. This final subsection considers some examples of such evidence and contexts in which they may appear.
Expressions of Patriotism

One example of an ambiguous piece of evidence is the expression of patriotism. There is no necessary contradiction between slogans seeking liberation of the nation, or even glorifying the nation, and those expressing human rights ideals. Mere expressions of patriotic love of country have to be distinguished from more exclusionary nationalist sentiments. Demonstrators in Maidan Square in 2013–2014 appealed to patriotic feelings, often breaking out into impromptu renditions of the Ukrainian national anthem. Poetry recited to demonstrators invoked the beauty of the land. Chants proclaimed, “Glory to Ukraine! Glory to the heroes.” The lyrics to a song exhorted, “Rise up my country, rise up my people.”\(^{267}\) An often-graffitied phrase in Tunisia was “Tunis hurra” (Tunisia is free), but there was a notable absence of slogans proclaiming “Tunisia is great!”\(^{268}\) During Euromaidan, a speaker encouraged protesters: “Have courage to become normal people. And I will die with you. And Ukraine will live happily with other nations,” words that indicate an absence of xenophobia.\(^{269}\) A movement consisting of a diverse collective of people seeking to fundamentally reimagine (not abolish) the state in which they find themselves can be as reflective of human rights norms as formal legal complaints to international treaty bodies, if not more so.

However, if expressions of patriotism are interwoven with violent ideology, or are combined with hate speech or discriminatory acts against particular minority groups. These could be evidence that the movement is no longer organized to reflect a human rights ethos. If expressed by a violent flank or by individuals who engage in threats or acts of violence, such as sexual assaults on women as occurred during the post-Tahrir protests in Egypt between 2012–2013 (some surely perpetrated by the state agents posing as activists), patriotic sentiments would have to be read as not reflecting a human rights ethos, although it should be noted, as reflected in the Joint Report of the special rapporteurs discussed in Part III, that isolated acts of violence are in themselves not enough to transform a nonviolent movement into a violent one.

When a violent flank accompanies a nonviolent movement, relevant information to assessing the human rights bona fides of the movement would be how large is the violent flank compared to the nonviolent movement; how clearly the violent flank can be distinguished from the nonviolent movement; whether the violent flank exists as part of the movement or outside of it, even if it espouses the same objectives, and
how acts or threats of violence are responded to by the nonviolent movement. Well-organized movements can prepare for violent flanks or agents provocateurs infiltrating demonstrations through various means, e.g., holding sessions in advance to warn of infiltrators of those not committed to human rights aims; assigning “wardens” or movement marshals with armbands to help maintain discipline; asking participants to wear a certain color to identify themselves; physically isolating violent individuals during ongoing protests and either ejecting them from the demonstrations or even handing them over to the police; and utilizing amplifiers and other means to convey the purposes of the campaign.

**Insults and Threats of Violence**

Insults and threats of violence are other types of countervailing evidence. Of course, expressions of negative or hostile emotions, even death threats or wishes, may represent mere venting of emotion and not automatically disqualify a movement from being recognized as a human rights movement. It is not unheard of for some elements in a nonviolent movement to suggest that if the nonviolent protest does not succeed, violence may ensue. However, since nonviolent resistance is a means of waging conflict “without the threat or use of violence,” theoreticians of nonviolent resistance place a high premium on the importance of maintaining nonviolent discipline. A nonviolent movement that holds violence as a trump card creates an atmosphere of latent violence that may inhibit the movement’s success. It may be satisfying for the participants in revolutionary movements to “turn the tables” and bring low the high and mighty through insults and degradation, but in order to maintain nonviolent discipline, it seems advisable for organizers to try to limit expressions that might be taken as, or really be, incitements to hatred, discrimination, or violence.

This image (below) of Arab dictators, hand-cuffed, dressed in orange prison jumpsuits, with nooses around their necks, shows so much creativity and artistic merit that it seems a sublimation of violent impulses, satisfying them through fantasy rather than incitement to actual violence. It also implies that some kind of legal process has been undergone and the dictators have been judged: guilty. In the case of South Africa, nonviolent protesters, dressed in military-like uniforms, carried wooden or cartoon-made weapons, not to idolize violent struggle but to symbolize popular resistance in general and perhaps also make the point that nonviolent struggle is not pacifism but war by
other means. One researcher and a former ANC member coined the term “iconography of violence” to describe such representations present in nonviolent demonstrations.271

Finally, to the extent it can be discerned, context is important. The same (type of) image could function differently in different contexts. For example, Libya did not have a disciplined and sustained nonviolent movement, so such an image might function to encourage violence in the Libyan context, whereas it might not so function in the context of the more disciplined Tunisian movement.

Assessing the commitment to human rights of a nonviolent movement may also be of interest to participants. The efficacy of nonviolent movements may attract some participants who are not sincerely committed to human rights or democracy, or to power-sharing with coalitions that want to promote human rights and democracy. Nonviolent revolutions may contain “Trojan horses,” elements that join in nonviolent movements in order to seize power, with the aims of ultimately eliminating, rather than sharing power with, political opponents, or of instituting non-democratic regimes.

Egypt and Iran present examples of nonviolent revolutions that succeeded only in the short-term or did not succeed at all because the nonviolent coalitions in these countries either contained “Trojan horses” or enabled third parties to take over power (e.g., the military or the Islamists) that were not committed to democracy.272 For example, opposition to the Western-backed Shah in Iran came from two main constituencies—the middle-class and liberal intelligentsia on the one hand and the Islamists on the other.273

The grand Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini was exiled from the country in 1964, after which he began to conceive the idea of an Islamic Republic. The revolution succeeded only when nonviolent resistance gained the upper hand, eventually widening in support to include many segments of society, students, teachers, and especially workers.\textsuperscript{274} Although liberals and Islamists worked together to depose the Shah, Khomeini was not committed to working with liberals in the long term. Within a few months, liberals were forced out of the post-revolutionary cabinet, and eventually close to 20,000 people were killed as Khomeini consolidated power.\textsuperscript{275} Chenoweth and Stephan conclude: “Exiled leadership played a large role in the uprising, which revolved around Khomeini’s charisma rather than a durable commitment from different parts of the opposition to build a democratic state after the Shah.”\textsuperscript{276}

While Iran’s negative outcome of an authoritarian government coming to power following a mass nonviolent campaign simply may have been anomalous,\textsuperscript{277} it appears that groups that were allies in resistance during the movement did not want to look too closely at the long-term prospects for cooperation in governance. Khomeini was not completely explicit about his ideas for governance in the post-revolutionary Iran (which were anything but compatible with democratic pluralism), and the liberal opposition may have preferred to remain ignorant of this long-term incompatibility rather than abort the revolution.\textsuperscript{278}

The Egyptian case was slightly different, though it also involved a civil resistance movement where Islamists and secular liberals joined forces to depose an autocratic and unpopular ruler, Hosni Mubarak. A feature of the Egyptian revolution was that the military, largely as a whole, withdrew its “pillar of support” from Mubarak and sided with the people, winning hearts and minds in the process. In the first round of parliamentary elections held after the revolution in 2011, the Muslim Brotherhood was better organized institutionally than other groups that had participated in the movement deposing Mubarak. The Brotherhood thus came to power without the need but also without the internal culture to work with, and govern in, a coalition with other partners, particularly liberal and secular groups.\textsuperscript{279} Mohamed Morsi, Muslim Brotherhood member and the elected president in 2012, then undertook to rule in a way that alienated other groups and led some Egyptians to believe that he was fashioning himself into a dictator and transforming Egypt into an Islamic state.\textsuperscript{280} A second wave of mass protests were organized in 2013, but this time the revolutionaries did not deploy their power as they had in the first revolution. Rather, they closely
colluded with the military, asking it to intervene, depose the ruler and take over the
government. Perhaps because the decision to withdraw support in the first revolution
was made at high levels of the military and was not a matter of individual soldiers
abandoning their roles, the military remained an intact force. The second Egyptian
revolution therefore cannot strictly speaking be called peaceful (and thus identified
as having a human rights ethos because it was effected through the implied violent
force of the Egyptian military; it was a military coup that rode to power on the back of
popular mobilization.281

Although it may be difficult to avoid entirely Trojan horses, activists may want to keep
in mind the possibility that they exist and perhaps make a greater determination to engage
in constructive resistance programs, building resilient institutions, instilling human rights’
practices, and developing monitoring and accountability tools, in order to be better prepared
should they actually be successful in their campaigns and need to take power. Assessing the
human rights ethos of a movement may thus be relevant for movement participants, and
the typology outlined here may aid in helping them make the correct assessment.

To conclude this discussion regarding evidence, what we have been doing here
is creating methodological criteria for assessing when a large-scale civil resistance
campaign aimed at realizing ends not recognized in human rights positive law may be
understood nonetheless as imbued with a human rights ethos. Once these criteria are
established and applied, it means that we can take the practice of particular campaigns
into account as we look for evidence of general principles across international and
domestic, positive and natural law. In this way, civil resistance movements can become
cognizable in international law beyond being a means of implementing positive law.
Not all evidence should be given equal weight of course—a constitution enacted on
the eve of nonviolent victory obviously outweighs an isolated slogan graffitied across
a wall—but the precise weight given to any particular piece of evidence is likely to
vary from campaign to campaign, depending in part on the particular tactics adopted
by the movement in question. This leads to the next and final step in this analysis—
namely, understanding how people power movements can be understood as a source
of positive international law.
In this final part, the monograph returns the analysis to positive law by theorizing how people power movements can be understood as making positive international law. While most people power movements register their effects on domestic law, this last part of the monograph argues that people power movements also impact international law. Since in every practical sense people power creates and maintains states, it is a fiction to assign sovereign power only to states as international law traditionally does. The following offers three theories, in relation to three different substantive areas of international law, through which people power can be seen as not just shaping international law but actually making it.

The movement between dimensions that we are concerned with here can be visualized (see Box 7) as an arrow representing movement that would flow from Quadrant D back to Quadrant A, as the effects of people power movements are potentially registered in the positive law of international human rights. This could happen through the inchoate or incipient formation of customary international law, or through alternative yet-to-be theorized sources. The scenario here is hypothetical because it represents the argument being presently made in this monograph. It is not settled or even developing law. Consequently, it is represented with a dotted line. This arrow is conceptual, rather than sociological—it does not represent a change in anything happening on the ground. Rather, it represents a change in how legal scholars and jurists can interpret what is happening on the ground as they determine international law and say what the law is.
Box 7. Visualization of effects of people power movements registered in the positive law of international human rights

The monograph presents these theories in order of how radically they depart from existing understandings of how international law works.

First, where customary law is still developing and where state practice alone might be inconclusive, a widespread pattern or practice of nonviolent movements might supply evidence of *opinio juris* supporting the emergence of a customary international norm. The first section below looks at how people power could function in this way. Prosecution for human rights abuses is largely a matter of customary law; outside of the Convention Against Torture, the Genocide Convention, and the Geneva Conventions, no treaties require the prosecutions of human rights perpetrators. But state practice induced by people power movements reflecting general principles of human rights may supply a sense of *opinio juris* that the state action, considered alone, may not have.

Second, in a situation where international human rights law does not recognize a particular right, a contrary understanding held by participants of nonviolent civil resistance movements arguably should take precedence, especially when there is a widespread and consistent pattern of behaviors and actions on the part of movement participants.
that reflect this understanding. In this situation, people power would be evidence of a right reflecting the general principles of human rights. In the case of corruption, for example, there is dissonance between the international legal community’s view and the more grassroots view that is driving the proliferation of people-powered anti-corruption activities worldwide. International human rights law does not recognize a right to be free from corruption as a human right, characterizing it instead as a criminal matter. But activists often do see it as a human right.

Third and most radically, it can be argued that people power movements, if mobilized on a sufficiently large-scale, are a different sort of *sui generis* source of law, one that is realizing the natural right of political self-determination. The third section below argues that when nonviolent civil resistance movements respecting human rights general principles reach a certain scale and intensity, they are activating a “dormant social contract” and reclaiming sovereignty and thus taking law-making power back from the state. This arguably activates a rights to democracy under particular conditions for a particular people in a particular state context, irrespective of whether a right to democracy has coalesced as a right under general customary international law.

**Prosecutions and Transitional Justice**

“Transitional justice” is the term that has been coined to describe mechanisms used to achieve accountability for human rights violations after a societal transition to peace or democracy. These mechanisms may include criminal tribunals; truth commissions; lustrations and restitution; or community reconciliation. This subsection focusses on criminal accountability as part of the transition process.

As originally conceived, the international human rights legal regime did not require criminal prosecutions for human rights violations, except in the narrow cases of torture and genocide. Article 14 of the ICCPR requires signatory states to compensate individuals whose rights under the treaty have been violated, but that article refers to a civil remedy and does not require prosecution of those responsible for the violation. Nevertheless, there has been steady progress toward a developing customary rule that prosecutions are required for serious human rights abuses, although this has not yet coalesced into a customary norm. The creation of the International Criminal Court (ICC)—now with 123 member states—indicates the growing acceptance that legal accountability must follow serious human rights violations. Also important for transitional justice have
been domestic or mixed domestic and international tribunals that have been created in states that have been transitioning to democracy, like South Africa, Argentina, and Chile, or recovering from mass atrocities, like Rwanda, or negotiating a peace after a civil war, like Sierra Leone.

Like human rights generally, the topic of transitional justice has been dominated by legal scholars who look at it through a legal lens. This legal focus means the role and impact of people power movements or campaigns in bringing about transitional justice mechanisms has been underestimated, or ignored. For example, many of the case studies Sikkink examined in her book The Justice Cascade focus on the role of lawyers and legal scholars and advocates or other elites and their institutional work in bringing about transitional justice mechanisms or on other elites. But a comparison with the cases included in the NAVCO database created by Chenoweth and Stephan shows that, in many cases, transitional justice mechanisms were created in response to extra-institutional nonviolent actions of civil resistance movements that occurred either concurrently or shortly before in the studied countries.

Indeed, people power has already played a role in the modern movement toward accountability for human rights violations. For example, the work of many CSO coalitions in Latin American countries that pressured newly-democratic states to set up transitional justice mechanisms and hold perpetrators of major human rights violations accountable for their crimes often occurred against a backdrop of large-scale civil resistance campaigns that called for prosecution of past human rights abuses. As such these campaigns, together with the work of CSOs, induced specific state practice and arguably reflected the view that justice in its natural law aspect required prosecutions. The calls for justice here were not based on positive law, as such positive law did not yet exist; they were calling for positive law to be brought into existence as a necessary element of the transition from dictatorship.

The Greek case is a good example of how research on transnational advocacy networks and traditional CSOs neglects the role of people power movements in bringing about transitional justice mechanisms. In July 1974, large-scale nonviolent demonstrations led to the ouster of a military junta, an action that Chenoweth and Stephan classified as a successful nonviolent campaign. Public demands for accountability emerged as soon as a month after the transition. Newspapers from the time recorded "a growing public demand for retribution against the former dictators." The first public calls for prosecutions were actually made,
according to Sikkink, by a resistance organization called Democratic Defense, although no specific details are provided.

By early September 1974, private criminal cases were beginning to be filed in Greek courts, initially for treason and mutiny, later for torture and murder. In early October, the new government of Constantine Karamanlis signed a decree making it clear that an amnesty law passed after the fall of the junta to provide clemency to former political leaders did not apply to top leaders of the former regime.

In her analysis, Sikkink focuses mainly on the somewhat tragic figure of Karamanlis and his personal desire to redeem his reputation from earlier association with the murder of an antifascist resistance icon and leftist Member of Parliament Gregoris Lambrakis. When Sikkink was conducting research for her book, the brother of then-deceased Karamanlis said that his brother “was obeying the feelings of the Greek people” in agreeing to trials. Sikkink seems to find this an unsatisfying answer and does not pursue it further to establish a link between this opinion and a possible role and impact of the mobilized Greek citizenry on the streets of major cities.

Though not in great detail, legal scholar Namoi Roht-Arriaza examined the Greek case in considering the question of whether a customary law has formed requiring states to prosecute perpetrators of gross human rights violations. Without considering the people power demonstrations that led to the regime’s fall, she concluded that it was difficult to ascertain whether the purges and prosecutions were occurring as a result of a sense of legal obligation (opinio juris) or because of “domestic political concerns.” But if “domestic political concerns” included the people’s sense that natural justice required prosecutions, a people-powered opinio juris can be discerned.

Another example of successful transitional justice with a clear people power movement role is Argentina. While the first calls for prosecutions there came from the IACHR, grassroots informal civic groups and established human rights organizations played an important role. The Mothers of the Disappeared (Madres de la Plaza de Mayo) and their resistance actions are the most well-known groups, but also active were the Grandmothers of the Disappeared. In addition, organizations such the Permanent Assembly for Human Rights, the Center for Legal and Social Studies, the Ecumenical Movement for Human Rights, and the Peace and Justice Service (SERPAJ) were also present and involved. When the IACHR arrived in Argentina for an in-country investigation, all these groups closely coordinated with investigators and arranged interviews with hundreds of victims and their families. Ultimately, the IACHR published a searing critical
report, calling on authorities to “initiate the corresponding investigations, to bring to trial and to punish, with the full force of the law, those responsible.” As the hold on power of the junta grew more tenuous—the result of the ongoing mobilization of ordinary Argentinians inspired by the protests and resilience of the Mothers of the Disappeared and other groups—demands for prosecutions became more pronounced, and by 1983, the year the military stepped down, the phrase “Trials and Punishment for All the Guilty” (Juicio y Castigo a Todos los Culpables) “became both a slogan and a primary demand of the human rights movement in Argentina.”

The move to actualizing this demand was made easier when a member of a human rights organization, Raul Alfonsin, was elected president in 1983. Alfonsin however initially hesitated to push for prosecutions. Before leaving power, the junta had adopted an amnesty law protecting everyone associated with the regime from prosecution, which was protested by more than 40,000 people marching in the streets of Buenos Aires. Despite the law, the Alfonsin government proceeded with prosecutions against top military leaders. When the trials threatened to expand from top leaders to large swathes of lower-level military officials (through private lawsuits initiated by victims or their families), the military attempted a coup; but the public demonstrated its support for the Alfonsin government through massive gatherings in front of the Congress building. The government survived, though felt it necessary to adopt an amnesty law blocking future trials, and a subsequent government pardoned the top leaders who had already been convicted. However, the will to prosecute survived, in no small measure to the ongoing mobilization and persistence of civic groups such as Mothers of the Disappeared demanding the right to know what happened with their closed ones and the right to justice. The amnesty law was formally struck down by the Supreme Court in 2005 and repealed by parliament. Court cases against military officials in Argentina slowly resumed.

**Takeaway**

This monograph has set out parameters for ascertaining whether a particular civil resistance movement may be characterized as evincing a human rights ethos. We can go on to argue that state practice that is undertaken in response to the resolve of sustained and well-organized people power movements that demonstrate such an ethos—demanding prosecutions because rights have been violated and justice must be
done—should not be seen as simply responding to “domestic political concerns.” They are responding to such concerns, yes, but it is arguable that, when the parameters here are met, those domestic concerns embed a legal demand and reflect a sense of legal obligation with relevance to international law.

Thus, one way of incorporating “people power” into international law in a lawmaking capacity is to see it as supplying the *opinio juris* element necessary for the formation of customary international law—the sense that a certain act (or omission) is legally obligated. Evidence for people power as *opinio juris* may be easier to ascertain and more relevant in the case of human rights law than the “subjective” understanding of the state itself and both its motives behind its actions.

**Right to be Free from Corruption**

Government corruption is often a powerful impetus for people power movements. Rage at the greed and criminality of those in power may be as important as repression and physical integrity violations in provoking widespread civil resistance.

Rage at the corruption of the Ferdinand Marcos government in the Philippines in the 1980s was a major factor behind the People Power Revolution or the “Yellow Revolution” as it is sometimes called. The thousands of shoes belonging to Marcos’s wife Imelda became a potent symbol of the corruption in that country. Anger with corruption has continued to simmer in Philippine politics, as neither the Aquino government that came to power after Marcos’s ouster in 1986 nor subsequent governments have managed to bring corruption under control. Beyerle notes, “(C)orruption is a grievance around which citizens mobilize in many nonviolent movements targeting authoritarian regimes. Examples can be found across the globe, from the People Power I and II revolutions in the Philippines, the nonviolent resistance to Serbian dictator, Slobodan Milosevic, led by the youth movement, OTPOR, the Rose Revolution in Georgia, to the nonviolent uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt and Yemen, and the two Orange Revolutions in Ukraine.” Elsewhere, others acknowledge: “It is notable how frequently corruption now unleashes protests, whether in authoritarian, semi-authoritarian, or democratic countries…. As has been extensively documented and analyzed by corruption specialists, public awareness of corruption and anger about it have grown massively in the world during the past twenty years.”

Despite the catalyzing effect of corruption on people power movements, the
international community has approached anti-corruption as a matter of criminal law, rather than viewing the right to be free from corruption as a free-standing human right. If corruption is thought of in relation to human rights at all, it is usually considered as a means blocking the realization of rights.²⁹⁹ Anti-corruption efforts in international law strive to regulate corruption through such treaties as the United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. In a Forward to UNCAC, Kofi Annan described corruption “as an insidious plague” that “undermines democracy and the rule of law, leads to violations of human rights, distorts markets, erodes the quality of life and allows organized crime, terrorism and other threats to human security to flourish.”³⁰⁰ The US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) likewise treats corruption as a criminal offense.

The problem with a criminal law approach to corruption is that corruption is construed as an offense against the state, rather than the people who actually suffer from it. As with all of international law, there is an enforcement problem. The UNCAC depends upon the state (filled with corrupt officials) to implement and enforce the convention. Domestic laws may also be limited. The powerful FCPA criminalizes only the paying of bribes, not solicitation, so foreign officials are not threatened with prosecution. Because of issues of foreign official immunity and reciprocity, state officials hesitate to prosecute other officials. But most corruption is not initiated by corporations, unless the corporation knows from prior experience that bribing officials is the way to get things done. Grand corruption results from long-standing political, and business relationships and culture, while petty corruption permeates everyday life with distrust and back-dealing.

Despite intensive efforts to combat corruption through international and transnational cooperation, progress has been slow. In 2015, researchers Murray and Spalding concluded, “Both the political will and imperative to eliminate corruption remain weak. Though international and domestic legal regimes explicitly prohibit corruption, states have not generally enforced applicable laws effectively.”³⁰¹ Supporting their claim, a 2016 survey found that more than 77% of 637 businesspeople polled in 19 Latin American countries believe their country’s anti-corruption laws are ineffective. Over 50% believed that they had lost business because of corruption, but most declined to report corruption to the authorities. Of those who made reports to the government, 71% say the government failed to investigate.³⁰² State prosecutors often face high
beneath the burdens of proof that make prosecution difficult. Murray and Spalding continued, “Too many nations enable corrupt officials and provide the means to help hide the evidence. Leaders tacitly approve many forms of bribery in the name of national security, economic development or exigent circumstances.”

The Right to be Free from Corruption as a Human Right

In view of the slow progress made in combatting corruption through international efforts, Spalding has made a case that freedom from corruption should be independently recognized as a free-standing human right. Such recognition could have three advantages, he argues. Firstly, it could add urgency to anti-corruption efforts, since rights that are seen as human rights are regarded as weightier and more urgent than other rights or legal claims. Secondly, it could undermine the most common justification for corruption—that “it is cultural.” Since human rights are, by definition, “universal,” seeing freedom from corruption as a human right strips away legitimacy from the argument that because it is “cultural” graft and bribes or corruption in general should be acceptable, laying bare the elements of “excuse” in this justification. Thirdly, and most importantly, seeing freedom from corruption as a human right would end the “perverse result.” This perverse result means that companies that do not wish to
violate the law end up withdrawing from the country while so-called “black knights”—companies that feel free to engage with corrupt officials—move in to fill the void.\textsuperscript{307} Hence, there is more corruption, not less. A human right to be free from corruption would arguably make the “black knights” more accountable, set up a stronger normative environment for more stringent corporate social responsibility and facilitate adoption of domestic anti-corruption legislations aiming to keep the work of domestic corporate business in other countries corruption free.

To make his case, Spalding argues from natural law, basing his argument on John Locke’s theory of government for two main reasons: first, the conduct involved in corruption is central to Locke’s theory and second, because it is governments in the Anglo-Saxon world that have taken the greatest initiatives in combatting corruption worldwide. Locke’s theory—so influential on the US and French revolutionaries—is that civil society is grounded on the consent of those who willingly give up the liberty they enjoy in the state of nature for the greater advantages of living under a [legislator] “bound to govern by established standing laws, promulgated and known by the people, and not by extemporary decrees.” This government should have “no other end than the peace, safety, and public good of the people.” Indeed, the very definition of legitimate political power is the “right of making laws. . . only for the public good.”\textsuperscript{308} The liberty of man in society is “to have a standing rule to live by, common to every one of that society, and made by the legislative power . . . not to be subject to the inconstant, uncertain, unknown, arbitrary will of another man.”\textsuperscript{309} Being subject to the arbitrary will of another, Spalding concludes, is the essence of corruption:

Official conduct that procures a benefit in violation of official duty, and contrary to the rights of others, is but another way of describing the failure to govern by standing laws directed to the public good. Where the government has ceased to rule by standing laws without preference, where benefits are granted contrary to official duty and the rights of others, citizens “have no such decisive power to appeal to, [and] they are still in the state of Nature.” Corruption thus voids the social contract, destroys government, and returns society to a state of nature. Indeed, when Locke defines tyranny as “making use of the power any one has in his hands not for the good of those who are under it, but for his own private, separate advantage,” he is describing corruption by a different name.\textsuperscript{310}
Resistance to the idea of freedom from corruption as a human right derives from the positivist orientation of human rights law. It is said to be difficult to derive or infer such a right from existing human rights instruments. Indeed, the scholars and policymakers who specialize in anti-corruption appear more open to the idea that there is a human right to be free from corruption than human rights scholars themselves. But many anti-corruption activists clearly see freedom from corruption in terms of human rights.

In today’s world, persuasive legal arguments are not made by arguing from natural law. Resonating with Spalding’s philosophical argument, this monograph, however, provides evidence of anti-corruption movements as manifestations of an alternative source of positive law, theorized through general principles. That would also resolve the dissonance that has emerged between international law, which sees anti-corruption as a matter of criminal law, and people-power campaigns against corruption, which see it as a matter of rights.

**Augmenting Natural Law with General Principles**

Spalding’s approach can be complemented with evidence from nonviolent resistance campaigns against corruption through the general principles approach that this monograph is developing. This approach would look at the anti-corruption activities of people power movements for evidence that they are expressing a demand that can be reflected in general principles identified earlier, namely, nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence. When corruption is seen as depriving people of their “dignity,” opposition to corruption may be seen as conceptually aligned with the right to an accountable government and the rights to be free from exploitation and repression, even if it is not yet a human right to which people are legally entitled through positive law. For example, the desire for freedom from corruption may express a grievance that an unaccountable government is behind the economic suffering and deprivation, as well as anxiety, physical and mental ill health created by lack of proper education, reliable health care, unpolluted environment or jobs and economic security. In Tunisia, demonstrators shouted, “jobs are a basic human right, you corruption mafia;” and “no to repression, you government of corruption.” Anti-corruption demonstrations around the world have featured calls for governments to step down, from Guatemala’s trending hashtag “Renuncia ya” (resign now) to a huge banner being held aloft by a crowd in Brazil calling for the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff, ensnarled in a corruption scandal. In both Guatemala and Brazil these calls were successful.
Across the globe, anti-corruption activists frame their demands in terms of rights, and the lines between human rights defenders and anti-corruption activists are increasingly blurred. In 2011 in Kenya, a small group of human rights defenders were arrested after staging a sit-in outside the office of the Minister of Education, after an audit report showed that Sh 4.6 billion, some intended to provide free schooling, had gone missing in the Ministry of Education. Protesters in South Africa equated corruption with violations of physical integrity, holding a sign that said, “Corruption is killing us.” A grassroots group in the United Kingdom called “UK UNKUT” has been mobilizing to “highlight alternatives to the government’s spending cuts” (UK UNKUT website, 2013) by demonstrating against corporations who are failing to pay their fair share of taxes. A video for the group describes the cuts as “unjust.” Disability rights activists argue that they will reduce the care available to disabled persons. The language of rights permeates the discourse of protesters.

In contrast to the difficulty of taming corruption through top-down initiatives from the international level, people-powered resistance efforts have had notable successes. For example, citizens’ groups in South Korea, fatigued with governmental corruption...
and blocked from monitoring the performance of officials in the National Assembly, responded by devising a plan to blacklist the most corrupt politicians and force them from office.\textsuperscript{317} Because this plan was in violation of an election law, the action was technically civil disobedience and organizers took the risk of fines and imprisonment into account in devising their strategy. But anger against public corruption was so high that within a short time, a large coalition including 1,104 civic networks and groups emerged and joined the effort.\textsuperscript{318} Through a campaign involving a wide variety of tactics, the coalition succeeded with its plan. Worldwide anti-corruption movements have used a variety of such inventive tactics.\textsuperscript{319}

Perhaps the greatest successes in combatting corruption thus far have occurred through the combined efforts of top-down global governance initiatives and bottom-up people power. As noted above, top officials in Guatemala, including the president, have resigned and been criminally prosecuted on a variety of corruption charges following massive anti-corruption demonstrations that were held in the spring and summer of 2015. These events were made possible by an extraordinary international-national collaboration that was without precedent in international relations. In late 2006, the government of Guatemala and the UN signed an agreement creating the International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG), an independent commission operating under Guatemalan law with the power to initiate investigations, act as a complementary prosecutor in court proceedings, promote disciplinary administrative processes against any officials, and recommend legal, judicial, and institutional reforms. Because of its backing by the international community and its authorization under Guatemalan law, this commission had the resources and political will to investigate and prosecute corruption at the highest levels of the Guatemalan government. But it took the anti-corruption movement that emerged after the CICIG published its report to force out the top public officials implicated by CICIG.

\textit{Takeaway}

The cascading global citizen’s movements against corruption arguably provide a necessary recognition of and legitimacy for a right to be free of corruption as a general principle of human rights law. To make this argument more conclusive, it will be necessary long-term to have the assistance of researchers and academics, both on the ground and in the universities, to gather evidence of discrete anti-corruption movements,
their frequency, intensity, and geographical distribution along with qualitative evidence indicating their resonance with the general principles of nondiscrimination, nonrepression, nonexploitation, and nonviolence. This will demonstrate that a widespread demand for a right to be free of corruption is being raised by mobilized nonviolent movements and is coalescing and exerting coercive effect on elites and institutions.

**Right to Democratic Self-Determination**

In 1992, Franck advanced the claim that in the collapse of the Soviet Union and the rise of a pro-democracy movement in China prior to the crackdown in June 1989 the world was witnessing the global triumph of a democratic ideal that was first expressed in the American Declaration of Independence. Through a combination of emerging customary international law and treaty interpretation, “[d]emocracy,” Franck argued, “is on the way to becoming a global entitlement,” even a condition of a state’s recognition in the community of states, “one that increasingly will be promoted and protected by collective international processes.”

Twenty-five years later, however, this norm still has not consolidated. In fact, the last ten years have seen a strong and surprisingly successful pushback by authoritarian regimes against pro-democracy forces at home and democratic pressure from abroad. A number of established democracies have also seen populist pushback and backsliding toward illiberalism and anti-rule of law practices.

Full explication of the reasons for the anti-democratic pushback and backsliding exceeds the scope of this monograph, but those reasons surely include the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11th, with the ramping up of counterterrorism worldwide, impact of globalization and lingering economic consequences of the 2008 Great Recession as well as the rise of people power movements that led to the successful overthrow of dictatorships in what Russia considers its “near-abroad” and a change of corrupt governments in democracies.

Franck’s claim that international law was newly developing a “right to democracy” shows that such a right was not yet recognized. International human rights law is somewhat schizophrenic with respect to a right to democracy. The UN Charter does not mention democracy but links human rights and self-determination in Articles 1 and 55, without, however, clearly explicating either term. At the same time, Article 1 of both the ICCPR and ICESCR declares the right of self-determination, defined broadly as a right enabling “peoples” to “freely determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development.” By their terms, Article 1 in both Covenants seems to guarantee the right of a people to democratically choose their form of self-government. Article 25 of the ICCPR protects, among other things, the rights "to take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives" and "to vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the electors." But, as Franck recognized, the "notion that the [international] community can impose such standards, on which the democratic entitlement is based" is in tension with the principle of state sovereignty, embodied in Article 2(7) of the UN Charter, which provides that the UN shall not interfere in matters "essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of states."

Theoretically, consensus on a "right to democracy" was set back in 2001 by the publication of Rawls’s influential book, The Law of Peoples, in which he argued for a distinction between human rights and democracy. With the purpose of trying to arrive at universal consensus about basic human rights, Rawls argued that it was possible for so-called decent (but non-democratic) states to respect human rights. He argued that the international community can only demand of a state that it actually protects human rights, not that it do so in the form of a particular governance system like democracy. While controversial to some, this idea found a receptive audience among those who feared the coercive interventions that might be unleashed in the name of "democracy," a fear that has come to pass. There has also been some resistance to the idea of a right to democracy coming from scholars and activists from the Global South, who often see democracy as a political form of government imposed by the West that brings along unwelcome economic effects.

In this final section, the monograph takes another approach to the topic of a right to democracy, arguing that a right to democracy can be triggered in the context of a nonviolent movement engaged in a self-determination struggle, irrespective of whether there is a general right to democracy recognized in international law, provided that it meets the criteria set out in Part II above for reflecting a human rights ethos.

The theory underlying nonviolent civil resistance teaches that all political power, even the most autocratic, rests on the consent and cooperation of the governed. Thus, as Wilson has argued, a social contract underlies every arrangement of state and governmental power, even though that contract may at times be latent or dormant. This notion of a dormant social contract has implications for the notion of sovereignty in
international law. Since international law is state-centric, it does not require that member states in the international system have the actual consent of their population. What is required is the bare minimum of “acquiescence,” understood as the absence of open revolt. This bare minimum of acquiescence is all that is required for a government having “effective control” of the population to be recognized by other states in the international system as legitimate.\textsuperscript{324} Acquiescence thus carries legal significance. But even when the people have been acquiescing in a particular arrangement of political power over time, the eruption of large-scale nonviolent civil resistance signals that the dormant social contract is being activated, and the people are withdrawing their acquiescence. Arguably, this withdrawal should carry legal significance to the same degree that acquiescence carries legal significance.\textsuperscript{325}

Internal struggles for “effective control” are generally viewed in international law as political in nature, not as involving the right of self-determination. Although the UN Charter contains several references to self-determination, a question that was left open in the years after 1945 was whether self-determination was a general principle and applicable to all states, or whether it was limited to colonial situations.\textsuperscript{326} The inclusion of Article 1 in both the ICCPR and ICESCR occurred within the de-colonization context and the right of colonialized peoples to throw off colonial rule has never been in doubt. Spain, Portugal and to a lesser extent France insisted during the post-WWII period that self-determination did not apply to their territories in Africa because those were not “colonies” but had been integrated into the colonizing mother state and now formed an integral part of that sovereign state.\textsuperscript{327} The International Court of Justice initially ratified this view but then quickly backed away from it, confirming that self-determination was a right that colonies could invoke. However, the use of self-determination to legitimate secessionist movements generally and give rise to break-away states outside of the context of colonialism has been sharply circumscribed in international law. And even within the colonial context, the principle of \textit{uti possidetis} (the principle that colonial state boundaries would be maintained even after de-colonization) means that self-determination faces pre-established limits defined by colonialism.

The treaty bodies associated with both the ICCPR and ICESCR have not done much to clarify the meaning of self-determination. The HRC’s General Comment on Article 1 is brief and opaque. It calls self-determination a “right,” but as Crawford notes, it is “otherwise rather evasive.”\textsuperscript{328} The tension between self-determination and the principle of nonintervention is unresolved. In practically its only substantive remark regarding the topic,
the HRC said that Article 1 imposed “obligations on States parties, not only in relation to their own peoples but vis-à-vis all peoples which have not been able to exercise or have been deprived of the possibility of exercising their right to self-determination,” including those peoples who depend on a state not party to the ICCPR. But the HRC simultaneously affirmed the principle of nonintervention: “Such positive action [as states are obligated to take under Article 1] must be consistent with the States’ obligations under the Charter of the UN and under international law: in particular, States must refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of other States and thereby adversely affecting the exercise of the right to self-determination” (italics added). Noting that many state parties did not address Article 1 in their reports, the HRC enjoined states parties to “describe the constitutional and political processes which in practice allow the exercise of this right,” without giving guidance as to what processes should be reported.

In practical terms, after the process of de-colonialization was largely completed (with the sole exception of Western Sahara), the “self-determination of peoples” has been generally understood as applying to peoples within sovereign, non-colonial states, with its main application being with respect to minority peoples within those states and their rights to internal self-determination or relatively autonomous self-governance. With respect to the “people” of the state as a whole, self-determination has largely been interpreted in terms of the exercise of democratic rights like freedom of expression and political participation, not to the process of democratization as such.

There is a question why this should be so. If self-determination applies to all “peoples,” as it does by the terms of the treaties, and not just to “minority peoples,” then it should also apply to political self-determination within nation states. In fact, as a historical matter, the notion of self-determination was first born as a political concept, the result of nationalist movements during the 19th century. That was a period of simultaneous nation-state consolidation and democratic revolution, where “the people” and not the king began to say, “l’Etat, c’est moi.” But with respect to majority peoples, self-determination has remained a political principle, not a legal one.

**Takeaway**

It is arguable that when a people is mobilized through large-scale nonviolent resistance, it is in effect withdrawing its consent from the governing political arrangement of power, activating a dormant social contract, and exercising its right to
self-determination. Put another way, a large-scale assertion of civil resistance is in effect shifting the locus of sovereignty from the state to the people. Since it is sovereignty that gives states the lawmaking power that they alone, as subjects of international law, are thought to have, this shift in the locus of sovereignty (from state to people) should carry with it at least some lawmaking power as well, vested now in a nonviolently mobilized population demanding specific rights.

International legal scholars may object that what is happening in such a scenario is that the people are withdrawing their consent from the government, not the state, and under international law, it is the state that is sovereign, not the government. International law makes a clear distinction between governments and states. Governments come and go, but the state remains. For good reason, international community has a preference for inertia when it comes to state formation. However, the distinction between state and government rests on the legal fiction of “the state,” which is dependent on the will of the international community. A state can declare its own existence, but if it is not recognized by other states, it will have difficulty functioning as a state. Once the international community decides that its will is to recognize a state, it is very difficult for that state to go out of existence, as the international community will work to keep the fiction of the state alive. This is what happened with respect to Germany after the Second World War. The collapse of the German government and the partition of Germany into four sectors could have signaled the end of the particular political arrangement called the state of Germany. But pragmatically, it would not have done anything to resolve the instability in the heart of Europe to incorporate German-speaking peoples into neighboring states, which would have been the logical alternative. Consequently, the Allies announced that they had no intention of acquiring German territory and that the sovereignty of the state remained. Similar considerations of maintaining state integrity are going into the refusal of most states in the international system to recognize Somaliland as a new and separate state, as such recognition would negate the continued existence of Somalia, even though Somaliland is more functioning and state-like than the rest of Somalia at present.

The state that is the lawmaker in international law is this fictional state, an idea that is sustained by the international community, not the actual state on the ground, which can “fail” and where the distinction between state and government may become blurred, especially when the head of the government is simultaneously the “head of state” and carries immunity that derives from the state’s sovereignty. Similarly, in some
cases, the organized corruption that people oppose is embedded in the state structure and is not a product of one or another government. If the international community can evolve a system of norms that endows the state with a fictional existence that can survive the dissolution of the government and displacement of the people, it can also find a way for norm evolution that recognizes and respects the organized withdrawal of consent of people from their government. It only needs to find the will—and the appropriate intellectual justification—to do so. This monograph takes the first step in creating that justification.

That the right of self-determination is set out in not one but two human rights treaties implies that we should interpret it in the light of the rest of the language of the each of those treaties as a whole, per the interpretive principles of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Reading the right of self-determination in light of the other human rights set out in the ICCPR and ICESCR leads to the conclusion that large-scale people power movements that respect the general principles of human rights can be said to have a legal entitlement to democracy. This right to democracy may not create a duty as a matter of positive law on the part of other states to assist nonviolent activists in their struggles for democratic self-determination because of the norm of nonintervention and the fact that interventions can do more harm than good. But it would accord with the general (natural law) principles of human rights to say that non-state actors committed to the human rights project have both a right and a duty to do everything in their power to help those engaged in such struggles achieve their objectives.
The analysis in this monograph is premised on the belief that civil resistance practitioners and researchers, and human rights legal scholars and activists stand to gain if closer theoretical and practical relations between them are forged and mutual understanding is improved.

The idea of human rights carries a high degree of prestige and respect among both scholars, policy makers, and the public and has given rise to a broad array of institutions. Civil resistance movements, in contrast, remain poorly understood by policy makers and by scholars outside of the exciting and growing subject area of civil resistance studies. Showing that civil resistance movements can, and often do, manifest human rights norms can lend them some of the prestige of human rights, legitimizing and enhancing the status of civil resistance movements.

At the same time, the human rights project is facing pessimistic appraisals about its achievements. Even though human rights ideals are respected, international human rights mechanisms are frequently criticized for being elite, top-down institutions that have no real purchase on the grassroots. Understanding how bottom-up civil resistance movements reflect and further human rights can help the human rights project rebut the criticism that its concerns do not resonate “on the ground.”

**What is in the Monograph for Legal and Other Scholars**

For legal scholars, the central contribution this monograph makes is to develop a non-state-centric approach—specifically, a *demos*-centric perspective—to international human rights law, one that takes account of the actions of individuals acting alone or in association, in accordance with certain general principles of human rights that crosscut international and domestic law, as well as positive and natural law and that
define a human rights “ethos.” Because they may be derived from natural law, general principles have traditionally been viewed as expressing morality, the conscience of a legal community, broadly defined. This monograph goes, however, further and argues that general principles can be created and embodied by the activities of organized nonviolent individuals, not only by states. The key originality of the monograph lies in how it rehabilitates natural law by “operationalizing” it as collective practice, treating the organized activities of mobilized individuals as practice that becomes legally relevant to the determination of human rights law as a kind of analogy to state practice to the extent that such activities are designed and executed consistent with the overall general principles that characterize the human rights ethos. In that way, this monograph argues, a second, even alternative, source of legal meaning is created that is independent of, though to some extent parallel to, the state practice that traditionally shaped the emergence and applicability of human rights norms. This monograph thus opens a theoretical and conceptual door for a demos-centric perspective to play a significant and concrete role in shaping and even determining new human rights norms.

The monograph creates an interdisciplinary research agenda for future collaboration between legal scholars and social scientists. Scholars of civil resistance studies can be attentive to evidence that the civil resistance movements they study are manifesting a human rights ethos. Legal scholars can evaluate this evidence and incorporate it into developing and strengthening general principles of human rights law, ensuring conceptual consistency across different dimensions of law and recognizing the potential of civil resistance movements to aid in the “internalization” of international law into domestic legal systems and to push both international and domestic law in new directions.

Another facet of this collaborative research agenda concerns incorporating research regarding the human rights bone fides of civil resistance into research on the effectiveness of human rights generally. A distortion in empirical scholarship on human rights has arisen because of an unnecessarily narrow focus on legal frameworks imposed by the dominant positive-law focused approach to international human rights. The skeptical question was first posed by Oona Hathaway in a particularly important early quantitative study, “Do human rights treaties make a difference?” In responses to this question, it is frequently observed that the added value of human rights law is dubious because of an overlap with the more general process of democratization.333 “[The] past three decades have been an era of widespread democratization, ...
many of the rights contained in the ICCPR are practically synonymous with democracy, it is difficult to show that practices are influenced—at least in part—by an international treaty commitment as distinct from these broader processes.” The assumption in such law-focused human rights research is that democratization and international treaties are in fact “distinct processes” even though they in fact advance similar rights.

But why should studies on the effectiveness of human rights be narrowly confined to the added value of human rights treaties? Because of the “effective control” doctrine when it comes to the recognition of governments and states, international legal scholars have seldom studied, or taken account of, pro-democracy nonviolent movements. But this monograph has begun to show that pro-democracy people power movements may be motivated by, integrate or reflect, the general principles of human rights norms. While it is probably true that international law played a relatively small role in pro-democratic nonviolent movements, human rights principles may be internalized and advanced by such movements. Such principles may contribute to shaping movement goals, as well as domestic discourse about human rights and the place of those rights in the future post-revolutionary constitutional order. It undercounts the influence of the human rights idea to confine the analysis to the effects of positive international law based on state practices.

A people-powered approach will not solve the problem of a generally applicable law of human rights that all states respect to the same degree that they respect settled aspects of customary law (assuming that such settled aspects actually exist). But it may go some way toward allaying the anxiety about the absence of a generally applicable law among international lawyers. We are not losing anything in starting to think of people power as a source of human rights, since we have never had a generally applicable positive law of human rights to begin with. And by thinking of people power as the true source of human rights, what we (fictitiously) lose in state compliance, we can make up by closing the democratic deficit. Taking account of people power in the formation and implementation of international human rights law puts agency into the hands of the supposed beneficiaries of human rights law and acknowledges that they are the original source of human rights. In fact, recognition of people power can help to overcome the central weakness of the international law—namely, its inability to ensure compliance of states and governments with the obligations they supposedly undertake.

Except for treaties, which have existed from time immemorial, “international law” does not emerge purely from the practice of states in consenting to it. It emerges from
the dialectical relationship between the emergence of a certain pattern of organizing relations on a global, or at least a regional scale, and an intellectual justification that both describes that order and generates rules for its maintenance and evolution. Critically minded international lawyers could direct themselves to analyzing the extent to which the ideology of state-centric international law has contributed to human rights violations committed in the name of the state’s “survival.” Such an analysis would have to be counterbalanced by recognition that the “pure” state system of 19th-century international law gave way to the modern system where a web of international organizations, primarily the UN, constrains and moderates state “survivalism,” although this system is being pressured by the current authoritarian backlash. The nation-state system is a historical phase, perhaps one that has attained a certain stability and power to endure, but at this point it is arguably failing the most important test confronting the international community at the present time—the threat of climate change. It is not certain whether growing climate change movements and campaigns will succeed in forcing states, particularly major state pollutants to recognize the urgency of the moment. If the state-centric system fails to respond adequately to this catastrophic threat to human existence, we may see the end of the state-based system we have now and a transition to a new, probably more primitive pattern of organized human relations characterized by chaos, violence, and suffering.

**What is in the Monograph for Civil Resisters**

Strengthening how civil resistance movements may be understood in relation to the international human rights project will make it easier for activists to understand the vital role that their movements may have to play in realizing human rights and even expanding them beyond existing legal frameworks and political practices. Aligning civil resistance efforts with the international human rights project can make such movements more legible for society, other states and international community in terms of their goals, and relation to formal legal frameworks and institutions.

Nonviolent civil resisters may find it advantageous to educate themselves about applicable human rights norms and seek out ways to leverage international human rights mechanisms when it may be advantageous to do so. To the extent that nonviolent civil resisters can translate their demands (if contextually appropriate) into terms utilized by the international human rights law, it will be easier for those demands to be understood,
seen as less threatening and more legitimate. Nonviolent activists may find that using the discourse of “rights” is unifying, helping and strengthening their efforts in coalition-building across different segments of the society and may help a movement gather ground, as occurred in communist Poland a few decades earlier or in Ukraine in recent years.

Although grassroots organizations may have good reason to be suspicious of elite-driven international CSOs, it is important to be aware that potent synergies can be created when elite and grassroots organizations work in tandem, as was the case in Argentina in the late 1980s and in Guatemala in the 2010s.

Using the general principles—nonexploitation, nondiscrimination, nonrepression, and nonviolence—may even be helpful to practitioners of nonviolent civil resistance in strengthening nonviolent discipline, avoiding Trojan horses, and in successfully steering a movement to more democratic, long-term outcomes. Activists may want to make a greater determination to engage in long-term constructive programs such as education and parallel institution building, in order to be better prepared should they actually be successful in their campaigns and need to take power.

What is in the Monograph for International and Local CSOs and their Representatives

The analysis in this monograph may help to enhance mutual understanding between the traditional world of human rights CSOs and more grassroots-oriented people power movements, between which there may exist mutual suspicion or misunderstandings. Though the abstract ideals of human rights seem to have wide appeal, grassroots nonviolent movements may elicit more mixed reactions from policy makers and analysts. Yet the analysis in this monograph indicates that civil resistance movements may be both useful and powerful partners for international human rights organizations and networks and can play an important role in realizing human rights through internalization in domestic law. Civil resistance movements can encompass and access local grassroots activists and organizations that more elite international human rights organizations may not have the capacity, including on-the-ground legitimacy, to reach.

If the general principles outlined in this monograph are taken seriously, CSOs have
a right to resist oppression and a duty to assist others in resisting oppression. This duty falls primarily to civil society, since non-state actors are not constrained by the norm of nonintervention that dictates states not to interfere in the domestic activities of other states. At this point, this duty is a matter of natural law, not positive law.

CSOs could aid in the development of customary international law applicable to the right of peaceful protest by including in shadow reports submitted to the UNHRC as part of the UPR process accounts of how well states have respected the recommendations in the Joint Report when responding to peaceful assemblies and identify the extent to which legitimate grassroots forces of ordinary men and women, embodying general principles as identified in this monograph, are present on the ground, and the frequency and potency by which they continue nonviolent struggles to advance specific rights.

Civil society practitioners have further reasons to become more informed about nonviolent civil resistance. In many countries around the world today, local civil society practitioners are working in difficult environments. Authoritarianism has been resurgent. Dictators are learning from one another how to “close the space” in which traditional CSOs operate. In many cases, this is being done through “legal” means: restrictive laws that are designed to make it almost impossible for CSOs to get licenses, receive foreign funding, or conduct other day-to-day operations. In other cases, their activities are criminalized, or as in Russia, human rights-related CSOs are required to register as foreign agents.

The closing of space for traditional civil society means that human rights defenders and CSOs that work in such repressive environments find themselves being drained of resources, their voices stifled, and their reputations stained. They may find that they will increasingly have to coordinate with activists who employ the “lawless” methods of nonviolent resistance, and perhaps fall back on such methods themselves. For example, in 2009, Ethiopia adopted a particularly draconian law cracking down on CSOs, the Charities and Societies Proclamation (No. 621/2009). It is perhaps not surprising that various forms of nonviolent defiance—symbolic resistance, marches and demonstrations, and call for boycotts—have taken place in Ethiopia with increasing intensity since 2015, as more legalized modes of resistance have been choked off.
What is in the Monograph for the International Community

The analysis in this monograph gives the international community additional intellectual rationale for incorporating popular sovereignty into the principles underlying the international legal order and creating a demos-centric approach to sovereignty in international law. The past two decades saw the rise—and arguable fall—of the responsibility to protect (R2P), which was initially a celebrated attempt to reformulate sovereignty in international law and make it more congruent with the view increasingly dominant in domestic legal systems that sovereignty resides in the people. Most famous for articulating a standard for guiding humanitarian interventions, R2P at its core was an attempt to reformulate how sovereignty is understood in international law, shifting from a perspective stressing the state’s authority to one emphasizing the state’s responsibility. Its rapid development at the international level responded to the pained query of former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan in the Millennial Report of 2000: "If humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica, to gross and systematic violation of human rights that offend every precept of our common humanity?" Annan’s question gave rise to the celebrated report of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS). As paraphrased in the ICISS Report, the Secretary-General posed "the dilemma in the conceptual language of two notions of sovereignty, one vesting in the state, the second in the people and in individuals."

As should be evident from the foregoing analysis, the idea of reformulating state sovereignty so that it emphasizes the responsibility of the state to “protect” its citizens still rests on a paternalistic view that state power inheres in the state itself and not in its people. “Responsibility” in this sense is a kind of noblesse oblige that the state may choose to exercise, not a right to which the people are entitled, as opposed to say accountability, in which the state must answer to its constituents. The ICISS Report noted that Annan’s approach "reflects the ever-increasing commitment around the world to democratic government (of, by and for the people) and greater popular freedoms," but it did not note that this notion of sovereignty as vested in the people is a notion of sovereignty confined to domestic legal systems exclusively. International law vests sovereignty only in the state, and R2P with its paternalist invocation of “protection” did little to change that.

Since international organizations like the UN are by definition state-centric,
mainly recognizing non-state actors through the consultative status granted to certain qualifying CSOs, such organizations will have a certain structural resistance to putting human beings at the center of international law. Within international organizations, individuals who are interested in promoting human rights may have to think creatively about how they might shift the focus from cajoling states to comply with their human rights obligations to recognizing and empowering citizens to realize their rights through nonviolent struggle. The case of CICIG and people power in Guatemala can be a model.

Third-party states can also promote a demos-centric approach in their practice. As an example, the US government recently prosecuted a “kleptocracy” case against the Second Vice-President of Equatorial Guinea, Teodoro Nguema Obiang Mangue, who had purchased lavish real estate and other luxury goods in the United States with millions of dollars stolen from the people of Equatorial Guinea. As part of the settlement, Obiang Mangue was required to give $20 million to a charity for his own people, to begin to compensate them for the money that was stolen from them. (The US government took $10.3 million).
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

**Civil Rights:** Usually refers to rights that are guaranteed by the positive laws in domestic legal systems, often in constitutions. Civil rights may overlap with human rights and be a way that international law is implemented in the domestic law of the land. However, civil rights may be different from—less or more protective than—human rights.

**Civil Society:** The formal and informal voluntary associations that exist in a polity outside of the state and the for-profit sector.

**General Assembly:** The main representative body of the United Nations (UN), to which all member states send representatives.

**General Principles of International Law:** The third “source” of international law (see entry “Sources of Law”) after international agreements and custom. General principles as a source of law refers to common doctrines or modes of reasoning found at multiple levels of the international system, or in a wide number of domestic legal systems, or in natural law.

**Human Rights Defenders or Activists:** Individuals who work to realize human rights, either alone or through associating with others, work to realize human rights. According to Article 1 of the Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups, and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (“Declaration on Human Rights Defenders” or “DHRD”):

> To be a human rights defender, a person can act to address any human right (or rights) on behalf of individuals or groups. Human rights defenders seek the promotion and protection of civil and political rights as well as the promotion, protection and realization of economic, social and cultural rights.

**Human rights project:** The term used in this monograph to refer to the collective project of realizing human rights. It includes legal mechanisms (treaties, treaty monitoring bodies, regional human rights courts, UN special procedures, committees and agencies); education and culture; social movements; as well as intellectual work (history, theory, and social science). The “human rights project” is what Michel Foucault might call a “discursive formation.”

**Civil society organizations (CSOs):** Formal or informal organizations through
which individuals associate in order to carry out the day-to-day work of defending human rights. These can be domestic (e.g. Helsinki Committee in communist Poland or Human Rights Center ‘Memorial’ in Russia), regional, or international (Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International), incorporated or unincorporated, registered or unregistered. Typically, these organizations support work, directly or indirectly, for the international legal frameworks through such activities as education and monitoring.

**Jurisgenesis:** Term coined by the legal scholar Robert M. Cover to designate the process of creation of legal meaning by social groups within a society.

**Jus cogens:** Norms of international law considered so fundamental, grave, and important that their violation admits no justification. Small in number, jus cogens norms include slavery, Apartheid, and first use of force.

**Natural law:** According to Black’s Law Dictionary, natural law is a “philosophical system of legal principles purportedly deriving from a universalized conception of human nature or divine justice rather than from legislative or judicial action.” (432)

**Nonviolent civil resistance, nonviolent resistance or civil resistance:** This monograph uses the following definition of nonviolent civil resistance. Nonviolent resistance is a civilian-based method used to wage conflict through social, psychological, economic, and political means without the threat or use of violence. It includes acts of omission, acts of commission, or a combination of both. Scholars have identified hundreds of nonviolent methods—including symbolic protests, economic boycotts, labor strikes, political and social noncooperation, and nonviolent intervention—that groups have used to mobilize publics to oppose or support different policies, to delegitimize adversaries, and to remove or restrict adversaries’ sources of power.341

**Civil resistance movements or campaigns:** This monograph uses the following definition of movement put forward by Hardy Merriman. A movement is understood as:

Ongoing collective efforts aimed at bringing about consequential change in a social, economic or political order. Movements are civilian-based, involve widespread popular participation, and alert, educate, serve, and mobilize people in order to create change.342

At times, when referring to concrete examples of organized and sustained collective actions undertaken as part of a larger movement or struggle, this monograph uses the term “campaign,” as defined in Chenoweth and Stephan’s, *Why Civil Resistance Works*:

a series of observable, continuous, purposive mass tactics or events in pursuit of
a political objective. Campaigns are observable, meaning that the tactics used are overt and documented. A campaign is continuous and lasts anywhere from days to years, distinguishing it from one-off events or revolts. Campaigns are also purposive, meaning that they are consciously acting with a specific objective in mind, such as expelling a foreign occupier or overthrowing a domestic regime. Campaigns have discernible leadership and often have names, distinguishing them from random riots or spontaneous mass acts.\textsuperscript{343}

**Opinio juris:** One of the two elements of customary law, the other being a consistent and widespread pattern of state practice. It refers to a sense of legal obligation that accompanies state practice, meaning that the state is behaving in a particular way because it believes it is legally obligated to behave in that way.

**Peaceful protest:** This is a term increasingly used in international law, particularly in the context of the UN, to designate the amalgamated right of an individual or group to peacefully assemble and express their political opinions.

**People power:** The term “people power” was initially coined during the large-scale civil resistance movement to remove Philippine dictator Ferdinand Marcos in 1986 and install a democratic alternative. Although originally signifying large-scale pro-democracy movements, the term is now used more generally to refer to campaigns of any size that use the techniques of civil resistance.\textsuperscript{344} It will be used in this monograph interchangeably with civil resistance movements or campaigns or civil resistance to describe or illustrate the same phenomenon. It should also be noted, however, that people power – as the socially-articulated agency of individuals acting alone or in association – also encompasses both the active and passive means through which individuals create, sustain, and dismantle political arrangements of power. The former includes the social contract (agreement to be ruled over in exchange for safety, security and personal freedom); the dormant social contract (that connotes everyday obedience practice that became routinized even though rulers do not keep their side of the deal) as well as the social contract renunciation (moment, when people activize the spirit and letter of social contract by asserting their right to remove rulers that do not fulfil their part of the social contract obligations). Such understanding of “people power” is thus potentially much broader than the traditional definition or meaning of nonviolent resistance.

**Positive law:** In contrast to natural law, which is often seen as being divine in origin, positive law designates man-made law. In the context of international law, this refers to law emerging from the practice of states belonging to the international community, whether
written or unwritten, whether codified or not.

**Modern (or instant) custom:** A term used to describe scholarly efforts to reconceptualize customary international law, primarily in order to make it a more accurate description of how human rights form customary norms. The main approaches emphasize the element of “*opinio juris*” over that of state practice.

**Source of Law:** In international law, a source of law is the source of legal authority. There is no “legislator” in international law, so the sources of law lie in international agreements, the customs of states, and general principles.

**State and Non-State Actors:** International law recognizes two main types of actors—state and non-state. States are the entities formally recognized in the international legal order. Though recognition of states occurs through the process of diplomatic relations among states, it is formalized mainly through membership in the UN.\(^{345}\) Non-state actors are everyone else—individuals, insurgent groups, terrorist organizations, chambers of commerce, environmental advocacy groups, and civil resistance movements, among others.

**Subjects and objects of international law:** Legal scholars generally use the term “subjects” to designate actors having legal personality in international law and “objects” to designate those that do not. An entity is recognized as having “international legal personality” if it is capable of exercising rights or duties under international law. In the past, individuals were considered “objects” of international law, because they had no rights and duties under international law and could not “invoke it for...protection nor violate its rules.” They were “things,” like real property or natural resources, with their relationship to international law mediated through the state.\(^{346}\) Today, individuals are considered “subjects” of international law because they are both rights-holders and duty-bearers. They possess a wide array of human rights, and they have the more limited duty of not committing international crimes like genocide and ethnic cleansing. However, non-state actors do not have law-making power. International law does not have a separate term to distinguish subjects having law-making powers from subjects not having law-making powers, though one would be useful.

**United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC):** The body within the UN tasked with monitoring compliance of Member States with the human rights provisions of the UN Charter, mainly through the UPR process. The Council was formed in 2008 when its predecessor body, the Human Rights Commission, was dissolved.
APPENDIX: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE POSITIVE LAW OF HUMAN RIGHTS

This appendix provides a basic introduction to international law for the benefit of readers who are not lawyers or otherwise knowledgeable about the subject, with a particular focus on human rights law.

A. What international law is

International law is the body of rules and principles of general application dealing with the conduct of states and of international organizations, and with their relations among themselves, as well as with some of their relations with natural persons (human beings) or legal persons (e.g., CSOs or corporations). Unlike domestic law, international law is not created by a central legislative body, though the UN, especially the Security Council, sometimes plays a role akin to a legislature. Nor is there a central executive or enforcement mechanism. In contrast to domestic law, which is created through legislative or executive authority and is set out in statutes and constitutions, international law takes a different form and has four main sources, which are set out in Article 38 of the Statute of the ICJ. The two most important and least controversial sources of international law are 1) “international conventions, whether general or particular” and 2) “international custom” (also known as customary law). A third source is “the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations.” “[J]udicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations” may also be consulted “as subsidiary means” for determining rules of law.”

1.) International agreements

International agreements, or “conventional law,” refer to treaties or other agreements that are negotiated between or among states. Treaties are like contracts between states: according to their specific terms, they create obligations for the states that sign onto them. Rules for the interpretation of treaties are set out in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which is a codification of the customary law regarding the interpretation of treaties. Some rules for interpreting treaties remain uncodified.
2.) International custom or customary law

Whereas conventional law only obligates the specific states that are parties to the specific treaties in question, customary law is generally binding on all states, except those states that are “persistent objectors” to the formation of a particular customary rule and made their objection known to the international community. The law of the sea and the laws of war are prime examples of customary law. In these critical areas, states needed to work out rules so that they would not come into conflict, or if they did come into conflict, the conflict would have some predictability and limits.

The general understanding of customary international law is that it "results from a general and consistent practice of states followed by them from a sense of legal obligation." Customary law is unwritten originally (though it may be later codified into international treaties) and is identified through an inductive process examining the consistent practices that states evolve over time to regularize their interactions with other states and ascertaining whether those practices are undertaken from a belief that they are in fact legally obliged. An example of a customary rule is that of the "territorial sea"—the rule that states have jurisdiction over the seas and oceans that immediately surround them for reasons of national security and welfare. Respect for the territorial sea was first undertaken for matters of practicality, diplomatic relations, comity, or other reasons, but as it recurred over time, it took on a sense of legal obligation, whereby states conformed their behavior to what was perceived to be a legal rule. When conformity with a regular practice is undertaken out of a "sense of legal obligation," it is said that customary international law has formed. This "sense" of "obligation" is often designated by the Latin term opinio juris.

Because it is reciprocal and interactive, customary law can evolve over time as states change their practices and in turn their sense of their legal obligations. Customary law also has the unusual feature of change necessarily first appearing as a violation of law; but if an initial violation is followed by many violations, a new law may form. In the case of the territorial sea, for many years the legal limit was set at three nautical miles, but in the mid-20th century, some states "violated" this custom, claiming a territorial sea of 12 nautical miles. When enough states claimed a 12-mile limit, a new customary law was formed.
3.) General principles of law

Although the ICJ Statute puts general principles on the same level with custom and treaty, there is less consensus about what they mean, and some scholars regard them as subsidiary sources of law that are primarily interpretive. The ICJ Statute also qualifies general principles with the phrase “recognized by civilized nations,” which many decolonized countries saw as reflecting Eurocentric bias. Today, the phrase is generally assumed to be redundant, meaning nothing more than membership in the international community.

Subjects of international law

A variety of actors, including states, supranational collectives (like the European Union), international organizations, corporations and individuals, are now recognized as having “legal personality” in international law, meaning that international legal frameworks recognize them as “subjects” (see Glossary), with certain rights and duties. However, not all subjects recognized by international law are recognized equally. States have the greatest rights and duties, while international organizations and individuals have fewer. States remain the only subjects in international law with lawmaking power (which they may sometimes delegate to international organizations).

Though previously considered “objects” of international law, without any legal status, individuals are today considered “subjects” of international law because they are both rights-holders and (to a more limited extent) duty-bearers. As human beings, they are the beneficiaries of the body of law called human rights law, and they enjoy a wide array of rights called human rights. They have the more limited duties of not committing international crimes like genocide, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing. They are exhorted to respect the human rights of others, but through the doctrine of due diligence, states have the prime duty to ensure that individuals respect the human rights of other individuals. Though “subjects” in the sense of having rights and duties, individuals do not have the power to make international law. It would thus be more accurate to consider them “subject-objects” of international law. Since they are composed of individuals, civil resistance movements are likewise not currently recognized as having the legal capacity to make international law, though participants in such movements are rights-holders just like any individuals. In particular, individuals engaged in collective civil resistance are exercising their rights to peaceful assembly and association.
B. International human rights law

International human rights law is the subset of international law that sets forth the obligations that states have to respect the human rights of all persons located within their territory, or affected by their actions abroad. The legally binding UN Charter contains seven references to human rights, with ensuring human rights being one of the stated purposes of the UN. International human rights law currently functions in large measure in the same way that general international law functions, except that the idea of human rights—the notion that human beings have certain basic rights by virtue of their humanity—is considered by some to be a natural law idea.

Instruments of international human rights

The “positive law” of international human rights is embedded mainly through a network of multilateral (multiparty) treaties. At the origin point of this network is the UDHR, a non-binding General Assembly Resolution adopted in 1948, which sets out an array of rights as “a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations.” Included in this declaration are civil and political rights, like the rights to “life, liberty and security of person” (Art. 3) and “equal protection of the law” (Art. 7), as well as social, economic, and cultural rights, like “the right to form and join trade unions” (Art. 23) and “the right to education” (Art. 26).

The UDHR was eventually codified in two binding international treaties: the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant of Social, Economic, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). As its name indicates, the ICCPR protects civil and political rights, like the right of association and expression; the right to information; the right to peaceful assembly; freedom of thought and belief; and the right to be secure from unlawful searches and from arbitrary arrest and imprisonment, the right not to be tortured or summarily executed. The ICESCR protects the social, economic, and cultural rights of individuals, including the right to education, the right to health, and the right to join trade unions.

In addition to these three core instruments, the UDHR, the ICCPR, and the ICESCR (often referred to as an “International Bill of Rights”), there are specialized treaties addressing specific rights, or specific groups of rights-holders, that have been deemed to require special attention, such as the Convention Against Torture or the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women. While the treaties just mentioned operate at the global level and have states parties from all geographical regions of the
work, there are also regional human rights mechanisms, in particular the European Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which are tied to regional human rights conventions, like the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention) and the American Convention on Human Rights (American Convention). Such regional treaties may secure rights in overlapping fashion, or protect additional rights, or provide for other, enhanced means of enforcement.

**Enforcement of international human rights**

In general, the enforcement mechanisms that international human rights law provides are weak, relying mainly on the moral power of “naming and shaming.” Most human rights treaties are administered by an oversight committee made up of independent experts (treaty bodies). In the case of some treaties, like the ICCPR, the state party may choose to sign onto an Optional Protocol that gives the individual the ability to initiate claims on their own. Depending on the specific treaty, the treaty body may have the authority to initiate in-state investigations, but no treaty body has the coercive power to enforce its judgments.

Oversight of the human rights records of UN member states is entrusted to the Human Rights Council (Council), which has various “special procedures” at its disposal. The Council designates “special rapporteurs” on either thematic or country-specific topics. These special rapporteurs work to clarify the law and ensure state compliance, through exhortation and other forms of pressure. Since 1993, the human rights activities of the UN have been coordinated by the High Commissioner for Human Rights. The Council has also instituted the UPR, whereby every member state in the UN undergoes peer review in an open hearing, and civil society is able to participate and submit “shadow reports” that present dissenting opinions and evidence to supplement and sometimes contradict the “official” state reports. The UPR process is “naming and shaming” that occurs at a state-to-state level.

The most effective human rights enforcement mechanisms are found at the regional level. Both the European and Inter-American human rights regimes created juridical systems, including a commission and a court, and both give individuals the right to file petitions. Although these juridical systems have no police powers, many of the state parties to the European and American Conventions have consented to treat their decisions as legally binding and to comply with the respective courts’ decisions,
which often includes the payment of compensation to victims. However, both regimes are more effective in compelling states to provide compensation for victims than in changing their policies.
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A few ambiguous or contested entities, like Taiwan, Kosovo, and the Holy See, are not full United Nations members.

“...as object, the individual is but a thing from the point of view of this law or that he is benefited or restrained by this law only insofar and to the extent that it makes it the right or the duty of states to protect his interests or to regulate his conduct.” Christiana Ochoa, “The Individual and Customary International Law Formation,” Virginia Journal of International Law, 48 (152) 2007, (quoting George Manner, “The Object Theory of the Individual in International Law”, 46, American Journal of International Law, 428-29 (1952).

This definition is very slightly adapted from the Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States, §101 (1987).

“Statute of the International Court of Justice” Article 38 (4). “Publicist” is an older term that means scholar, jurist, or commentator.


This duty is expressed through the concept of due diligence.


The new Human Rights Council was formed after a predecessor body called the Human Rights Commission was dissolved because of being widely perceived as illegitimate, in that major human rights abusing could win a seat on the Council and thereby block action against human-rights abusing countries. General Assembly Resolution 60/251 created the Human Rights Council.

The European Commission is now defunct.
International human rights law did not come into existence top-down, out of the benevolent intentions of states, even though states eventually began to recognize that large-scale human rights abuses could pose a threat to the international order. Rather, it came into existence from the bottom-up efforts of ordinary people in civil society to ally with each other in solidarity and demand their rights, often through organized nonviolent campaigns and movements that pressured elites and powerholders to recognize or grant individual rights (freedom for slaves, women’s rights, labor rights, and children’s rights, to name a few). Unlike international law generally, the real source of international human rights law has been the coordinated, organized and nonviolently forceful efforts of individuals—in other words, what one can refer to as people power.
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